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Image analysis is an immensely active area, with a dramatic upsurge in fields such as 
medical image processing, zoological scans and computer vision.
In this thesis we consider data obtained from optical sections through an area of 
cartilage growth using fluorescence confocal microscopy. Our interests concern proper­
ties of cells in the specimen under study, such as their sizes, orientations, intensities and 
numbers. We adopt a Bayesian approach for object recognition incorporating high level 
prior models using a marked point process to handle the required geometrical features 
for the objects (cells). We use the recent developments in Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithms for varying dimension problems to explore the posterior distribution of cell 
configurations.
We work with the 2D optical section, then generalise the technique to handle the 
3D problem using the consecutive optical sections provided. We use several techniques 
to simulate from the posterior distribution and to extract the required information 
for the cells under study. This is done, taking into consideration the efficiency, total 
computing cost, convergence and the mixing of the MCMC.
In order to extract the required aspects of the cells under study in a practical time 
we use a radical approach. We use a representative starting point instead of an extreme, 
blank configuration. The starting state should handle some initial information about 
the objects in the scene. To construct such state we developed an automated self- 
contained algorithm. We adopted some mathematical morphology operators, as well 
as some statistical tools to establish our approach.
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This thesis is organised as follows: In this chapter we shall discuss the general method­
ology for construction of Markov chains for Monte Carlo inference, particularly in a 
Bayesian context. Some aspects of prior modelling are considered. We focus on the two 
most common algorithms for implementing MCMC techniques. In chapter (2) we build 
up the general model for confocal microscope data. We then consider the prior model 
which we define a marked point process. We introduce a prior model that exhibits 
spatial interaction between objects in a scene.
Having identified the characteristics of this particular data set, we implement in 
chapter (3) the above methodology to construct the 2D target model. We then build 
up the MCMC algorithm and define the possible moves involved in the MCMC al­
gorithm. We take into consideration the recent development of MCMC methods for 
multi-dimension state spaces which we discuss in detail. Consequently we test the 2D 
sampler performance. To speed up the convergence of the Markov chain we apply 
some modifications to the original algorithm as well as to the parameters of the target 
model. The latter modifications induce dynamic changes in the likelihood model. Fi­
nally we add the blurring effect to the model and test the performance of the sampler
1
accordingly.
As a result of the high dimension of the problem, there are several difficulties in 
actually reaching convergence when starting from extreme states such as the empty 
configuration. To avoid lengthy run-time we construct a starting value near the mode 
of the posterior model. Construction of such a starting state, either fully automated or 
by considering the use of expert knowledge, is carried out in chapter (4). We follow this 
by testing the performance of the model after using the appropriate techniques. The 
promising results of the 2D sampler after using a representative starting point lead us 
to image interpretation and extracting detailed information about the cells under study. 
This is handled in chapter (5) where we study some aspects of interest of the cells and 
apply statistical tools to help us in computing our estimates for those variables. We 
also check the robustness of these estimates to the prior assumptions.
In chapter (6) we consider the 3D data set using stacks of consecutive 2D optical 
sections. We generalise the 2D model to the 3D problem. The properties of the 3D 
records of the confocal microscopy are handled in detail as well as the identification 
criteria for the 3D objects. This is followed by describing the prior and the likelihood 
models and consequently the posterior model for the 3D problem. A brief implemen­
tation of the 3D MCMC algorithm is also included in chapter (6).
Chapter (7) discusses the 3D sampler performance using the original algorithm. 
In order to address the proposals of the chain toward the mode of the target model 
we apply some changes in the original algorithm. The performance of the improved 
sampler is again tested using extreme starting state as well as using a reliable starting 
point for the chain for the 3D problem.
In chapter (8) we apply radical approaches to explore the state space and overcome 
the mixing difficulties. We introduce two different techniques: the simulated tempering 
and a relaxed model approach. Finally, chapter (9) states the general conclusions and 




1 .2 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
In many applications of image analysis, the major concern is to describe the true scene 
X  under view given an observed signal Y.  We may wish to estimate X  or a function 
g(X).  As an example, we may be interested in restoration of a satellite image of 
the earth’s surface after removal of blur and noise, based on remotely sensed data Y . 
Suppose our concern is the proportion of the area classified as urban, agricultural, forest 
or water which in this example we label 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The view under 
interest is partitioned into pixels. These pixels are labelled systematically (1 , . . .  ,n}, 
where n is the total number of pixels in the region. We define Xi  E {1,2,3,4} to 
be the classification for pixel i, i =  1 , . . . , n .  The proportions of interest are then 
g i (X ) ,g 2(X ) ,g 3(X)  and g±(X) where
gj{X )  = ± M i ^ A f j  =  l f2 ,3,4.
z—4 ni=i
The remotely sensed data Y  are actually degraded signals for the underlying scene X  
which are recorded for a subset S  of the pixels, Y  =  (Yi, . . .  ,Ys)-  In many cases the 
received signals are a convolution or blurred version of the true scene with sensor noise 
resulting from the recording process. In the presence of the blur effect the blurred value 
Y  at pixel i has expectation equal to a weighted average of X{ and the X  values of 
the pixels around it. Given blurred records, if the blurred values across the scene are 
assumed to follow the same pattern  of weight values then we need all pixels that may 
contribute to these records. T hat is we need to enlarge n  such tha t the pixels lying at 
the edge of the region have the necessary adjacent pixels, so we choose S  < n. When 
there is no blurring effect then the dimensions of the data vector Y  and the output 
vector X  are the same. The above example is considered as a low level image or pixel- 
wise problem where for each pixel i in the scene we wish to estimate a corresponding
3
output Xi.
Image analysis also incorporates high level image problems where the output deals 
with more complex global features of the image. In high level image models, with which 
we shall be working in this study, we specify the image as a collection of objects, each 
spanning a substantial number of pixels. Object recognition is a task tha t is considered 
a high level image problem. For example in this study the records Y  are obtained from 
confocal microscopy for an area of cartilage growth. The image consists of an unknown 
number of cells. We are interested in both the number of cells, and in some properties 
of these cells. For illustration suppose the shape of the cells can be approximated by 
discs with fixed known radii and we are interested in the location of the centres of the 
cells falling within the image. Let N  denote the number of cells in the specimen and 
X  = ( X i , . . .  , X n ) represent the N  cell centres, then each X{ is a two dimensional pair 
representing the Cartesian coordinate of the disc centre.
Another im portant example of a high level problem is an image containing a mixture 
of cell types. For instance we may expand the exposition of the previous image example 
such tha t the objects may be approximated by circles of different fixed radii. We may 
be interested in estimating the number of cells of each type, JV», i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  m,  where 
m  is the total number of classes of the cells, or perhaps we are interested in the location 
of each cell in the scene and its type. The output configuration X  is then an unordered 
set {Xl, . . . ,  Xjy} and each Xi  = ((cx ,Cy),tp), where (cx , Cy) is the Cartesian coordinate 
of the ith cell centre and tp G {1 , . . . ,  m } represents the type of the cell i.
1 .2 .2  B a y es ia n  in feren ce
The records Y  = (Yi, . . . ,  Ys) can be considered as convolutions of the sensor noise with 
the blurred values of the underlying scene. The form of the likelihood function C{y\x) 
of the observed record Y  = y  depends on the method of imaging. We shall assume that 
given a particular true scene X  = x, the random variables Yi , . . . ,  Ys  are conditionally 
independent. Moreover, assume tha t each Yi has a known conditional density function
4
^Yi\x{Ui\x )- Thus the conditional density of the observed records Y  given X  = x  is 
simply
s
£(y\x ) =  Y[nYi\x(yi\x)-
i=i
Using direct observed data, each record Yi depends only on the pixel i it is represent­
ing: its intensity value, say is a function only of X{ in the low-level pixel description. 
Therefore the conditional density ^Yi\x{l/i\x ) in this case is just ^Yi\x{yi\x i)- In the 
high level model the interpretation of the output representation differs from that of 
the low level model. Each X j  there represents an object covering several pixels in the 
scene. If we let X j ^  be the object covering pixel i, then X j ^  implies the intensity of 
pixel i. Therefore the conditional density irYi\x{yi\x ) for the high level model using the 
direct observation can be written as or more generally as {yi\xj(i))-
On the other hand under the blurring effect this conditional density depends not only 
on a single unit Xi or X j ^  but on a set of units around pixel i. Let this set be de­
noted by A*, then the conditional densities of the pixel image model can be expressed 
as ttv; |a* (l/i I Ai). In the high level model the conditional density of the record Yi will 
depend on X j , the object covering pixel i and the intensities of the adjacent pixels, 
which may belong to other objects.
Let E be the sample space of the configuration X  — ( X \ , . .. , X n) where E is Rn 
or any suitable state space depending on the application. For example in the one type 
object problem defined on section (1.2.1), the sample space for each object Xi  which 
consists merely of a location is U. Here the sample space U  of an object is the window 
or the scene under study, whereas the sample space of the whole configuration X  is 
E =  U~=0U n. On E we define a prior distribution for X .  This prior distribution should 
be chosen to capture general knowledge about the image.
Low level models are commonly provided by Markov Random Field (MRF) models 
for the set of pixel values. In these models, the conditional distribution of one pixel 
value Xi  given the rest of the image X  depends only on the values X j  at a small number
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of neighbouring pixels. Such models support the belief tha t pixels which are close in 
the grid take values which are similar. The Markov models can also be used in high 
level modelling, but they are no longer pixel-based. Rather, they are object based. The 
choice of a suitable model in high level tasks is related to the task being performed. 
In the object recognition problems a widely used prior density class is tha t of pairwise 
interaction models which exhibit repulsion or inhibition between neighbouring objects.
To combine the two main parts of the problem, the likelihood of Y  and the prior 
distribution of X  we follow the Bayesian approach. We shall use the posterior distri­
bution ttx\y  of the scene X  given the data Y ,  to make inference about the underlying 
scene X  given Y  where
*x \y {Av) £(y\x)7TX {x).
Under a known posterior distribution ttx\y  the expectation of g(X) ,  the function 
under interest, will be given by
e *XIy ( 9 (x)\Y = y ) =  g(x)irX \Y (dx\y). (1.1)
J x £  E
1 .2 .3  S im u la tio n  tech n iq u es
In image analysis problems, X  is high dimensional and evaluation of 7rx \ Y  1S a challeng­
ing problem. Analytical calculation of (1.1) is not possible because of the complexity 
of the posterior distribution and the fact tha t this is only known up to proportionality. 
Simulation inference can be used instead. The technique of simulation is widely used 
in statistical inference e.g. Ripley (1987). Suppose, for example, tha t we have a way 
to obtain independent samples x^l\ x 2^\ . . .  from t^x\Yi we could then approximate the 
expectation of (1.1) by the empirical estimate
& =  l j > ( * W ) ,  (1.2)
2—1
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By the strong law of large numbers as t —> oo,
gt ^  E nxlr(g).
Typically the distribution nx\Y  is t° °  complex for direct simulations largely because 
the normalising constant is unknown. Thereupon the indirect approach of Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo, MCMC, must be applied. This approach will simulate correlated 
samples from 7Tx \y - We need not worry about the dependence of the samples if
they are drawn in the correct proportion and for a sufficient large sample size.
1 .2 .4  M ark ov  ch a in  M o n te  C arlo  m e th o d s
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods are widely advocated in a variety of situations 
where the complexity of the distribution of interest is an issue. In these situations usu­
ally the direct sampling from such a complicated models is not possible. The key idea of 
the Markov chain Monte Carlo methods is to generate an iterative sequence of samples 
in such away tha t it converges in distribution to the model of interest. To implement 
this strategy many attem pts were made to define algorithms for constructing chains 
with specified equilibrium distributions. The most common, well-known algorithms for 
constructing chains with specified equilibrium distributions were defined by Metropolis 
et al. (1953), Hastings (1970) and Geman and Geman (1984). A wide range of discus­
sion papers on MCMC theory and application can be referred to, for example, Besag 
and Green (1993), Smith and Roberts (1993), Tierney (1994), Besag et al. (1995) and 
Gilks et al. (1996). In this section, we shall briefly discuss in an appropriate framework 
the theory of the MCMC technique.
To sample from a specified distribution 7r on E, we construct a Markov chain tran­
sition kernel P(:r, A).  The transition kernel P is a map, P : E x E - y  [0,1], tha t implies 
the target distribution ir is a stationary distribution of the chain. The distribution of
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X (t+1) given satisfies
P { X {t+l) e  A \ X {0) = x ^ ), . . . , X {t~1) = x^t~1), X it) = x ) = W ( x ,A ) .
We say that 7r is the invariant measure (hence equilibrium) of the Markov chain if it 
satisfies the general balance equation
/  7r(dx)F(x,A) = 7r(A), for all measurable sets A C E. (1.3)
J  x e E
General balance, 7rP =  7r, is also referred to as the global balance.
The conditional distribution of X ®  given X(°) =  x(°) is
P ( x W  e  A \ X {0) = z (0)) =  P * ^ ,  A),
where P* denotes the kernel P after iterating it t  times. The following theorem proved 
by Nummelin (1984) states conditions on the transition kernel P under which the 
distribution of the chain converges to the probability distribution 7r as t —> 0 0 .
T h e o re m  1 Suppose P is n —irreducible and 7rP =  7r. Then P is positive recurrent and 
7r is the unique invariant distribution of P. 7 /P  is also aperiodic, then, for it—almost 
all x;
||]Pf (a;, •) — 7r|| —> 0, (1.4)
where || • || denotes the total variation distance. In other words if P satisfies the con­
ditions stated in theorem (1), then for all measurable sets A  C E and for almost all 
x  6 E
lim P*(x,A) =  tt(A).t—>00
A chain is it—irreducible if starting at any initial state x  G E, then for all measurable 
sets A C E with 7r(A) >  0 there exists t > 0 such tha t P ( X ^  £ A \xQ = x) > 0. The 
chain is aperiodic if the chain does not oscillate between different sets of spaces in a
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regular periodic movement. The term  positive recurrent is defined as follows: let t a  be 
the first return time to state A  C E where n{A) >  0, then we say the n —irreducible 
chain X ®  is recurrent if P ( ta  <  oo) =  1 and is positive recurrent if E( ta )  <  oo.
If the chain is 7r—irreducible, aperiodic, positive recurrent and if the initial value 
of *(°) is sampled from 7r, then all subsequent iterations using MCMC will also be 
distributed according to n.
Theorem (1.4) ensures, for large t, the stationary distribution 7r is the limiting 
distribution of the Markov Chain regardless of the starting value of the chain. This 
point is very helpful in practice because, in general, sampling the initial state X^0) 
directly from 7r(-) is not feasible. Suppose this is true and we run the chain from 
a fairly arbitrary state in E for a long time. Taking a sufficiently large number of 
correlated samples should produce the same results as a given number of independent 
ones. To estimate the properties of the target distribution we want the chain to be 
invariant of its starting state so we neglect the samples obtained up to the burn-in 
time. Allowing a sufficient burn-in time before collecting samples ensures that X(0), 
the first X  we use, has a distribution rather close to 7r. Then the simulated values of 
the chain can be used to summarise the features of 7r(-).
An easier condition to check than global balance is the detailed balance equation or 
time reversible condition which is given by
7r(dx)W(x, dx') = 'K{dx')W(xl, dx), \ / x ,x r E E. (1.5)
The detailed balance condition, if confirmed, will ensure general balance condition as 
follows
/  7T(dx)f>(x, A) = I  7T(dx) I  P(x, dx )
J x E  E J  xGE J a
= I  /  7r(dx)f>(x, dx )
J x E E  J  a
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=  f  f  7r(dx,)F(xl,dx)
J x e  E J  A
=  f  7r(dxf) f  P ( x \ d x )
J a  J x e e
=  *(A).
The above results are verified for a time homogeneous transition kernel. It may, 
however, be convenient to define several transition types and repeat these according to 
a specified pattern. One example is where a separate transition type is used to update 
each pixel element of an image X .  Another possibility, in high level models, is to define 
separate transitions for adding, deleting or modifying objects in the scene. If, at each 
step, a transition type is chosen at random from the class of transitions, we have a time 
homogeneous process once again. Suppose instead we choose a pattern  of transition 
types and then repeat it accordingly. For example we may update the components of 
X ®  = . . . ,  X $ )  individually from 1 through to n. Or we may set up the sampler
scheme to be a systematic cycle through the available moves. The key point is to think 
about the full cycle of transitions as a single sampler step. Let P* be the transition 
kernel for implementing transition type i, i EC,  where C is the defined transition types. 
Suppose we cycle through «i, z*2 , . • ., ik repeatedly. Then the transition kernel P for the 
sampler step is the product of the individual kernels, P ^P ^  . . .  P<fc.
For each individual transition type i it is assumed tha t detailed balance is main­
tained, which implies that 7rPj =  7r, Vi. Therefore general balance is satisfied for the 
sampler step,
7rP  =  7 rP i . . . P n  =  7T
As we defined a single step in the new chain to be the cycle of n  sequential steps, then by 
the standard theory {X^n\ X 2^n\ . . .} has limiting distribution 7r. But because general
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balance is satisfied for the individual steps then in the long run 7r will, approximately, 
be the limiting distribution of the intermediate steps as well. Suppose
| | P ( x ^ ,  ■) — 7 r( - ) || <  e
then
l l P P i f ^ 01, • ) - * ■ ( • ) II =  | |P P i (* (0) , - ) - P l ’r|l
=  | | ( P - 7 r ) P i | |
< e,
and as e -¥ 0 then PPi -> 7r. It should be noticed tha t even if there is detailed 
balance for each Pi that does not imply detailed balance for P. The detailed balance 
of the sampler step is attained if the systematic cycle is reversible. A reversible cycle 
is produced by defining our cycle through « i , • • • >ifci >U - i »■ • •, H repeatedly.
Detailed balance is an easy condition to check, and one which implies general bal­
ance. We shall demonstrate this idea for specific types of MCMC algorithms in the 
next section.
T he M etropolis-H astings algorithm
This algorithm was first proposed by Metropolis et al. (1953) and extended by Hastings 
(1970). The algorithm is designed to give samples from a distribution 7r. It defines a 
proposal kernel q(x, •) to produce a potential new state x'  G E. The proposed candidate 
x' is accepted with probability a  where
If we are currently at time t and x'  is accepted, then = x'  otherwise the chain 
does not move, i.e., X ®  — x Metropolis et al  (1953) had proposed a symmetric 
proposal density q which simplifies the acceptance probability a  to
a (x ,x ')  =  m i n | l , ^ ) .  (1.7)
Formally the target distribution 7r is defined with respect to a a —finite measure. 
The proposal density q could be defined with respect to a different a —finite measure 
from tha t for 7r. For example, if only one element of x  =  (a?i,. . . ,  x n), n > 1 is updated 
at a time. We may deal with a more complicated case when parts of the sample space 
E have X  of different dimensions. If x  and x'  are defined in different dimension spaces, 
then in this case even q(x ,x’) and q(xf,x)  will be defined with respect to different 
measures. A more detailed analysis of these cases will be verified in section (3.4).
The transition kernel P(a;, x 1) using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be writ­
ten as
q(x, x' )a{x,  x') if x'  ^  x.
The probability of the algorithm remaining at x  is
r(x) = 1 -  /  q{x,dy)ot{x,y).
Jy^x
Using the definition of a  in (1.6) and of P it can be easily shown tha t the algorithm 
attains detailed balance and hence the general balance.
The choice of the distribution <?(*,•) is arbitrary provided tha t q(x, x') > 0 if and 
only if q(x', x) > 0. It is convenient to choose a q tha t is simple and fast to sample from 
and for which it is easy to evaluate the acceptance probability. However the relation 
between q and 7r(-) will affect the rate of convergence.
In implementing the algorithm with single-site updating just one element of X  is 
changed at each step. The sampler may update one randomly picked element among
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the scene, X{, i = {1 , . . .  ,n} and consider this as one iteration whether the proposal 
element is accepted or not. Thus the transition kernel IP is time homogeneous. Alter­
natively, we can update all components of A  in a raster order. In this case we consider 
the sequential updating of all the components as a single iteration. The transition 
kernel IP is the product of the individual transition kernels, i.e., IP =  P 1P 2 . . .  P n , where 
P i  is the transition kernel for updating component i.
T he G ibbs Sam pler
The Gibbs sampler was given its name by Geman and Geman (1 9 8 4 )  who used it for 
analysing Gibbs distributions on a lattice. The algorithm constructs the transition 
kernel P  using the full conditional densities of each component X i , i = 1 , . . .  ,n , given 
the values of the other components X - i  =  { X y , j  7  ^ i , j  =  l , . . . n } .  We denote this 
density by ^Xi\X-i{x i\x -i)- Suppose we are at time t and want to update the chain, 
then (as it is with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm) we either use a random sampler 
or a systematic scan sampler. At each iteration, the random sampler picks a random 
component say, X i , i G {1. .  .n} to update, then the conditional density for X ^  be­
comes nXi\X-.i{x i \X- i  =  x ^ J 1^ ). In the systematic scan, we update all the components 
in tu rn  during one iteration using the marginal conditional densities of the components. 
In progressing from X ^ ~ ^  to X ^ \  the value of X{ is obtained by sampling from
T T v l v  ( X - \ X ®  X {t) X ^ - V )" X i \ X - i  5 • • • J X i —15 5 • ■ • 5 x n  ) '
Hence, to update X  we make random draw from these full conditional densities for each 
of its components. The iteration is completed when all the components are updated. 
Hence, the transition probability from x to x ^  is given by
P ( ^ t_ 1\ a ; (t)) = f [ n x l\x - l(x(it)\x{i ), x % \ . . . , x \ % x ^ , . . .  ,a # _1)).
1=1
The Gibbs sampler can be regarded as a special case of Metropolis-Hastings algo-
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rithm  in which the acceptance rate a  is one, meaning tha t the candidate x'  is always 
accepted. Consequently the proposal kernel <?(•, •) is also the transition kernel P. The 
results hold for the chain to attain  detailed balance.
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Chapter 2
Building up the target m odel
2.1 The noise model
2 .1 .1  D e sc r ip tio n  o f  th e  co n fo ca l m icr o sc o p e  d a ta
The experimental data consist of an image Y  collected by confocal fluorescence mi­
croscopy for an area of cartilage growth. In order to tackle the degradation resulted 
from imaging using confocal microscopes, we shall briefly describe the methodology of 
confocal microscopy.
A confocal microscope is a device used to image tissue in three dimensions. In 
essence a confocal microscope works by first staining the specimen under study with a 
fluorescent dye. Then by using a system of lenses and pinholes a laser beam is focused 
at a point in the pattern and a record is made of the fluorescence coming from that 
point. It images one object point at a time to provide a good segmentation of that 
point. The record is made by counting the number of photon hits to the receiving lens 
(see figure (2 — 1)). The scanning is achieved by repeating this process across a regular 
lattice of points in the specimen. An image of the entire specimen at certain depth 
is obtained by moving the focal point in different directions. The record obtained for 
a single point is then scaled to be in the range of {0 ,1 , . . . ,  255} using mostly linear 









Figure 2-1: Typical arrangements of a scanning optical microscope.
by scanning consecutive sections with a change of focus setting between each section 
(optical serial sectioning).
Fluorescence microscopy with dye-treated samples gives a stronger signal than the 
conventional microscopes which do not use dyes. The intensity of the light transmitted 
from any point in the specimen depends on the reflective index of the material. Some 
materials emit low signals therefore fluorescent dye is used to improve the weak signal 
levels. The primary radiation, which is usually the laser beam, excites fluorescence 
which is then imaged using suitable filters. These filters aim to detect only fluorescent 
radiation so to produce an incoherent fluorescent field proportional to the intensity of 
incident radiation.
A digital image of the specimen can consist of up to 1024x1024 pixels with 256 
grey levels for each optical slice or section through the specimen in the focal plane 
of the microscope. The optical system along with the scaling transformation of the
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records gives space invariant imaging which ensures tha t the resolution and contrast 
are identical across one entire field of view. To modify the resolution of the image 
formation and to increase contrast in the image some techniques are used such as dark 
ground technique. Usually in the specimen being imaged the background media emit 
no, or very weak, signals. In the dark ground technique these values are increased to 
provide better contrast. The increment is also applied to all other parts of the specimen 
so as to form an image tha t is space invariant.
In confocal microscopy a common problem with recording is the low signal-to-noise 
ratio due to photon quantum noise. The microscope counts a small number of photons 
detected over time. Assuming these counts have a Poisson distribution then there is 
Poisson variation for these counts. The low signal-to-noise ratio is also due to other 
major reasons. One is that although in theory the microscopy attem pts to capture only 
the fluorescence emitted from the focal point of the incident laser, in practice it may 
not eliminate out of focus information. In a confocal microscope the light from the 
point source probes not only a single point itself but a larger region. In a 2D image it 
is approximated as a disc region with different diameters depending on the microscope, 
and in 3D as a cylindrical shape. Hence, a nominal point of exposure light will give 
rise to an image density distribution which is called the point spread function. The 
scattering feature is for both the incoming laser and the outgoing fluorescent light. 
This can be treated as a blurring effect and we shall do so in later sections of this 
chapter. The other reasons for the low signal to noise ratio are the scaling effects 
for the image and the effects of diffraction and attenuation of the incoming laser and 
outgoing fluorescence lights of the object being studied. As a result of the above, 
optical sections tha t axe close to the surface usually have relatively clear signals and 
less blurring, whereas the signals received from the deeper sections are more attenuated 
and more blurred.
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2 .1 .2  T h e  lik e lih o o d  fu n c tio n
The data consist of an image Y  =  {Yy,j =  1 , . . . ,  S)  with 256 grey levels. To analyse 
the data statistically we define Cj, j  =  1, . . . ,  5, to be the photon counts received by 
the detector. It was observed when using confocal microscopes tha t “noise arising from 
photon is proportional to the square root of the signal intensity” (Wilson (1990)). If the 
photon counts Cj, j  = 1 , . . . ,  S, are assumed to be independent then an idealised model 
can be tha t the Cj follow a Poisson distribution. The mean of this Poisson distribution 
is A* if pixel j  is inside cell i. If j  is a background pixel, then the mean of the Poisson 
distribution is zero, that is, the photon counts from background regions are zero with 
probability one. The records Y  axe the recordable version of the photon counts c after 
adding a dark-ground value and rescaling it. Assuming linear transformation is used 
to rescale the counts, the resulting records Yj, j  = 1 , . . . ,  S  can be expressed as
Yj = a +  bcj,
for some constants a, b 6  K. To define a distribution of a record Yj , j  = 1, . . . ,  S  based 
on the above transformations we use a Gaussian approximation of the distribution of 
the photon counts. The expected value and the variance of the records Y  are therefore 
given by
/
a if pixel j  is considered as background
a +  6 A? if the pixel j  is inside the cell i ,
W j )  = ^
Var(K) =  ^
0  if pixel j  is considered as background 
62A| if pixel j  is inside the i th  cell,
respectively. This is when using an idealised model. However, as mentioned in the 
previous section, because of the attenuation and the scattering effects of the light, the 
background signals axe greater than zero. This is confirmed by the data and observed
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variations within the background record values. To reflect the above ideas and using 
data analysis of the observed records we conclude the following:
• The value of the record Y j , j  G {1 , . . . ,  5}, depends on the medium that pixel j  
falls in, whether it is a background region or a cell region.
• Once the physical structure of the specimen is determined, the records act inde­
pendently, i.e., Yj \X  j  =  1 , . . . ,  S  are independent. This assumption is supported 
by the space invariant property of confocal microscopy.
• The mean of the background region, to can be assumed to be fixed. To > 0.
• There are differences in the values of the records in different cells which depend on 
the reflective index of the cells. Therefore, each cell i exhibits a mean Ti =  to +  A; 
where Ai = b\* can be considered as the added intensity level of the pixels lying 
inside the cell i.
•  There is variation within the background records, 4% which can be considered as 
the variance of the white noise that is assumed to have a mean of zero.
Therefore based on the above we may assume tha t the experimental data Y j , j  = 
1, . . . ,  S  are normally distributed with mean
To if pixel j  is considered as background 
if the pixel j  is inside the cell i ,
and variance
<f>i — <t>o +  c*(r i — to) if pixel j  is inside the i th  cell,
if pixel j  is considered as background
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for some constants to, 4>q and c*. The likelihood function of Y  given X  = x  is
5  1 1 
=  n  r—  exp{ —— 2 (j/j -  fij)2}. (2 .1)
v l n v j  2 Oj
2.2 Prior image model
2 .2 .1  M ark ed  P o in t  P r o c e ss  m o d e ls
Our objective for this study is to make inference about the number of objects and their 
characteristics. Thus we require the prior model to handle certain geometric features 
of the objects such as their shapes, locations and their orientations. Baddeley and 
Van Lieshout (1993) have approached this problem by modelling objects as marked 
points distributed according to a specified point process. They represent each object 
in the scene as a pair (/,ra), where I fixes the location of the object and the mark m  
contains all the required information to identify the object. Before we proceed with 
this approach we shall first define our object and its object space.
The class U  of possible objects is an arbitrary set (called the object space). For 
example, the object space may be all different polygons on Rfc, where k £ J\f+ is the 
dimension of the space containing the object under interest. Or U  could be restricted 
to a specified type of polygon. However, it needs not be a class of subsets of Rk if the 
specification includes properties like colours or surface texture.
Each object, X{, will be modelled by a point Z, representing its centre location 
within a specified window L , and a mark m  which is a vector of variables, providing 
information about the object. The marks are required to lie in a specified space M . 
For example, in our 2D application, we approximate our objects by ellipses so Z is the 
Cartesian coordinate of the centre of the ellipse and the marks m  would be the semi­
axes, angle of rotation and signal intensity (a more detailed descriptions will be given 
in chapter (3)).
An object configuration is simply a finite unordered set of objects X  =  { X i , . . . ,  Xjv},
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Xi  G U, i = 1 , . . . ,  N,  where AT is a random variable denoting the number of objects in 
L, and may be equal to zero.
To define the prior model of an object configuration, it is convenient to start with 
the ordered set of objects ( X i , . . . ,  X n ) ,  and then to modify the results accordingly for 
the unordered set X  =  {J\Ti, . . . ,  X n } -  Defining a distribution of X  = ( X i , . . . ,  X n) in 
E =  U„Un, the space of all configurations X ,  is not easy and the distribution has to 
be built by reference to other processes.
2 .2 .2  T h e  referen ce  d is tr ib u tio n
In the reference model, the location I of each object Xi  is modelled by a Poisson process 
with intensity p, where we take p to be Lebesgue measure on L. Under the usual Poisson 
point process the distribution of the total number of points in L  is
P (;v =  n) =  exp(T (L)W .  
n!
Our reference model is an expansion of this point process model to a marked point 
process. The object space U  is a product of two independent spaces L  and M , U  =  
L  x M .  Let v  define a probability measure on M  such tha t v (M)  =  1 and define 
the measure p =  p <g> v  on U, combining v  with the above Poisson model for object 
locations. The mean number of objects in the set U  is then p(U ), and for a set A  C U  
it is So we can write the probability of having a total of N  =  n  objects in U  as
P ( N = n )  =
nl
Given tha t exactly n  objects axe present, these objects X i , i = 1 , . . . , n ,  are inde­
pendent. Each Xi  takes a value in U  with probability measure p(drri)/p(U ). Hence, 
conditionally on N  = n, ( X i , . . . ,  X n) has measure
fi(dx  i )  fJ>(dxn)
M uT""M ur
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The reference measure, say T(a;, n), is then defined as the measure of the above reference 
process on E =  UnU n. This is treating the X i , i  =  1, . . .  , n  as an ordered set, but it 
implies a distribution for the unordered objects, { Xi , . . . ,  X n} on E* =  UnUn, the space 
of all configurations of { X i , . . .  ,X n} with respect to a reference measure, say T*(x,n).  
Here Un is the space of the n  unordered objects.
2 .2 .3  T h e  m o d e l p ro cess
In order to construct a spatial process tha t exhibits interaction between neighbouring 
objects, we need to specify an absolutely continuous probability density n(x,  n), of the 
new process with respect to the reference process. This density should be a measurable 
and integrable function with respect to the reference measure r(rr, n) tha t maps E =  
UnU n to [0, oo). In an intuitive sense 7r{x,n)  indicates how much more likely is the 
configuration of an event X  =  x  under our model than under the unrestricted Poisson 
process with an independent mark for each point.
Under the density 7r(x, n ) the probability of having n objects present is
P ( N  =  n) =  6XP  ^ / * . . . / *  ir(x,n)fi(dxi) . . .  fi(dxn). (2 .2 )
n\ Ju  Ju
Given that there axe exactly n  objects, the joint probability density of the ordered 
set of objects ( X i , . . . ,  X n) objects is
n(x\n)  =  zn ir(x,n), (2.3)
with respect to the measure
H(d:ei) n(dxn)
Here zn is the normalising constant and is equal to
zn = [fi(U )-n  /  . . .  /  'K(x,n)n{dx i) . . .n{dxn)]~l .
Ju  Ju
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Substituting into equation (2.2) we get
_  r/i(U )n exp(-/i(U ))
*n 1 P { N  = n)n\  J'
The density n(x, n ) can be used to exhibit repulsion or inhibition between objects. 
A widely used class for pairwise interaction models is
7 r ( x , n )  =  a ( 3 n (-x )  g ( x i , x j ) ,  (2.4)
X i ~ X j
where a  is the normalising constant and j3 > 0  reflects the intensity of the process. We 
define the neighbourhood relation ~  to be a symmetric, reflexive binary relation on U, 
such tha t two objects are neighbours if their intersection is a non-empty set. Thus,
Xi rs^  Xj •o- 5R(zj) D 3l(xj)  7^  4>
where 3ft(a;) represents the image region occupied by the object x  in L. 3?(r) is deter­
mined by the I and m  of x. The interaction function g(-, ■) is an integrable, non-negative 
bounded function tha t maps U  x U  — > [0, oo) which is specified by reference to the 
relation ~ . The product is over all distinct pairs of neighbouring objects Xi ~  Xj with 
i <  j. The object x  may lie partially or entirely in L. A special case of (2.4) is the hard 
core interaction model which forbids objects to overlap, i.e., the interaction function 
g is zero if objects overlap and one otherwise, so the pairwise interaction model of 
( X i , . . .  X n) is defined as
7r(a;, n) oc p n^  n /[no overlap between the objects Xi and Xj ] .  (2.5) 
all pairs (x{, Xj)
In our study the objects represent cells. The cells are not perm itted to overlap, so we 
will use the hard core interaction. For the unordered set we shall define the same model
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as in (2.5) but with respect to r * ( x , n )  on E* =  UnUn.
For more extensive theoretical accounts on modelling and simulating spatial pro­
cesses the reader can refer to Ripley (1981) and (1988), Diggle (1983), Baddeley and 
Van Lieshout (1993), Geyer and Moller (1994) and Van Lieshout (1995).
2.3 The posterior image distribution
Our posterior distribution 7r(-) is computed using Bayes theorem,
n(x  = __________ C(y\x , n ) n ( x , n )__________
/(* ',n ')ce*  £ {y \x ‘,r i )n (x ' , r i )d £ * (x ' , r i )
It will be used to make inference about the underlying scene X  given the data  Y  = y. 
Since we cannot find the normalising constant we have to use MCMC so it suffices 
there just to have
7r(x,n\y) oc C(y\x,n)/K{x,n) (2.6)
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Chapter 3
Tailoring the m odel for the 2D  
problem
In this chapter we shall deal with a 2D image frame and shall specify a statistical model 
for the 2D space; the 3D case will be handled separately in chapter (6 ).
3.1 Likelihood model
We consider an optical section from the stack of 2D sections which forms the 3D image 
obtained from the fluorescent confocal microscope. The experimental data  consist of 
an image Y  = (Yy,j  = 1 , . . . ,  S) where S  indexes a 184 x 768 grid (see figure (3 — 1)). 
It should be noticed tha t in all the optical section resolutions in this thesis the x —axis 
is the vertical axis and accordingly the y —direction is the horizontal one. We assume 
tha t the Y j , j  =  1 , . . . ,  S', are conditionally independent given X  = x, and normally 
distributed. The mean of this distribution will be given by
I to if pixel j  is considered as background 
fij = < (3-1)
I Ti if the pixel j  is inside the cell i
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Figure 3-1: A 2D optical section collected by confocal fluorescence microscopy for an 
area of cartilage growth.
and the variance of the record Yj is
0o if pixel j  is considered as background
(j)2 =  0Q "F c*(n — tq ) if pixel j  is inside the i th cell.
Here To,0f c* are constants which we have determined by analysing some training 
data. We assign a value of 38.0 to to, the mean of the background region (see figure 
(3 — 2)). The variance of background pixels 0q was estimated using a sample of records 
and set to 46.50. To determine the value of c* we plotted sample variances o2* of the 
cells against their sample means /i* (see figure (3 — 3)). There are several models which 
could explain the relation between the mean and the variance of the cells. For example, 
using the least squares, we fit the following linear regression model
o f  = -488.9 +  7.02/i*.
The cubic regression fit for these data implies
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Figure 3-2: A histogram of a sample of pixels in a background region.
A general form for linear relations to fit is given by
<7?* =  a* +  b > * , (3.3)
where a* and b* are constants with b* > 0. Plots of the above relations for three 
different pairs of values for (a*, b*)=(8.5,l),(—67,3) and (—125,4.5) are displayed in 
figure (3 — 3).
It is clear that there axe high scatters about the above models. This is due to 
the variation in the records: the variation of the Poisson distribution, blurring effects, 
attenuation effects and other sources of variation which will be discussed later in more 
detail. Meanwhile we shall choose to work with a simple linear one, preliminarily setting 
a* =  8.5 and b* =  1 which implies c* = 1 in equation (3.2). That is because we believe 
that the differences between these models are not crucial as long as they do not affect the 
reconstruction of the data negatively. None of these fitted linear models describes the 
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Figure 3-3: A plot of the sample variances of the cells against their samples means. 
The lines represent the possible choices for the linear relations between the mean and 
the variance. The bold line is the LSE linear regression line.
estimators for the small sample means and some are better for the large sample means. 
The chosen model is more precise in explaining the relation for low level intensity cells 
where there is the greatest risk of classifying the cell area as background. For the high 
intensity cells this model will eventually produce the same results as the other models 
concerning their reconstruction.
3.2 O bject description
Although the cells under study do not have completely regular shapes (see figure (3—4)), 
a good approximation for describing the cells is as ellipses. The standard form of the 
equation of the surface of an ellipse with centre at (cx ,cy) and horizontal and vertical 
semi-axes is given by
(x ~ cx)2 , (y -  C y ) 2 _  n 
a2 b2
where a is the first semi-axis of the ellipse representing its width, and b is the second 
semi-axis representing its length. The semi-axis a is parallel to the a;—axis while b is
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Figure 3-4: Images for some of the cells in the grid using the input records.
parallel to the y —axis. We shall consider ellipses which lie in different orientations as 
seen in figure (3 — 1). To allow cells to take different orientations in the scene we shall 
consider rotations of the standard form of ellipses around their centre points. In the 
rotation of axes (orientation) process we introduce a new position of an ellipse system 
by keeping its centre point (cx, Cy) fixed and rotating the semi-axes a, b about the centre 
to another position. We shall define 9 to be the angle of rotation (see figure (3 — 5)) . 
The equation of the ellipse after rotating through an angle 9 is now
((x -  cx) cos (9) + (y - C y )  sin(0))2 (-(a; -  cx) sin(0) + (y -  cy) cos(0))2 _
a2 +  b2
Each ellipse also exhibits an intensity level A which can be considered as the added 
intensity levels of the pixels lying inside that cell. Referring to equation (3.1), suppose 
a pixel j  lies inside an object i then, the expected value of the record of pixel j  is the
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sum of intensity level of cell i and the intensity mean of the background area, i.e.,
T j  — A i  “f" Tq.
3.3 The prior model
To construct the prior distribution for the 2D case we shall follow the same steps 
defined in section (2.2). We shall start with identifying the object space U  =  L  x M  
and defining a measure /i on U. This is followed by defining the space of all the 
configuration of X  of the model, E and the reference measure T(X,  N)  in E. In E we 
shall mark out the model process as a density 7r(x,n) with respect to T(X, N).
Each elliptical cell is then specified by a marked point x  =  (/ ,m),  the point I being 
the location of the centre of the ellipse. The location I is a continuous variable required 
to lie in the window L , where L  is defined to be the continuous space covered by an 
arbitrary fixed shape and fixed size window. Initially we define our window L  to be 
the continuous space covering the rectangular lattice [1 : SX11 : Sy]. Practically I is 
a 2D point and consists of an ordered pair of coordinates, I E  L = { ( c x ,C y )  : cx E  
[0, L x =  184), Cj, E  [0, L y =  768)}. If we are interested in the cells with centres outside 
the window but with part of the ellipse area inside the window then we can enlarge the 
existing window. We set the new window V  to be [—o, L x +  o) x [—o, L y +  o) where 
o is an arbitrary non negative real value constant. By defining the new window V  we 
can consider the cells with centres in L  as well as the cells with centres lying in L'\L  
with part of the cells lying in the original window L. The values of the records for the 
pixels lying outside the original window L  and inside the extended window V  can be 
treated as missing values. The locations of the objects are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed over the window L  or V .
The mark m  is a vector of four independent variables (a, 6 , 6, A) assigning values 
for the first semi-axis, second semi-axis, angle of rotation and the intensity of the cell
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respectively. We shall assume tha t the lengths of the axes are bounded by some pre­
determined range M axis =  (minax{s, maxa;E*s), and tha t the intensity A lies within the 
range (min,\, max*). The general state space of the mark m is then the product of 
the spaces of its components, M  = ( m in a x i^ m a x a x is )  x (minaxis, maxaxis) x (0 ,7r) x  
(min\, max^). The location I takes a value on L  C M2 and mark m  takes a value 
in M  C  i 4, so a single object (cx,cy, a , 6 ,0, A) has to lie in U  — L x M  C  1R6. So 
we can define the object space U  to be the set that contains the representations of 
ellipses defined in R2 with centres inside the window L  and different semi-axes, angles 
of orientation and intensities which axe required to be in a specified range. It can 
be noted tha t each ellipse has two representations (Z,a, 6 ,0, A) and (Z, 6 , a, 0,A), where
\ e - e \  =  tt /2 .
To create the reference process, as defined in section (2.2.2), we suppose the col­
lection of points is a Poisson process on L  with intensity one. We denote the area of 
L  by A l - For each point, we define independently a mark m  G M  from a probability 
measure v  on M .  As we defined M e t 4, then we can express the a —finite measure 
v  as a density with respect to Lebesgue measure. In order to model the variability of 
the cells we specify suitable distributions for the mark variables tha t reflect what we 
expect to observe in the data. The semi-axes a and b are assumed to be independent, 
each is defined in M axis and their density is proportional to tha t of a bivariate normal 
with mean and covariance matrix
E =
72 0
0  7 2
We shall have /ia > ^  but we do not insist that a > 6 , so a and b are not necessarily 
the major and the minor semi-axes, respectively. For 6 we have defined a probability 
density
//1X I cos(0 )| +  ^
7 f d ( 0 )  = ----------- --------- — , 0  <  9  <  IT.
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Figure 3-5: The angle of rotation 0 of the x y —axis around the centre of the ellipse.
Defining this density for 0 (see figure (3 — 6))will generate values close to 0 or 7r more 
frequently than other values on (0,7r), reflecting the observed positions of the cells (see 
figure (3 — 1)). Finally for the intensity rate A we assume that it is uniformly distributed 
over a specific range M \  =  (min*, max*).
It follows that in the reference model discussed in section (2.2.3) we can define for 
a single object Xi  a density
f X i (Cx, Cy, a, 6, 0, A) =  - J - ^ 2  e x p ( - 2 ~ 2  ^{(a  “  M a)2 +  (6 -  y b) 2 } )
|c°s(<?)l +  *  h - ^ / [ ( c . e * )  €  I ,  o,6 € 6 (0,7T), a  e M a ], (3.4)
3 maxA — min^
with respect to Lebesgue measure n on U. Here 2  is a normalising constant for (a, 6). 
For the rest of this thesis, we shall write f x { without the indicator I  of the variables 
involved in the mark or the location of X  except for (a, b) as it implies a normalising 
constant.
Following the steps of section (2.2) for defining the prior model for an object con­





Figure 3-6: The distribution of the angle of rotation T^ oiO).
dered objects. Suppose that an object configuration is a finite list of ordered objects 
X  =  ( X i , . . . , X n ) , X i  £ U, i =  1 , . . . ,n . The formulation of the states of the model 
is that for each configuration X  E E =  U n U n there are two components: an index N  
representing the total number of objects in the current configuration and a value from 
a set C R6N that depends on the index. For example, for an empty configuration 
N  = 0, X  = (), an empty list, the state space is U°. Combining the Poisson process of 
the cells with their associated mark distribution gives the reference measure T ( X , N ) .
To model the fact that the cells do not overlap we define a density n (x,n) with 
respect to the reference measure T ( X , N ) .  This density should exhibit interaction
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between neighbouring objects. Thus we use the hard core model
7r(x, n) =  a(3nI [no overlap between the cells in the scene], (3.5)
where a  is the normalising constant and the constant (3 reflects the mean number 
of objects expected under the density n(x,n) .  The reference measure T ( X , N )  in this 
problem is defined in E C Uj£L0M6n • ^  comprises two parts: the total number of objects 
N  which will have a Poisson distribution with mean A l , and the objects themselves 
X \ , . . . ,  X n , each having a density
fXi(cx,cy,a,b,6,  X) =  ni(cx ,Cy)7ratb(a,b)'K0{0)7rx(\), (3.6)
with respect to /i on U.
Later on, in implementing the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, we shall need to do 
detailed calculations to find the acceptance probability of proposed moves. For these 
purposes it is convenient to express the posterior image distribution as a collection of 
separate parts, each of which has a density in a space of one particular dimension. W ith 
this in mind, we start by presenting the reference measure F ( X , N )  as a collection of
sub-measures Tn(X), n  =  0 , 1 ,2 ,__ Each Tn(X), n  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  is defined for values
of a: on a different part of the state space E. For states with N  = n  objects, the part of 
the reference measure Tn(X) is confined to x  G U n C R6n and here X  has conditional 
probability measure fj,(dxi)/ n{XJ). . . /z(da;ra)///(U ), given N  = n. This conditional 
distribution of ( X \ , . . . ,  X n) given N  =  n  has a density
n
n ^ ^ ) -  (3-?)
i=l
with respect to Lebesgue measure on R6n, where f x { is as defined on equation (3.6).
In the part of space E where N  = n, we can combine the probability tha t N  = n  
with the conditional density of X  given N  = n  to express the sub-probability measure
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r n (X )  as a sub-density with respect to Lebesgue measure on R6n, for this particular 
n,
e~AhA ? A
 « =  l , . . . , n .  (3.8)TL. i=l
Note that, this is not a conditional distribution of X  given N  =  n  but rather a joint 
distribution of N  and X  restricted to N  =  n  objects. It follows that, the prior model 
in this part of the state space has a sub-density Wx,N{x,n)  with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on U ” equal to
e~^LA n Akpn ------- —l t t  f x  (x i) I [no overlap between the cells in the scene], (3.9)
n! ±i=i
where A; is a normalising constant for the whole distribution and does not depend on 
n. As a result of the overlapping condition the objects X i , . . . ,  X n are not independent 
given N  = n.
This is treating the list of objects ( x i , . . .  , xn) as an ordered set. Although it is 
convenient to work with the ordered list of objects, we really think of an image as 
an unordered set of objects x = { x i , . . . , x n}. We, therefore, need to deduce the 
prior distribution for the unordered sets of objects. The distribution of the ordered 
lists ( X i , . . .  , X n) implies a distribution for the sets { X i , . . . ,  Xn}. The distribution 
of the unordered set will be defined in rather odd space, say Un. The space Un of 
the unordered set {x i , . . . ,  xn} can be defined from tha t of the ordered ( x i , . . . ,  xn) by 
choosing any one variable of the mark or the location of Xj =  (cXi, cyi ,a,i,bi,6i, A;). Here, 
we choose the angle of rotation 6. Suppose we define the space of the unordered set of 
the n  angles to be A n then the space of the unordered set of the n —objects { x i , . . . ,  xn} 
is just the product of A n x {L  x M axis x M axis x M \ } n. As all the variables involved 
in defining an object are continuous variables, there is zero probability of having two 
objects with equal values, hence, the ordered list of the n  objects is unique. Let 
(#i , . . . ,  6n) denote the ordered list of 6i , i = 1, . . . ,  n, of the corresponding objects. 
The n —dimensional region A n for {n > 9\ > O2 > . . .  >  0n > 0}, is an n —dimensional
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simplex. A zero-dimensional simplex is a point ao- A one-dimensional simplex is a 
segment [ao, ai] and is defined in M2. A two-dimensional simplex is a triangle [ao, a i, <22] 
with 3-faces obtained by joining the vertices aj, i = 0,1,2. The two-dimensional simplex 
is defined in M3. A three-dimensional simplex is a tetrahedron [ao, a>i, <*2 , ^3]. Hence, by 
induction an n-dimensional simplex [ao,. . . ,  an] is defined and lies in an n-dimensional 
space Mn = Thus Un C M6n, hence, we can express the sub-measure defined on U as 
a density for { X i , . . . , X n} with respect to a Lebesgue measure. This density, say 
f { x } Ni is defined in terms of f ( x )N(X) = I l i l i  f x i ( x *)i the density for the ordered 
list of N  objects. To illustrate: if N  =  1 then U = U  and, hence, no change in 
the space nor the density f (x) i ix ) defined for this space U  has occurred. For a two 
object ordered set we have defined f ( x )2 C2-) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 
U 2 =  Me x Mg x {L  x M axis x M axis x M \ } 2. Here Me x M$ = M | represent the area 
of rectangle with length Me =  (0 ,7r). Whereas for the unordered set of two objects 
the space is A 2 x { L x  M axis x M axiS x M \ } 2. The area of the A 2 is \M q .  Each two 
points, (^1,^ 2) and (^25^1), in Me x Me map into one point, {0i,02}i in ^ 2- Thus the 
density f { x } 2 th e unordered set {aci,a?2} is equal to 2 f ( x )2(x )- For the three objects 
set the volume of space of the ordered set is 6-times the volume of the unordered one. 
Therefore the density defined for U3 is 6 times the probability density for {Xi, X 2 , X 3}, 
which is equal to 3!/(x)3* Hy induction for N  = n  objects the measure of the space of 
the ordered set of these objects is n! x {the measure of the space of the unordered set},
V o lu m e^ )  = n\
The density of the unordered set of { X i , . . . ,  X n} is defined by considering the density 
of the ordered objects and multiplying it by a factor n!, corresponding to the number 
of equally likely permutations of { X i , . . .  ,X n}. For the part of the state space E with 
N  = n  objects, the unordered set of objects x  =  ( r r i , . . .  , x n} in Un has a sub-density 
y^x,N{x,n)  with respect to Lebesgue measure equal to n!VV^ N (x,n).  Here x  denotes
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an ordered list of . . . ,  x n. Substituting for W  in equation (3 .9 ) ,  Wx,n{x ,  n) becomes
e  A L p n  - j - J  I C O S(0*)| +  ^  2  1 2 , f u  \ 2 \
fc(m a x ,-m in A)"{n  3--------^  + ( 6 i “ w ) )
2 = 1
J [oi eMaxia,bieMaxi3] } I { n o  overlap between the cells in the scene]. (3 .1 0 )
3.4 The reversible jum p algorithm
In implementing our MCMC simulations, we shall define the following move types: 
adding an object; shifting, resizing, rotating or changing the intensity of a cell; deleting 
an existing cell, merging two objects, or splitting an existing object. Since the moves: 
adding (birth) and deleting a cell (death) or merging two objects and splitting an object, 
induce changes in the dimension of the param eter vector, we need MCMC algorithms 
which are able to simulate from variable dimension posterior models. Standard MCMC 
methods cannot do this but Green (1 9 9 5 ) has derived the reversible jump algorithm 
which can be used here.
3 .4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
Suppose it is desired to sample a value of X  from a probability measure II on a sample 
space Q, where parts of Q are of different dimensions. The reversible jum p algorithm 
is a MCMC sampler designed to handle these changes in dimension. It is an extension 
of the Metropolis-Hastings method to cases in which the state space is the countable 
union of subspaces of differing fixed dimensions. T hat is, the reversible jum p algo­
rithm  is essentially Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with measures rather than densities. 
Green was not the first one to present an algorithm for these type of problems. Geyer 
and Moller (1 9 9 4 ) have developed an MCMC sampler for simulating spatial point pro­
cesses as an alternative for spatial birth-and-death processes (Preston (1 9 7 7 ) and Moller 
(1 9 8 9 ))  which converges to the Gibbsian point process. Geyer and Moller derived like­
lihood inference procedures for point pattern based on point process. Grenander and
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Miller (1994) proposed jump-diffusion processes for Bayesian computation in certain
between parameter subspaces such tha t the proposals are generated from the prior. 
The above algorithms: spatial birth-and-death processes, simulating spatial point pro­
cesses and jump-diffusion algorithm are very close to the reversible jum p algorithm and 
can be considered as special cases of reversible jum p algorithm (see Green (1994) and 
(1995), Geyer (1996) and Cappe et al. (2001)). In Green’s algorithm, the state space is 
traversed using a countable set of move types some of which jum p between subspaces of 
different dimension. In the image problem, such moves are birth  and death of a cell or 
split of a cell into two and merging of two cells. All move types, or pairs of move types 
in the cases of birth and death or merge and split, a tta in  detailed balance individually.
3 .4 .2  T h e  g en era l case
In state x , the reversible jum p algorithm chooses a  move of type v with probability 
j v(x) , v G {1 , . . . ,V} .  Conditional on the choice of v, x'  is proposed according to 
rules defined for this move type. Let K v{x,dx')  denote the conditional kernel used to 
generate x'  given tha t a move type v is chosen, then the joint kernel, Qv(x,dx') = 
j v(x)Kv(x ,dx l), is a sub-probability measure on x'. This proposal kernel Qv{x, dx') 
depends on the starting state x  and the move type v. In general, not all the move 
types can propose x'  from x,  hence, for these moves we set Qv(x,dx')  =  0. For each 
move type v there is a reverse move of type v' th a t takes the state x ' back to x  with 
sub-probability measure Qv>(x' , dx) specifying the joint distribution of vr and x. Green 
shows that setting the acceptance probability for the move of type v from x  to x'  to be
computer vision problems. In this algorithm they limit the range of jum p transitions




achieves detailed balance. Here a v is a measurable function tha t maps 17 x fI — > [0 , 1]. 
For the reverse move v' tha t takes the state x ’ back to x  the acceptance probability is
f t  \ . | \  n  (dx)Qv{x,dx') \
a v/ [ X  , X )  =  m m  < 1 , ^ — r—— r - r  > .
v v '  \  ’ n (dx')Qv'(x ' ,dx)  J
The terms appearing in the ratio of the right hand side of equation (3.11) are 
very general and further detail is needed to explain their meaning in particular cases. 
Equation (3.11) is best understood by comparison with the corresponding Metropolis- 
Hastings update in equation (1.6), where the unnormalised density 7r is replaced by 
an unnormalised measure n  on the state space 17 and the proposal density q(x, x') is 
now replaced by proposal kernel Qv(x , dx'). Tierney (1998) defined the numerator and 
the denominator of equation (3.11) as measures on some state space and specified a 
common symmetric measure, say £, on 17 x 17 used for tha t general state space. He 
described the necessary conditions for the measure £ to dominate H(dx)Qv(x,dx')  and 
n (dx')Qvi (x*, dx) so tha t there are a Radon-Nikodym derivates
, _  U(dx)Qv(x,dx')  , _  n {dx')Qv,(x ' ,dx)
hv( x , x ) -  ^ dx dxl) - and / » „ , ( * , * ) -  i{dx,ydx)
which replace 7r(x)q(x, x') and 7r(x,)q(x,, x ) J respectively, in the ordinary Metropolis- 
Hastings equation. Tierney also defined the conditions on the acceptance probability 
function a v for the resulting transition kernel and the invariant distribution to satisfy 
detailed balance condition. We shall give some illustrative examples in the rest of this 
section tha t show what these notations can mean in certain cases.
If x  and x ' have the same dimension, say x, x'  G 17. T hat is, when move type v 
preserves the dimension of the state, then v and v' are the same move type and the 
ratio term  in the above equation reduces to a simple density ratio. Hence, in this case 
the ratio
n  {dx')Qv'{x' ,dx)
Ti{dx)Qv(x,dx')  ’
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can be implemented as the product of two terms. The first, 7r(:r ')/7r(:r), is the ra­
tio of the density of II with respect to the same a —finite measure on Q evaluated 
at x'  and at x  respectively. The second term  corresponds to the the kernels’ ra­
tio Qvt(x, ,d x ) /Q v (x,dx'),  and can be written as the ratio of the proposal densities, 
qv(x',x)  and qv(x,x'),  with respect to a common dominating a — finite measure. To 
illustrate, we use a simple example for an object recognition problems where interest 
is only in the location of each object, Xi =  (U) which takes a value in R  Then an 
object configuration is (aq, . . .  , xn) 6  R 1. The target measure II is then defined on
fi =  0 U R U R 2 U   Suppose we define a shift move in which we propose to update
a randomly picked object Xi to x\ using the proposed kernel qshift- Suppose tha t we 
are using a random update sampler, i.e., a sampler iteration is completed by this single 
step. Let x'  =  (x \ , . . .  , x [ , . . .  ,a;n) be the resulting configuration after replacing aq by 
x\. The dimension of configurations x  and x 1 is the same and is equal to n. As x  G Rn 
and i ' g I " ,  they both have a sub-probability density ttn=ti with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on the space R 1. The ratio H(dx')/H(dx)  is the ratio of the sub-probability 
density 7rn  evaluated at x 1 over that sub-density evaluated at x , th a t is 7rn (V )/7rn (:r). 
The kernel Qv(x , dx') in this case can be written as qshiftixijX^) which is a density but 
with respect to a Lebesgue measure on R  Switching to state x  from state x ' is done 
by considering the same move type. We propose to move from x'  to x  using the same 
proposing kernel hshift, hence, v =  v' and the ratio Qv>(x', dx ) /Q v(x, dx') defined in 
equation (3.12) can be written here as qshift(zii %i)/qshift(xi, x^) which is defined in R  
The situation is more complicated when x  and x ’ are from two subspaces with 
different dimensions. If we specify a move type birth where we propose to add a 
new object a;n+i, then the starting configuration x  = (aq, . . .  , x n) is in Rn while the 
proposed configuration x'  =  ( sq, . . .  ^xn, x n+i) is in Rn+1. So we cannot use the same 
interpretation for the acceptance rate as we did in the shift move. As the target 
distribution II is assumed to be well defined in these subspaces, then U(dx)Qv(x,dx') 
and II (dx')Qvi (x' , dx) define measures on the product of the general states f i x l I. The
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ratio term
_  H(dx')Qv'(x ' ,dx)  .
^  H(dx)Qv{ x ,d x ' ) '  1 j
can be interpreted as a ratio of the densities of these measures with respect to some 
common underlying measure on Q x Q. The measure exists providing tha t Qv(x, dx1) 
and Qvi(x ' ,dx ) satisfy a dimension matching condition. This condition requires the 
set of possible pairs (x , x ' ) for a move of type v should have the same dimension as the 
set of possible pairs (a;', x) for a move of type v1. Essentially, one may consider the pair 
(x,x' )  G R n xR n+1 =  R 2n+1 and { x \ x )  G R n+1 x t n =  R2n+1, however, the constraints 
on the moves which are possible imply that UQV can be expressed as a density with 
respect to Lebesgue measure on R n+1 and so does UQV>. Hence, the sets of possible 
pairs (x, x') and ( x \  x) are meant to be in R n+1. More explanation on this considering 
the general treatm ent of the reversible jum p algorithm is given in the next section.
3 .4 .3  S w itch in g  b e tw e e n  tw o  su b sp a ces
Although moves between spaces of different dimensions may sound complicated, espe­
cially if we are dealing with measures on a general multi-dimensional state space, this 
can be done simply with respect to Lebesgue measure. Consider a move type v taking 
the current state x  G R n i C to state x ' in a higher dimension space x'  G R 712 C 
where ri2 — n\  =  d > 0. The move v is to be chosen with probability j v(x). Suppose 
we can make this move by generating a vector of continuous random variables u  of size 
d from a proper density q with respect to Lebesgue measure on R d , independently of 
x , and setting x'  to be some deterministic function /  of x  and u, x' = f ( x , u ) .  It is 
convenient to assume tha t each set of values of (x , u) will give a different value for x'. 
We can express the measure of the transition kernel Qv{x, dx') as a sub-density
■ ( \  ( \  j-  d~7 >
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with total mass j v(x) with respect to Lebesgue measure on a d  dimensional subspace 
of W12. T hat is
d(x , u ) 
dx'
dx'/ Qv(x,dx') = j v{x) /  q{u)
Jx'en Jx'en
=  j v(x) x 1
=  j v ( x ) .
The Jacobian term  arises because we are taking the ratio of two measures each defined in 
a different space. The numerator is defined for the variables (x , u) and the denominator 
is defined for the transformed variable x'  which is a function of the former variables.
Now consider a move type v' from a value of x'  in R712 to x  G Rn i . For the process 
to be reversible, the move from x'  should be to a value x  such tha t x' = f ( x ,  u) for some 
u and, by our previous assumption, there is a unique pair (a;, u) for which x'  =  f ( x , u ) .  
This needs the moves v and v' to define a bijection between the set of values of (x, u) 
defined in Rni x Rd and the set of values of x'  which are defined on Rn2. We have 
achieved this by choosing u of length d = ri2 — n\  and defining in the inverse move v' 
a map of (x ' ,x)  satisfying the relation x' = f ( x , u ) .  Let j v>(x') be be the probability 
of choosing move v' starting from state x ' . Suppose II has sub-densities 7rni and 7rn2 
on Rni and Rn2 respectively and there is no action to be taken except to determine x  
directly from x'  and set x  = x (x '), then the joint density of x'  and x , U(dx')Qvf (x1, dx) 
in the numerator of equation (3.13) is ttn2(x')jvt(x' )I[x = x{x')\.
The acceptance probability for a move from x  to x'  where x = x(x')  becomes
a v(x, x') = m in { l,I^ } ,
where




and that for the reverse move v' th a t takes the state from x'  to x  is,
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a vi ( x \ x )  =  m in{l, R v x}.
To see tha t this construction gives a Markov chain with a stationary distribution II, 
we shall demonstrate detailed balance by showing t h a t , for any A  C Mni and B  C M”2,
/  II(d:r) [  Qv(x ,dx ' )av(x,x' )  = f  U(dx') f  Qvi(x ' ,dx )av>(x',x). (3.15)
J a  J b  J b  J a
Suppose without loss of generality tha t starting at B  we will end in A  under move v' 
with probability one, then the above condition can be w ritten as
/  Kni(x)jv( x )P{Accept an X '  G B \x ,v }dx  = / irn3(x')jvf(x,)av/(x,1x)dxf . 
Jx£A Jx'^B
(3.16)
Using the random variable u to switch from x  to x 1, the left hand side of equation 
(3.16) becomes J  nn i (x)jv {x)q{u)av(x,x' )d{x,u) ,  (3.17)
where C = {(a;,ii) : x  G A , x ' ( x , u ) G B}.  If the density of (x, u) is nni(x)jv(x)q(u) 
and because we use a transformation of variables (x, u) to x'  then the density of the 
proposal x'(x,u)  is equal to
K n i { x ) j v { x ) q { u )
This implies tha t equation (3.17) is equal to
d(x,u)
dx'
L{ x ' e B }
TTni (x)j„ (x)q(u)av (®, x')
d{x,u)
dx'
dx ' , (3.18)
where now x  stands for x{x')  and x'  = f ( x ,u ) .  Comparing the above expression with 
that appearing on the right hand side of equation (3.16), we see th a t to satisfy detailed
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balance condition it is sufficient to satisfy two conditions:
1. There should be a bijection between (x , u ) and x ' . T hat is: given the move v ', 
values of X '  in B  correspond uniquely to values of X  in A,  and tha t given move 
type v and a random value u, the deterministic function /  will imply values for 
x 1 e B .
2 .
Kni (x) jv (x)q{u)av( x , x ')
d(x,u)
dx1 =  V n , ( x  ) ] v ( x  ) a v ( x  .*)•
(3.19)
This condition is satisfied through the definition of the acceptance probability 
a v(x,x')  =  m in{l,ily} and a v>(x',x) = m i n l l ,# " 1} where R v is as defined in 
equation (3.14). Using the above definitions, we can deduce
a v( x , x ,)Rv>{xl yx) = a v' (x f,x)y
which will ensure the condition (1.3).
3.5 Im plem enting the M CM C algorithm
In implementing the MCMC algorithm, we shall define eight move types : The birth 
move which will be labelled v =  1, the death move labelled v = 2, the resize v = 3, 
the shift v = 4, changing the angle of rotation move type which will be labelled v = 5, 
updating the intensity level of a cell v = 6, the split move v =  7 and finally the 
merge move v = 8. We shall assign equal probabilities for choosing the available 
move types. However, the values of these probabilities will depend on the existing 
configuration x. For example if there are no cells in the scene, i.e., n = 0 and X  is 
an empty set, then the only move type available is the b irth  move so j i (x )  = 1, for 
n = 1 yjv (x) = 1/7, v =  1 , . . . ,  7 and for n  >  2, j v {x) = 1/8, v =  1 , . . . ,  8.
The object configuration is an unordered set of objects X  =  { X \ , . .. , X n }. In 
building up the prior model we started by considering the model for the ordered list of
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objects X  =  (X i, . . . , X n ) and modified it accordingly to fit the unordered set. The 
same concept can be applied in implementing the MCMC moves, however, we found it 
more convenient to work with the unordered set directly.
3 .5 .1  B ir th  an d  d ea th  m oves
Suppose our current configuration is x  =  { x i , . . . ,  x n} G Un and the birth move is 
selected with probability j i{x) .  Then we consider adding a new object x n+\ say, which 
will not overlap with the other objects. We randomly draw a new location /n+i =  
(cm+ijCi/n+i) in the window L, then propose a mark m n + 1 =  (an+i, 6n+i, 0n+i, Xn+i) 
independently. That is we generate a continuous random variable
W =  (^n+lj ®n+l? ^Ti+15 ^n+lj ^n+l)
from a density q{u). The random variable u  has to lie i n i / C  E6, we have chosen this 
density q(u) to be the density of a single object defined in equation (3.6), i.e., we draw 
from the prior.
q{u) = fXi(u) = 7r/(cx,Cy)7rO)6(an+i,6 n+i)7r0(0n+i)7rA(An+i). (3.20)
To deduce x'  from x  we need to delete one particular cell and this is done through 
the death move. Given the current state x ' the probability of choosing a death move, 
type labelled 2 is j 2 {x'). In this move, one cell is selected at random and deleted. As 
we are dealing with unordered cells, the probability of picking a particular cell among 
the n  +  1 cells in x ' to delete is l / ( n  +  1).
The birth  move, if accepted will, yield a configuration x' = {aq ,. . . ,  xn+i}  G Un+1, 
a jum p to a higher dimension space. Applying the reversible jum p algorithm and 
substituting for the posterior model in equation (3.14), we accept the birth  move with
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a probability function a i ,
f .  "•(g'.(n +  l) ) j 2 (g/) dx' £(y |x ',n  +  l ) 1 
1 ’ I  ’ ir(x,n)q(u)(n + l) j i (x )  d(u,x)  C(y\x,n)  ) '
If the new object u overlaps with the existing objects in x then , (n +  1)) =  0 and, 
hence, the acceptance probability ai{x ,x ' )  =  0 and we reject the b irth  move.
The variable u used in moving from x  to x'  is made up of the parameters of the 
new cell x n+i so the change of the variable x  to x 1 is trivial, i.e., x* =  x  U {u} and the 
Jacobian is one. The evaluation of the prior distribution for (x, n ) in Un with respect 
to r n (a;) is done by computing W x , n { x , t i )  defined in equation (3.10). Same steps 
we follow to compute 7r(x\n  +  1). In evaluating the ratio of the prior distribution in 
equation (3.21), most of the terms involved will cancel each other. The remaining term 
involves the density of x n+i, f x i ( x n+1). This density is the same as q{u), hence, will 
be cancelled. As we have assigned an equal probability for choosing the move types 1 
and 2 for n  greater than or equal to 1, so j 2 (xl) / j i ( x )  — 1. Thus the resulting terms 
involving the prior, the proposal and the Jacobian are
—-j-y/[no overlap for the n+1 objects in x'\. (3.22)
For the likelihood ratio C{y /x ' ,n  + 1 ) /C (y /x ,n )  we can derive an abbreviated formula 
as follows
TT?-, 'KiyAix U {a:n_Li}),n +  1)
C(y\{x U K +1}),n  +  l ) / £ (y \x ,n )  = l l j ~ 1 ^ ....., ,------ - -------- -
n n ( y j \ ( x U { x n+i } ) , n  + l)
7r(yj\x, n ) 
i65R(xn+1) '
Equation (3.23) involves all the pixels tha t are occupied by the object x n+i. The records 
Y j , j  = 1 , . . . ,  5, are conditionally independent given X , and normally distributed with
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mean (ij and variance cr2  where fij and c r j  are functions of To, Tj, </>q, (pi  as defined in 
section (3.1). Substituting for the likelihood function in equation (2.1), we get
£ (y W )  / <t>o _____  1 , 1c(v \x)= ( l — )"‘"+lexP E  - ^ — ( y i - T*n+i)2 + ^ ( y i - T o ) 2, (3.24)
HV\x) <Pxn+1 i€5R(xn+1) ^
where 5R(xn+i) is the set of indices i such tha t the signals Y* contain a contribution from 
at least one pixel in the object £n+i, n Xn+1 denotes the number of pixels in $R(xn+i), 
and TXn+1 — An+i 4- to is the mean intensity of pixels covered by the cell x n+i-
Multiplying equations (3 .2 2 ) and (3 .2 4 )  we get the acceptance probability of a birth 
that takes the state space from x  = {rri,. . . , xn} to x ' =  {x \ , . . . , £n+i} which is equal 
to
m i n { l , i ? }  (3 .2 5 )
where
R  =  eXP C » e » ( * n +l) - 2 -  T* " + 4  +  W o i y i  ~  To)2)
/[no overlap for the n+1 objects].
If accepted then we move to x' = x  U {:rn+i}. For the acceptance probability for the 
corresponding death move some obvious changes to the variables in the ratio terms are 
made and the ratios are inverted.
3 .5 .2  T h e  sh ift  m ove
In the shift move we attem pt to update the configuration x  by changing the location I 
of a randomly selected object from {mi, . . . ,  x n } ,  say X{. Having selected i , updating the 
location is done by holding the other components fixed and proposing l [  = {c'X i , C y . ) .  
To propose we define two independent random variables dx and dy, each drawn 
from a truncated normal distribution with mean zero and variance S2. We then set
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I'i =  (c'x.^Cy.) to be (cXi +  dx , cyi + d y). To ensure that /' G L, we choose dx and dy from 
[—cZi, Lz — cZi) and [—Cy^Ly — cyi) respectively, where L x is the upper x —value of the 
rectangular window L  placing the window at the origin O =  (0,0) and L y is the upper 
y —value of L. There is no dimension changing involved in the vector of parameters in 
the shift move, hence, we can use the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with the 
following acceptance probability formula
( 3 -2 6 )
Here 7T/|„.(^) is the conditional distribution of I given all the other parameters in the 
model (which will be denoted by | . . . ) ,  and q{l!i,li) is the proposal density of going from 
state I'i to state l{. Since the proposal densities q{V^li) and q{li,l'j) represent truncated 
normal distributions we need to evaluate their normalising constants to compute the 
acceptance probability for the move.
Let x\ be the resulting object after the proposed change, then it follows from equa­
tion (3.26) tha t the acceptance rate for shifting U to l[ can explicitly written as
1. atyiJi) = 0 if the new ellipse x\ overlaps with the other objects in the scene.
Hence the move will be rejected.
2. We accept the move to l[ with probability
=  m in{ l,5 i. J ]  exp ( - - - ^ —  (yj -  My K ))2
‘ kl**) C?K)
— f e  ~  (3-27)
0>»)
where




Here L x is the upper x —value of the rectangular window L  placing the window 
at the origin O =  (0,0) and L y is the upper y —value of L.
3 .5 .3  R e s iz in g
If the resize move is selected, then we randomly select an object from { ^ i , . . . ,  x n}, say 
Xi. Conditioned on X{ we propose a' and b' uniformly over (a — a + Q  and (6 — 6+C)
respectively for some fixed value (. The semi-axes are required to lie within a certain 
range so we condition the proposal set to be in tha t range as well . The proposal 
density q((ai,b{), (a'^b^)) is therefore
t t  _________________________I_________________________ .
. (min{max axisJ i  +  ( }  -  max{minaii5, j i  -  C})
3 ={a,b}
Let x\ — (li, a'-, b'^di^Xi) be the resulting object after updating the semi-axes a and 
6, then the acceptance rate for resize move of object X{ is
a ((a i5 bi), (a'i, 6j)) =  m m {l, R} (3.28)
where
R  D . '
q((ai,bi),
ie3?(x»)U3?(x/i )
(Vj -  ii{j\Xi))2)I[a,b,a!,b' G M axis]I[no overlap in x%
where is the set of indices j  such that the signals Yj  contain a contribution
in the object Xi or in the object x J, and and 0,2j\x .^  are the mean and the variance
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respectively, of record Y j  conditioned on the existence of object X i  in the configuration. 
If the semi-axes lie within (  from the boundaries of M axi s then the proposal distribution 
ratio g((aj,6j), {a,i,bi))/q((ai,bi), is equal to one. Then the symmetry of the
joint proposal distribution implies tha t R  is the ratio of conditional densities of (a', b') 
and (a, b) under the posterior image distribution.
3 .5 .4  O r ien ta tio n
For the re-angling move we draw the proposed candidate 9\ from the uniform distribu­
tion over (Qi — r7 , +  7 7) for some fixed value 7 7 . The symmetry of the shape of the ellipse 
around its axis, implies tha t a rotation of 9 or 7r +  9 produce the same position of the 
ellipse in L. Hence, to define all the unique positions of a rotated ellipse it is enough to 
define our state space to be [0, n). So if the candidate 9[<  0 then we use 9[ =  9[ -I- 7r, 
and when 9[ > 7r we set 9[ = 9^  — 7r. In the proposal density U(9i — 7 7 , 9{ + 7 7),  assigning 
small values for 77 will improve the acceptance rate of the rotation move while large 77 
will propose larger changes in 0* but the probability of acceptance will be lower. The 
move is accepted with probability
a ( 0 i ,  e'i) =  min{l, *  i II exP(“ 7 T — (Vj ~I «*»(«) I + i H \ < )
^C/Vi))2 +  -  ^0> t))2K[no overlap between x\ and {x\xj}  ]}. (3.29)
3 .5 .5  U p d a tin g  th e  in te n s ity  lev e l
To update the intensity level A of a randomly selected cell Xi,i G { 1 ,...  , 71}, we draw 
the proposed level AJ uniformly over (Aj — t, Ai +  t), where u has an arbitrary fixed 
value. As there is no dimension changing involved the standard metropolis-Hastings 
acceptance probability is used. Analogously to the shift moves, we shall use a truncated 
uniform distribution to ensure the proposal lies in M \ .  The proposal distributions
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for updating the intensity levels are symmetric if both  Ai and A' axe within a difference 
of i from the boundaries of M \,  thus the ratio of the proposal densities involved in the 
acceptance rate for this move, q{A^ , Ai)|g(Ai, A^ ) is one. Otherwise this ratio is equal to
(min{max,\, Aj +  t} — max{min,\, Aj — <,}) 
(min-frnax^, AJ +  t} — max{min,\, AJ — *,})'
Let x\ be the modified cell implied by changing Aj to then, the acceptance 
probability for this move is a(Aj,Aj) =  m in{l,H } where
2 t f W ( y j - Ti(A))2- (3'30)
Unlike the other moves which attem pt to update the characteristic of a cell this 
move will not change However, it will change the mean and the variance of the
records in the cell Xi.
3 .5 .6  S p lit  an d  m erg e  m o v es
As well as the previous moves, we define two extra transitions, split and merge, which 
are useful when there is uncertainty about whether the existing object actually covers 
two close objects or vice versa. We define two objects to be e-close if the Euclidian 
distance between their centres is less than some specified value e^, the difference of 
their intensity does not exceed some fixed value e\ and the difference between their 
angle of rotation is less than eg, i.e.,
and
I Oa  ~  Ob  I <  to or \0A -  0B \ > n -  e0
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and
IAa -  Ajs| <  e\.
If the data axe reasonably good (as we believe in this experiment) and the objects 
are close, then using the death and birth moves alone, intermediate configurations 
between the one and the two object states will have prohibitively low probability. For 
example, if the existing object(s) cover(s) mostly the object areas and have a reasonable 
intensity level(s), then the chance for these object(s) to change their positions or sizes 
or any of their mark variables will be low, and moreover they are unlikely to be deleted. 
Hence, the probability of changing the configuration from the one cell to the two cells 
or vice versa through a sequence of move labels v = 1 , . . . ,  6 will be very low.
We shall briefly describe the mechanism of the merge and split moves. For the 
merge move we attem pt to combine two randomly selected objects say, x a ,%b  if they 
are e-close. We propose replacing them by a new object, say x c  (see figure (3 — 7)). 
The combining operation must be done such that the reverse splitting move can be 
constructed to satisfy the detailed balance condition. In order for the proposed move 
to be accepted, the area covered by the object C, A xc should be almost equal to 
A Xa UAeb - To do this we allocate the centre of the new merged object, lc  = (cxc , cy c ) 
on the centre of I a and Ib , i.e.,
cxC =  cBC =  5li+fziL (3.31)
There are several qualitatively different positions the two cells A  and B  can take 
when they are proposed to merge. Figure (3 — 7) displays some of these positions. It 
is clear tha t the semi-axes and the angle of rotation of the new single object must be 
chosen carefully for a proposal to merge to be acceptable. We will consider proposing 
a convenient semi-axes for the new cell C  conditioned on the location of the centres I a 




Figure 3-7: Different positions for two cells to be merged
1  B
1 A
Figure 3-8: The acute angle A of a right triangle, 
the hypotenuse side (Ia b^ ) and the adjacent side to the right angle (see figure (3 — 8)).
A =  a rc ta n Ci,B~ CiM.
c x B  c x A
To sketch values of semi-axis suitable for the merged cell C  to cover an appropriate 
area for different values of A, we consider the different cases shown in figure (3 — 7). 
The first situation is shown in the upper left corner and the lower right corner of figure 
(3 — 7) where A =  0 meaning that the two cells’ centres coincide in their y —coordinate 
value. That is the merged cell can cover up to the sum of the two semi-axes in an
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approximate direction of x —axis bearing in mind the rotation angles of most of the 
cells are close to either zero or 7r. Hence, a good value to propose for ac  is the sum of 
a a  and a# . Whereas for the other semi-axes, b of the merged cell C, be , will be limited 
by the maximum of b of the two existing cells A  and B.  Therefore we can approximate 
be to be the average value of 6^ and bB. For the other extreme case where A =  7r/2, 
displayed in the upper right corner of figure (3 — 7), a good proposal value for ac  is 
(aa + a B) / 2 while a reasonable proposal for be is 6 a  -I- bB . In the intermediate case 
A =  7t/4, sensible proposals for ac  and be are (aA + aB)/2  and (&a +  &b)/2 respectively. 
Consequently we conclude tha t the value of the semi-axes of the proposed cell should 
be associated with the angle A. The plausible proposals identified in the three cases 
just considered can be achieved by setting
ac = ^(1 +  I cos(A)|)(oa +  aB),
be = ^(1 +  I sin(A)|)(6>i +  bB),
providing tha t ac ,bc  £ (m in ^ s , maxaxis) as will be verified later. The above approach 
to determining the semi-axes holds for small angles of rotation 6. For small values of
0 or values close to 7r, where the major semi-axes lie approximately in the direction
of the x — axis and the minor semi-axis lie in the direction of the y —axis. A general 
formula can be derived using the same concept for other situations where ellipses tends 
to lie in a different preferred direction. The previous conditions of having the resulting 
semi-axes in the required space will prohibit merging big cells if their corresponding 
semi-axes were close to the upper limit of the semi-axes space, i.e., the merge shall be 
proposed if
, 2 minaxis 2 maxaxjs .
a a aB e  ( | C0S(A )| +  i» | cos(A)| +  1 ’
, , . / 2 minaxzs 2 maxaxis \
and bA +  bB G (7—;—r r r r T T ,  1—1—7TTTTT/- | sin( A) | +  1 | sm( A) | +  1
(3.32)
To find the angle of rotation 9 c  and the intensity Ac, the merge move is more likely to 
be deterministic, as we define 9c  to be the average value of 9a  and 9b , and similarly, 
the intensity level of the new object is Ac  =  (A^ +  A#)/2.
For the reverse splitting move, we start with a cell x c  =  { lc ,ac ,bc ,Q c ,^c )  and 
propose to split it into two cells x a  and x b - In order to have a bijection between 
the values of x c  and the values of x a , x b  to attain  detailed balance, the proposal 
mechanism of choosing xa  and x b  has to be set up carefully. First, we need to define 
two centres Ia ,Ib  satisfying the equation lc  — (Ia +  Ib ) / 2 . This is implemented by 
drawing one centre say I a uniformly in a disc centred on lc  with diameter and 
letting this determine the centre of the other object B  so we have lc  = (Ia +  Ib ) / 2. 
We draw A, the acute angle of I a  and Ib  uniformly over (0 ,27r), and also r uniformly 
over (0 , ^ ) ,  and set
cxA = cxC +  r  cos( A) cyA = CyC +  r  sin(A)
Cxb = Cxc  +  rcos(A  +  7r) CyB = CyC +  rs in (A  +  7r)
where (cXi,Cy/) is the x —coordinate and the y —coordinate of l{. First of all we require 
r  to be <  ed/2, but we also want li to lie in L  so we shall put more constraints on the 
range of r. The choice of the radius r  will be conditioned on A. The lower limit of r is 
bounded by minaIls, because of the non-overlapping condition; two cells in the window
L  should be at least 2m inaijs distance apart not to overlap. The upper bound, maxr ,
of the radius r  can be computed conditioned on A as follows:
1. If 0 <  A <  f , then max, =  m i n { % ^ ,  ¥ } •
2. If |  <  A <  7r, then the radius r  will be less than
. f —L x + Cxc  —Cxc  Ly — Cyc Cyc €d'[
=  mm{ cos(A) ’ JS A * U n C A p  sin(A )’ 2 } '
3. If t  <  A <  then max, =  min{~ ^ g g , ^ } .
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4. If ^  <  A <  27T, then the radius r will be less than
. L x CX(J CXQ Ly-\-CyQ CyQ Crf
max =  m in i 7— — . . A, , ; /AN-, —r cos( A) cos A sin( A) sm( A) 2
Determining the semi-axes for the new split cells should be done such that there is a 
bijection between the set of values of (ac, be) and the set of values of (a a , bA), (o>b , bB)- 
Thus we generate two random variables ua,ut, from a truncated normal distribution 
with mean zero and variance zu2, and set
ac ac
&A =  ■; / A \ I : 7  "I- ^a, a s  = / A \ I j : u a|cos(A)| +  l  |cos(A )| +  l
bA = W * S ) \ ~ l +Ub' 6 B = |sin(A )| +  l - Ut- (3-34)
The condition tha t the axes have to lie within M axis implies tha t
• r ac  • , ac  1ua < max =  mini max — ----- 7—v;— — mm +------ — t -.—
axis  | COS(A)| +  1 axis \ COS(A)| +  1
and
^  • r • ac  ac  !ua > mm =  maxfrnin — ----- . . . .  , — max +  .----- ,
ua axis  | COS (A) | +  1 axis  | COs(A)| +  1
where these boundaries are imposed at the sampling stage to ensure tha t the proposed 
semi-axes lie in their defined spaces. Similarly the lower bound minU6 and the upper 
bound maxuj of Uf, are computed and are equal to
r . be be ,max-i mm —, . — — max +  , . . . . . — -}  and —mm
axis  |S in (A ) |  +  1 axis  |S in ( A ) |  +  1 u b
respectively. The bijection of the semi-axes values in the merge and split moves implies 
tha t the split move is accepted if the conditions of (3.32) is satisfied. The choice of 
the parameters of distribution of ua and Ub controls the difference between the relative 
semi-axes of the two split cells. By choosing their mean to be zero and using small
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variances we encourage the two cells to have approximately equal axes, i.e., split C  into 
two equally sized cells A  and B.
For the angles of rotation and the intensity levels we draw two random variables uq 
uniformly from (— , 4J-) and u \  from a uniform distribution such tha t m m Ux < u \  < 
maxUA. We set
6 a  — 6c — UQ 6b  = Oc +  Uq,
Aa =  Ac — ux A# =  Ac +  u\.  (3.35)
To ensure tha t Xa , A# are in the range (minx, max*), we condition u \  to be bounded by 
m in ^  =  max{— Ac—max*, min* —Ac} and maxUA =  min{^-, Ac—min^, max^ —Ac}.
The merge (or split) move if accepted will reduce (or increase) the dimension of 
the current configuration by one. So Green’s algorithm defined in section (3.4) is 
applied here. Suppose that the current state is x =  { x i , . . .  ,x n_ i ,x n,x n+i} and we 
propose to combine two randomly selected cells say xn ,x n+i to x* which if accepted 
will take the current state to x ' =  { x i , . . . ,  xn_ i, x* }. We accept the merge move with a 
probability function a 7 , which is maintained by applying the reversible jum p algorithm 
and substituting for the posterior model,
a7(x , x ) =  mm < 1 , ----------------
v \  7r(x,n +





C(y\x ,n  + 1)
(3.36)
The basic terms involved in calculation of the acceptance probability are as follows
1. The first term, from the prior contribution to W x ,n (%' , n ) / W x ,N { x ,n  + 1), is
1 7ra>b(a*n,b*n)___________ 7tq(6*) tta (A;)
@  ^"0 ,6 ( ® n j  b n) ' Ka , b{Q"n+h  ^ n + l )  'K0(6n) 'K’d ( 6 n + 1 )  ^ A ( A n ) ^ A ( A n + l )
/[no overlap between the existing objects], (3.37)
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which is equal to
12^  1tt7 2(| cos(fl;)l +  ^)(m axA -  minA) __ 1 + _  2
/3(| cos(<9„)| +  i ) ( |  cos(6»n+i)| -h i )  6XP 2 7 2 a"
(^n Mb) A^a) (^ 1 A^ b) ) (® n + l /^a) (^ n +1
//b)2)/[no overlap] J[min <  a*, an, on+i, 6*, bn, bn + 1 <  mEuc], (3.38)
where 21 is the normalising constant for the density of the semi-axes and is equal 
to
/ * m 3X.axia rm&Xuxia 1 1
[ /  /  i t — 2  e x P ( ~ 2 ( (*  ~  ^ ° ) 2 +  “  A^ b)2) ) ^ ? / ] -  .
2. The second term, j ^ x ^ q i u ^ n  +  l)/2 j7 (x), is
n - f  1 j Spht(x) '■guA(TiA)gug(t£g)gA(A)gr|A(r)g1ia(Ma)qUfc(iZ6). (3.39)
J JmergeKpC)
where the term (n + 1 )/2  is from the ratio of probability of picking up the correct
cell to split in the state x \  which is equal to  =  1/n, over the probability of
/  . - \  _1n  +  1
V 2 )
chosen the required cells from x  to be merged =  
specified proposal distributions, the proposal ratio becomes
. Substituting the
(n + 1 )z2  e x p ( - 4 ± ^ )
87r2n72e0(maxu_A — min^-A) maxr 2tu2
/[m in < u a < max, min <  iq, <  max],Xla Ufl Ufj
where
„  x  _i _ „ , 2
5^ 2  exP —
i{, J m inUa
3. The Jacobian of the transformation from
/»maxUb /»maxUa ± x 2 + y
Z2 = [U k u .  2 ^ e x p - ^ dxdy] ■
(^ 7 1  7 ^ 5  ^ 7 1 7  ^ 0 7  ^ 7 1 7  ^ b j  ^ 7 1 7  ^ 0 7  ^ 7 1 7  ^ a )
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to
(^nj ^n+lj ®n+l> ^ra+lj ^nj ^n+l)
using equations (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35) is
(| cos(A)| +  1)(| sin(A)| +  1)
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4. The likelihood ratio contribution £ (y \x \n ) /£ ( y \ x ,  n  +  1) involves all the pixels 
tha t are currently occupied by x n, x n+i in addition to the pixels tha t will be 
covered by cell z* , tha t is it will involve the set of indices in 5ft(:rn) U 5R(xn+i) U 
5R(a;*). The likelihood ratio can be basically written as a product of three different 
ratios :
• The likelihood of the pixels tha t are covered by x n, x n+i and will be covered 
by < ,
n+1 fh 1 1n n ^ exp(-^fe-T^ 2 +2^fe-T*‘)2)- (3-4°)
k = n  j € & ( x k ) n 5R(x*) ^ x n
• The likelihood of the pixels which were covered by x n, x n +1 and will not be 
covered by a;*
71+1 rh 1 1n n •#exp(-^fe-T»)2 +2^ (w-t-‘)2) (3-4i)
fc=nje3J(a:fe)|3i(xfc)n3i«) ^ Xk
• the likelihood of the pixels tha t are considered as a background in configu­
ration x  and falls inside object x* in the proposed state x'
ii n ^ exp(-^te-p<)2 +i (^ “T°)2) (3-42)
k=nj<Eft{x*n ) M x k )nVl(x*n ) Y n  Y x n
Combining the four main terms we get R.  The acceptance probability for the
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Figure 3-9: The input image (top) and the 20000th sample configurations using dif­
ferent runs.
merge move is min{l, jR} and for the split move that will take the state from x' to x  is 
min{l, R ~ 1}.
3.6 Sam pler perform ance
Based on a visual inspection of the size, intensity and shape of the cells in the image, 
we chose the model hyper-parameters as follows: M axis =  [3,60], M \  = [40,217]. We 
expect to have approximately 30 objects in the scene, hence, we set (3 =  30/.4 l. For 
the parameters involved in the prior distribution of the semi-axes (a, b) we choose 
Ha = 25.0, in, = 12.5,7 =  5.5. We set the scale constant involved in the definition 
of the variance of the likelihood function to be c* =  1. Focusing on the assumptions 
of the proposal kernels of the shift, resize, orientation and updating intensity moves 
we chose <5 =  2.0, C =  2.0,7/ =  7r/10.0,t =  10. The constants involved in the split 
and merge moves are assigned the following values: =  2/ia, eq = 7r/40, e\ =
(max — min/\)/5 , w  = 3.0.
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Starting with an empty configuration, we ran the sampler for 20000 iterations. 
Figure (3 -  9) shows the resulting sample images which allocated some cells in the 
correct places (comparing it with the input image) but still need more iterations to 
adjust the position of the other cells. The ellipses in the 2D output samples in this 
thesis are plotted using a binary grid technique to be consistent with the input data. 
We set background pixels to zero and pixels in the cells to one and use a contour 
method to outline the ellipses. It should be noted tha t by using this technique some 
adjacent cells may look as though they are one connected set of pixels , however, they 
do not overlap.
Further investigations have been implemented to study the convergence of the model 
using these three samples obtained using different runs. To look at convergence we 
plotted the trace of the likelihood. In other situations, it would be reasonable to look 
at the posterior density throughout the run time, however this is not feasible in this 
case. The posterior is evaluated as a collection of different densities, each is defined 
individually and with respect to different Lebesgue measure on different dimension 
subspaces. Therefore, the trace of the observed posterior image density implemented in 
the way described above will not be appropriate to use as a diagnostic for convergence.
Figure (3-10) assesses the likelihood in a logarithmic scale for the three different 
runs mentioned earlier. There is a reasonable convergence within any one run of the 
posterior model after a burn-in period. However, different representations in term of 
cells and their locations were obtained for these modal regions as seen in figure (3 — 9). 
The trend of the likelihood for each one run indicates the smooth convergence of the 
chain. It does not suggest any difficulty in the convergence, in contrary to the previous 
conclusions obtained from visual inspections of the output configurations. Hence we 
can argue here that the trace of the likelihood as a main diagnosis for the convergence 
may be misleading. Linking the visual inspection of the output configurations with the 
trace of the likelihood we can figure out that within each individual run we have reached 
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Figure 3-10: The trace of the likelihood for different runs. The vertical axis repre­
sents the observed value in logarithmic scale and the horizontal axis is the number of 
iterations.
the sampler a longer run time is needed. Further, we can say that the posterior image 
distribution which covers an enormous state space, has several local modes and a highly 
global mode.
To investigate the mixing of the sampler, we trace traces the cumulative accepted 
moves with time recorded every 250 sweeps for one of the runs. The results are displayed 
in figure (3 — 11). Birth moves are accepted frequently at first, then much more slowly 
after that. Shift, resize, rotate and intensity acceptances remain frequent throughout 
the run time as the details for each cell oscillate within the posterior distribution. They 
are more common just after a cell has been created. The rate of acceptance of these 
moves in late iterations is lower than it is just after the creation of a new cell. This 
is because of the random proposals of the location and the marks of a new cell which 
will imply an acceptance of a cell not necessary fitting the true cell exactly but fitting 
the data reasonably well. The adjustment proposals toward a better fit are accepted 
in the following iterations until the cell reaches a good fit to the data. Once it is
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Figure 3-11: A trace of the total number of accepted moves recorded every 250 itera­
tions, where the horizontal axis represents the number of iterations over 250 and the 
vertical axis is the number of accepted moves of a given type.
there, there are not major improvements to make. For the death move we observed 
that as we started with an empty configuration, the cells which appeared are added 
when there is a high acceptance rate R  in the formula min{l, R}  defined in equation
(3.25). So according to the reversible jump concept, the acceptance probability for the 
reverse death move is m in{l,i?-1 }, i.e., the acceptance rate R _1 is low. The accepted 
death moves correspond to cells which resulted from split moves. No merge move was 
accepted in this run, this may be because of the conditions required for two cells to be 
merged which are close, eg—close and e\ —close as defined in section (3.5.6). The
values of these es exhibit tension between the merge and the split moves. High values 
of the es will increase the chance of merging cells and reduce the probability of splitting 
a cell and vice versa. For our case we need to enhance the chance of splitting the cells 
rather than merging as figure (3 — 9) indicates. We may also increase the chance of 
the merge move by defining a purely representational move. An ellipse with a first 
semi-axis a, second semi-axis b and angle 9 is identical to the ellipse of the same centre
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with first semi-axis 6, second semi-axis a and angle 9 + 7r/2. In our representational 
move we propose to replace the current (a, 6,0) by (b,a,9 +  tt/2). This proposal will 
be accepted with a probability rate
mm L  7Tfl(0+ f  )ng,b{b, a) \
\  ’ 7Te{0)7ra}b{a,b) J '
This move will help in increasing the probability of two close cells to satisfy the required 
conditions of the merge move: the eg—close condition and the semi-axes conditions 
stated in equation (3.32).
The likelihood ratio dominates all the other ratios involved in the calculation of the 
acceptance probability for the move types defined in the algorithm. This is due to the 
strong data records, their high variation and the size of the cells. More analysis will be 
addressed to the param eter of the likelihood function c*, as will be explained in section 
(3.8).
3.7 Improving the birth move of the algorithm.
The prior distribution for the location of the centres of the cells is assumed to be 
uniform over the window L, and the proposal mechanism draws a point I uniformly 
over this window. As background areas in L  are bigger than areas in L  covered by 
cells this implies tha t a high proportion of proposals for births of new cells are made 
in background areas where the proposed birth  is rejected. To increase the acceptance 
rate for the birth process, another technique for proposing a location of a centre of 
a new cell in the birth  move was examined. We alter the proposal mechanism to be 
associated with the records Y  =  (Y{\i E { 1, . . .  ,5}) such tha t pixels with high record 
values are more likely to be the proposed centre I of an object. Instead of drawing the 
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Figure 3-12: The resulting sample images after improving the algorithm. Each corre­
sponds to the 20000 th iteration using different runs.
• choose a pixel i according to the probability distribution, pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  S  where
Pi ex
1 Yi < 30
\Yi -  9 30 < Yi < 90 
21 90 < Yu
• then, choose a point uniformly from the region occupied by this pixel.
A note should be made of the pixel i and its associated probability pi for the com­
putation of the acceptance probability for the birth move as well as the reverse death 
move. Suppose the current configuration is x = {x i , . . .  , x n} and we are considering 
adding a new object x„+i. Let i denote the pixel covering the centre point I. The only 
change in the density of the proposed cell xn+\ is concerned with this location point. 
The new location Zn+i is proposed with probability pi instead of 7q =  1 / A l -  Hence, 
the proposal density of the new object q(u) = q(xn+1 ) defined in equation (3.20) will 
be Pifxi(u)/7ri. Thus the probability of acceptance of a birth move defined in equation
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Figure 3-13: The trace of the number of accepted moves recorded every 250 iterations 
after improving the algorithm.
(3.25) will change to
ai(x ,x ' )  =  min{l,i?}, (3.43)
where,
R  =  (n  + 1 W {^ ~ r X " + '6 X P ( ^  +( n  +  l ) p , < / > Xn+1 j e * ( x n+1) ^ * - + »
2(f) o{yj — to) )I[no overlap for the n+1 objects] 
and for the reverse move will be min{l, f?-1 } after changing some obvious terms in R.
In our modified algorithm all the other moves for updating the current configuration 
are implemented as before. The value of R  in the acceptance probability of equation 
(3.43) using the new proposal kernel is now lower for high record pixels and higher 
for low record pixels than in equation (3.25). However, this change does not affect 
the probability of acceptance of a birth move if the proposed move fits the data well
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enough that the high likelihood ratio still leads to a value R  > 1. Figure ( 3 - 1 3 )  
traces the total number accepted of each move type recorded every 250 iterations for 
the modified algorithm for a single run. A comparison between this result and the 
previous one recorded in figure (3 — 11) shows tha t the rate of the accepted birth move 
at early iterations is higher using the modified algorithm. In later iterations, because 
there are almost no more “undiscovered” cells, this rate is declining faster than it is 
for the standard technique.
Comparing the sample output obtained using the standard proposal technique (see 
figure (3 — 9)) with that obtained using the above technique (see figure (3 — 12)) we 
notice tha t the former samples produced larger cells whereas the latter samples contains 
several small close cells instead of big cells. Using the updated algorithm, the birth 
of cells is directed mostly to the cells’ area. The chance for these cells to update 
themselves before the birth  of a new cell close by is reduced. Once these close cells are 
allocated then the time for these cells to adapt to the true scene will be long considering 
the non-overlapping condition and the size of the state space of all the configurations. 
So the total number of the cells using the improved algorithm is slightly more than it 
is using the previous algorithm.
The new technique for proposing the location of a new cell has better overall ac­
ceptance rate than the old one but it also has an unanticipated adverse effect on 
convergence. To avoid this problem and gain full advantage of this improved technique 
in reducing the convergence time, we rearrange the selection of the move scheme for 
updating the configurations. We assign lower probability for picking the birth  move 
( ji (x)  = 1/22) than for the other move types j v(x) =  3/22, v =  2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 . In this 
case we have rescheduled the total run time so it will produce a better result as seen 











Figure 3-14: The resulting sample images after improving the algorithm and changing 
the probabilities of picking the move types.
3.8 P aram eters o f the likelihood function
In order to address some aspects of sensitivity analysis, we examined several choices 
for the hyper-parameters involved in the target model. Experimental runs indicate 
that the parameters of the likelihood function are the most influential among the terms 
involved in the target model. Our model is very sensitive to the values of to, and c*. 
By fixing the values of to, <f)o to the ones obtained from data analysis, we have employed 
several values for the scale parameter c*. The values of c* > 3.0 are a potential source 
of instability; using high values of c*, such as 3 and 4.5, the sampler classified wrongly 
some background with relatively high records as cells or parts of cells. W ith the smaller 
values c* =0 . 5  and c* = 1.0, the resulting cells seem to match the input image better 
(see figures (3 -1 4 ) and (3 — 15) for c* =  1.0 and 0.50 respectively). Using small values 
for c* produces smaller cells variances than when using large values and hence reduces 
the chance of classifying high background pixels as cells or part of cells.
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Figure 3-15: The resulting sample images using c* =  0.5 (top), c* =  3.0 (middle) and 
c* =  4.5 (bottom).
3.8 .1  M od ify in g  p aram eters o f  th e  lik e lih ood  m od el
In the previous examples we observed that the samples have managed to locate most 
of the cells in the correct places, however, some cells need adjustments toward a better 
fit of the data. The likelihood function is sensitive to the value of c* which affects the 
variance of the Gaussian distribution of the records Y.  A value of 1 was set for c* 
to reflect a good interpretation of the relation between the sample means and sample 
variances for small intensity cells as described in section (3.1). Further analysis for the 
cells was carried out with a view to modifying our model for the intensity level of a cell. 
We observed the record values for the pixels falling inside some selected cells. Figure 
(3 — 16) is a 3D plot for the records of three cells. The records are approximately 
homogeneous in the centre area of the cell and have higher values compared to the 
records in the edges of the cell. The records outside the central area gradually decrease 
toward the background values. The central areas can be approximated by ellipses 
with the same centre as the whole cell and the same rotation angle but with smaller
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Figure 3-16: 3D image of the records in three different cells
semi-axes. Pawley (1996) explained the phenomena of the heterogeneity of signals in 
a single cell from the confocal microscopy point of view. He relates the intensity of 
fluorescence signals to the material in each part of the cell. Higher signals are expected 
from the nucleus of the cell than the cytoplasm, as it contains higher concentrations of 
the materials that absorb the fluorescent dye. In the cytoplasm there are changes in the 
signals depending on the thickness of the cytoplasm area and the angle of imaging of the 
cell. These dynamic properties will affect the dye distribution and, hence, the reflected 
signals for different parts of the cells. To reflect this situation, instead of assuming a 
constant intensity across each cell, we shall allocate different intensity means to different 
parts of the cell. We define an inner ellipse comprising the central area in which the 
intensity level is assumed to be constant. The centre of the inner ellipse is the same as 
that for the cell. The semi-axes for the central ellipse are proportional to the semi-axes 
of the original ellipse. We define two variables na,Kb to denote the ratio of the first
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semi-axes and the second one respectively. For the pixels lying outside this central 
area but inside the cell the intensity level will change according to the pixel position. 
We define, a function determining the mean intensity level of a record Yj which
falls inside cell i and outside its central area. In considering pixel j  lying in cell i, let 
P  be the intercept point of a line connecting the centre of the ellipse I and the centre 
point j* of the area covered by pixel j  with the border of the inner ellipse (we pick 
the intercept tha t is closest to j*). Let P* be the intercept of the above line with the 
border of the cell (again we choose the nearest intercept to j*). Then f j i j i )  is defined 
to be
II P *  — i*  II
(3-44)
|| P* -  P  || ’ v '
where || • || denotes the Euclidean distance between two points. Still assuming the 
records are independent given X  = x and normally distributed, the mean of the records 
Y  in this case is
fij
to if pixel j  is considered as background
n  = \  +  to if the pixel j  falls in the central area of the cell i (3.45) 
f j i Ti) +  r o ^  j  falls inside i but outside the central area.
Finally, the variance of the record Yj is set to be cr] = 4>o +  c*{^j ~  Mo)-
3 .8 .2  M o d ify in g  th e  m o v e s
To allow for variability of Ka, /c& we assume these to be independent in the reference 
model with each uniformly distributed over MK = (minK, 1). As we have added extra 
variables to define an object X{ =  (cx, cy, a, b, 9, A, «a, «*,), then the density for an object 
defined in equation (3.4) will change to
1 | cos(0)| +  ^ 2  1
fx ipx i  Cy? n, 6,0, A, Ka, Kb) — 2'K'y2
(a -  fia) + { b -  Hb) )I[aeMaxi3,beMaxi3] maXA _  minA ^  _  m jnK)2 ’ (3‘46)
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The acceptance probability of the birth  and death moves will remain unchanged as 
long as we define the same proposal density as in (3.46) and modify the likelihood term 
to use H j  in equation (3.45). For merging two randomly selected objects say x a , % b  
to x c  we use the same techniques and conditions defined in section (3.5.6). We draw 
Ka c : Kbc uniformly over M K. For the reverse split move we also draw four independent 
random variables uniformly over M K. Since we defined these variables independently of 
the other variables involved in the model, then the Jacobian of the transformation used 
for the merge move is the product of the Jacobian obtained for the transformation of 
the (Kiz , i =  a, b, , z  = A , B , C )  and the Jacobian obtained from transformation of the 
other variables. The latter Jacobian remains unchanged as defined in section (3.5.6) 
and the former is unity. Moreover, since we are using the same proposal densities for 
the k  as their prior densities, most of the terms involving these variables vanish and 
the resulting acceptance probability is the same as tha t of section (3.5.6).
To update «0, Kb of a randomly selected object say, X{, i =  { 1 , . . . ,  n}, we define an 
extra move m  =  9 to be chosen with probability j${x). In this move we propose K la . and 
K'b. independently and uniformly over (a — g, a + g) and (& — £>,& +  £>) respectively, where 
q has an arbitrary fixed value. The acceptance rate a  for this move is the standard 
Metropolis rate.
Let x\ =  (k, a,i,bi,di, K'a., K'a . )  be the object after changing K a  and /q,, then the 
acceptance probability for this move for object i is
a((Kai1Kbi)1{K,a.1K,b.)) = m in{l, i?}, (3.47)
where
a (j \x i )
r =  n
ie» (
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Figure 3-17: The resulting image after applying the k technique using different runs. 
3 .8 .3  U p d a tin g  Ka a n d  /q.
Assigning a value of 0.7 to minK and 0.1 to g, some resulting images after 20000 
iterations are shown in figure (3 — 17). The configurations have positioned suitable 
cells in some locations of the window. However, some cells which cover large areas have 
been split into smaller cells. The total number of accepted split moves using this model 
is higher than the one which uses the original model. Due to the non-homogeneity of 
pixel records inside the cells with the new mean and the new variance, smaller cells 
with different intensity level are more representative than big cells. This leads to high 
acceptance of the split moves.
The output results suggest that the new extension of the model is not managing to 
guide the simulated samples toward a better fit, even though the modification of the 
parameter of the likelihood, iij is based on exploratory data analysis. This may be due 
to the random starting values of the mark variables of the cells especially the intensity 
level A. We think that with using a good starting point for the chain and using a more 
representative value for the mark vector as initial values, the model will work better.
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3.9 Blurring
The scattering feature of the incoming laser and the outgoing fluorescence in the con- 
focal microscope imply that signals received from focal point will be a measurement of 
photons from tha t point along with transm itted fluorescence signals from a surrounding 
area. Thus, each recorded value in the signal is the sum of contributions from the pixel 
on which the sensor is focused and from a number of neighbouring pixels. Let A* be 
the set of labels of pixels in the vicinity of pixel i which affect the value of the record 
Yi for pixel i , and let Wj be the positive weight associated with the contribution from 
pixel j  where j  G A j. We define these weights to sum to one.
Following the assumption of normality and conditional independence of the records 
given the scene as stated in section (3.1), we express the mean of the blurred records 
Y \X  as
E(Yi\X) =  ^ 2  wjXj  +  ro, i =  1 , . . .  S.
j e \ i
Here Aj  is the intensity level of the cell covering j  and is zero if pixel j  is considered 
a background. The variance of Yi\X, of  is associated with this mean as in equation 
(3.2).
For a uniform blurring kernel, the weights Wj are equal,
  1________
No. of pixels in Aj ’  ^ ^  1
Alternatively a Gaussian kernel may be used in which
wj oc exP ( ~ ^ ;  II h  ~  li II2)> 3 e  A*, (3.48)
with higher weights for pixels closest to pixel i. Here U and lj are the locations of 
the pixels i and j  respectively and || lj — li || denotes the euclidian distance between 
li and lj. The value of the variance v  and the size of neighbourhood in the Gaussian
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Figure 3-18: The detected intensity as a function of axial position from the focal point 
in Wilson’s experiment measuring the point spread function.
kernel depend on the degree of blurring expected and are a measure of the width 
of the spread function of measured light from a point source. Experiments to 
measure the transmitted signals’ intensity from the detector plane against different 
axial position from the focal point have been conducted for a confocal microscope 
by Wilson (1990). The experiments revealed a fairly narrow peak of the detected 
signals centred at the focal point and small side-lobes as shown in figure (3 — 18). 
This kernel remains approximately constant over the entire image field. Hence, it is 
reasonable to approximate the point spread function of light by a Gaussian kernel 
spread function and we use this here. Ongoing developments in the design of the 
confocal microscopes and the use of different optical systems with, for example, small 
aperture for the objective lenses, have resulted in improving the signal quality. Due 
to these improvements, light from a point source illuminates only a small region of 
the object and the point detector gathers light from only that small area; see Shaw 
and Rawlins (1991). To assess the blur effect in our model we will define A; to denote 
the first or the second order neighbourhood. Each pixel i in the two dimensional 
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Figure 3-19: Sample images after applying the blur effect evaluated using a first order 
neighbourhood and v  =  0.6.
The first order neighbour structure of the pixel i is the disc region with centre (/, h) 
and radius one pixel, that is Aj =  {(/ — 1, h), (I, /i), (Z +  1 ,h) , ( l , h  — l) ,( / ,/ i  +  1)}. 
The second order clique is a disc with centre (I, h ) and a two pixels radius, =  
{(/ -  2, h)(l -  1, h), (J, h), (/ +  1, h), (/ +  2, h), (/, h — 2)(Z, h — 1), (/, h +  1), (I, h +  2), (/ -  
1, h — 1), (I — 1, h +  1), (I -f 1, h — 1), (/ +  1, h +  1)}. The n th  order neighbour structure 
of pixel i is defined to be a disc centred at (/, h), the centre point of pixel i, and radius 
equal to n pixels.
Several values for v  the variation of the blur effect were employed to test the blurring 
effect. Figure (3 — 19) shows image estimates using a first order neighbourhood and 
assigning 0.6 to v. Figures (3 — 20) and (3 — 21) represent output samples using 
v = 1.2 and 6.25 with third and fifth order neighbourhoods respectively. There is no 
significant difference between v = 0.6 and v  =  1 .2  but results using v = 6.25 were 
poor indicating the high quality of the experimental data and the small effect of the 
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Figure 3-20: The resulting sample images after applying the blur effect evaluated using 
a third order neighbourhood and v = 1.2.
cells and ought to help deal with uncertainty about the borders of the cells. Comparing 
cells with the same positions and shapes in Figures (3 — 19) and (3 — 20), we noticed no 
significant changes in the cells sizes. Using a bigger neighbourhood for the point spread 
function will consume more CPU time to run the sampler. Our criteria for comparing 
different models is through visual inspection of the resulting output samples. Hence, 
we find no apparent difference between the samples before and after adding a blurring 
effect. Each cell in the scene covers hundreds of pixels and the small shrink in the size 
of the cells resulting from using small values of v  will not be noticeable. Thus for some 
general purpose studies where the interest is to locate the cells or to restore the image 
rather than to give precise point estimates or interval estimates of some mark variables, 
but the CPU run time is more important we may use the model without blurring.
The examples studied so far indicate that the basic method of defining the posterior 
model and applying MCMC algorithms for simulating samples from that model works 
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Figure 3-21: The resulting sample images after applying the blur effect evaluated a 
fifth order neighbourhood and v = 6.25.
few wrongly estimated cells. The feature used for improving the birth move type within 
the MCMC algorithm has produced promising results and helped in better scheduling 
of the run time between the different move types. The sensible modification on the 
likelihood model to agree with the data was not effective using an extreme starting point 
for the chain, however this model will be used later with another stating state. Finally, 
models using blurring to reflect the point spread function of the light used in confocal 
microscopy suggest that applying this modification to the model is recommended if an 
accurate estimator is needed, but otherwise may be too CPU intensive.
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Chapter 4
The performance using good  
starting states
We have described a model for the two dimensional data  set and an MCMC algorithm 
to simulate samples from tha t model. In the examples we have studied, the Markov 
chain takes quite a long time to reach convergence. Moreover, the non-overlapping 
constraint in the model will negatively affect the speed of the mixing of the chain. 
Therefore to avoid lengthy run times and to produce samples near the mode of the 
target distribution, we need to choose a good starting point X q G E, where E is the 
space of all possible images. In this chapter we shall describe algorithms for constructing 
X q either by a self-contained approach or with the help of a user. We shall also comment 
on the simulated set of samples after using the starting state Xo.
4.1 How to construct a good starting state
A general state Xo can be described as set of non-overlapping objects each defined in 
the space U. An image, described in this high level manner, has to  be estimated from 
the data observed at the pixel level. Each object covers several connected pixels and 
parts of pixels as well. In our approach of building up the image model we operate
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at the object level. Our posterior model is also a high-level model as it is defined for 
x  6 E. We want to construct high level starting states using the data provided, Y , 
which is gathered at a low, pixel-based, level. We shall need to process information 
at different levels, first the pixel level, then the higher object level. We need a device 
which operates at two consecutive stages. In the first stage we shall operate at a low 
level and derive structure using some morphology concepts. We shall then convert this 
fine level structure to high level structure using maximum variance concept, ready for 
further processing in the second stage.
4 .1 .1  S ta g e  I : M a th e m a tic a l m o rp h o lo g y
Mathematical morphology as described by Serra (1988) and Glasbey and Horgan (1995) 
operates at a low-scale level, interacting with the object under study and modifying 
its shape. The aim is to produce a new set of objects satisfying some defined criteria 
more closely than the original objects. Morphology proceeds by applying certain basic 
operators to binary images. Hence, before we go into details of these operations we 
need first to transform our grey-scale image into a binary image. We shall use the 
simple method of thresholding. Given a single threshold t, the pixel located at lattice 
position with grey scale, yij, is allocated to class 1 if yij < t , and to class 2
otherwise. In our case, category 1 can be considered as the background region while 
category 2 is the cell region. The threshold t can be chosen manually. A common value 
for t is the median or the mean of the image. Let L(Xy) be the array representing the 
discretisation of the image on a two dimensional rectangular lattice. We shall denote 
by L the resulting binary image which will be used as input for the morphology 
operators.
Morphological operations use a structuring element, B.  The structuring element 
may be a disc of fixed radius, for example, or a rectangle with sides of specified length. 
A particular pixel in the structuring element is designated as a reference pixel and we 
refer to the structuring element with reference pixel ( i, j )  as B ^ j y  We shall work with
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the two basic operations, erosion and dilation, which are briefly described as follows.
• The erosion operation, © : We define the eroded set of L ^  as the set of 
( i , j )  such that the structural element with reference point ( i , j )  lies completely 
within L ^ .
• The dilation operation, © : Using the same element structure, B,  we define the 
dilation of L ^  by B  as
L {b) ® B  = u (tj)eLW5 (M)> 
where B'  is the rotation of of B  through an angle of 180° about (i, j).
Erosion will shrink the original object and eliminate the extreme edges which do not fit 
into the structuring element. Performing dilation after erosion will enlarge the eroded 
object and smooth its edges (see figure (4 — 1)). The process of applying both erosion 
and then dilation is called the opening operator ^ b { L ^ )  which can be expressed as
^ b ( L ^ )  = (L(6) © B)  © B ’ = U(iyj):B{itj)c U b)B (i,j)-
In the process of constructing an initial state xq for our MCMC algorithm, the stage 
one scheme can be described as follows
• Threshold the data Y  using the median.
• Define a 9 x 3 pixel-based rectangle as the structuring element, B.  The choice 
of this particular structuring element is to help create components which are 
roughly elliptical, in addition to smoothing the scene, breaking narrow isthmuses 
and eliminating small islands.
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Figure 4-1: Illustration of basic morphology operations: (a) original set, (b) Structuring 
element B : a square of size 3 pixels (the • in the centre pixel indicate that we have 
selected this as the reference pixel); (c)The image (a) after erosion with structuring 
element B , (d) after dilation, (e) using the opening operation.
• Erode the resulting binary image by B.
• Dilate the resulting image using the same element structure B.
Applying the above steps to our 2D optical section image resulted in the image 
shown in figure (4 — 2).
4 .1 .2  S tage  II : M ax im u m  variance co n cep ts
In this stage of the construction process, we shall convert the connected pixels of stage 
I into ellipses. Each object in the image can be looked at as a set of points on the 
lattice of 2D system with x  and y coordinates. These points are the centres of the 
pixels which make up an object. The set of the connected points has a centre of mass. 
The set of points is distorted by being stretched in one direction and compressed in 
the direction perpendicular to the first. That is the set of points is fairly close to an 


















Figure 4-2: The resulting images after applying the morphology operations (top) and 
then converting the connected pixels into ellipses (bottom).
contours and the set of points at which the density exceeds a set value is an ellipse. 
We shall treat the set of points at the centres of the pixels in a connected object as a 
sample from a bivariate normal distribution. Then we shall estimate the parameters 
of this distribution and create an approximating ellipse from a contour of the bivariate 
normal density. The bivariate normal distribution with parameters px, p y, cr ,^ and 
p has density
f ( z , y )  =
1
2naxayy/ ( l  -  p2)
exp(— 12(1 -  p2) CT;
(4.1)
We estimate the values of the parameters using the sample of (x , y ) values from pixel 
centres in the connected object. For example our estimate of the mean of x, fix , is 
taken to be the average value of the rr—coordinates. The variance cr^  is estimated using
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the sample variance and the correlation coefficient p  is estimated using the formula
~  M ( y i  A y )
TIOxOy
The contour is a cross section of the surface of bivariate normal density made by a 
plane parallel to the xy-plane, which in essence results from setting the expression in 
braces in equation (4.1) equal to a positive constant C. The resulting equation,
C  =  { ( ^ ^ ) 2 +  ( ^ ^ ) 2 -  2 p ( ^ ^ ) ( ^ ^ ) } .  (4.2)
(Tx (Xy Ox Oy
represents an ellipse with centre (ftx ,fiy), the centroid of the bivariate population, with 
rotated major and minor axes.
It can be shown (see Tatsuoka (1971)) tha t the major and minor semi-axes of the 
ellipse, defined by equation (4.2), are along the lines passing through the centroid of 
the bivariate normal density and making the following angle with the positive x-axis 
and y-axis respectively,
6 =  <
\  arctan ) ox ±  oy
45° Ox — o„.
The coordinates of (x , y) with respect to the rotated first and second semi-axes, say 
x\  and yi,  are linear combinations of (x — p x) and (y — p y), where
xi  =  (x -  fix) cos(0) +  (y -  fiy) sin(0) +  p,x,
and
Vi = - { x  -  fix) sin(0) +  (y -  fby) cos(0) +  fty .
The length of the major and minor axes, a,b can be determined by calculating the
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variances in the directions of the rotated axes x \  and y i ,  that is
i72Xl =  fr\ cos2(0) +  fry sin2(0) +  2pfrxfry cos(0) sin(0),
and
f ry i =  fr2x  sin2(0) +  fry  cos2 (9) — 2pfrxfry cos(6) sin(0),
For a given value of C  in equation (4.2) the lengths of the major and minor semi­
axis are equal proportions of max{<rXl, fryi} and min{<7xi, fryi} respectively. If we take 
the length of the major and minor semi-axis to be twice max{<rx i, frm }, min{<TXl,<ryi}, 
then the ellipse will contain a high percentage of the bivariate normal distribution. 
However, because we want to avoid any overlapping between the resulting ellipses a 
smaller proportion of 1.50 is used. This scale can be adjusted so tha t the resulting 
ellipses do not overlap.
By extracting the required variables for all the different connected pixels we ap­
proximate their basic shapes by the ellipses shown in figure (4 — 2). Finally we need 
to estimate the mean signals of these ellipses which we take to be the average record 
value of the pixels contained in each of these ellipses.
Using the resulting figure (4 — 2) as an initial state, xo, for our chain, we ran the 
MCMC algorithm using the posterior image distribution under the original model as 
the target distribution. Figure (4 — 3) shows the 20000th and the 50000th sample 
iterations. The output samples have managed to adjust the existing cells into better 
positions. The birth  of new cells which have not been recognised in xo can also been 
seen in the later images. These new cells did not appear in xq because they were not 
classified as cell media either in the thresholding stage or after applying the morphology 
techniques. If the cell has low intensity level as has the cell with centre (52.933,169.310) 
then it will be classified as background in the thresholding stage. The non recognition 
of cells at the morphology stage is due to the small size of the sets of the connected 
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Figure 4-3: Sample images using the representative starting value evaluated at 20000 
iterations (top) and 50000 iterations (bottom).
identified as has happened with the cell centred at (28.685,1.489).
We also ran the MCMC algorithm for the model defined in section (3.8.1) which 
assumes different intensity levels within each cell after using the starting state generated 
in this way. The 20000 iteration produced good images as shown in figure (4 — 4) in 
contrast to the results obtained starting from an empty configuration. Although the 
resulting images using this model are good, we shall continue using the original model 
as it takes less CPU time to run the MCMC sampler.
4.2 C ontribution  of th e  know ledge o f th e  exp ert in im ple­
m enting M C M C  algorithm
In the previous section we used a fully automated, self-contained process in constructing 
a starting state for the Markov chain. We then used the same model and the same 
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Figure 4-4: Sample images for different runs after applying the k technique and using 
a good starting state.
the contribution of the knowledge of an experienced user toward a better and faster 
convergence of the Markov chain. Suppose the user had provided us with information 
defining the number of the cells in the scene and had pointed out these cells by specifying 
a single point inside each cell. This process can be achieved by clicking on the image 
window and keeping a record of the corresponding coordinates. Different methods of 
using these points and converting them to ellipses are available. One method is the 
seeded region growing algorithm, Adams and Bischot (1994). The algorithm works for 
grey-scale images and works on finding the tessellation of the images into homogeneous 
regions based on a given number of seeds. The algorithm operates at a fine pixel-based 
scale. Essentially it classifies an unlabelled pixel j  in L  into one of the existing regions 
based on minimal variance between its record value and the means of different groups. 
We applied this algorithm to our data and the resulting tessellation was bad. This is 
because we have large grey-level variations not only in the entire image but also within 
the cells themselves. Hence, the criteria for labelling the pixels was not suitable for our
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data. Another approach was using edge detection algorithms such as Canny algorithm, 
Canny (1986). Edges are detected by finding discontinuities in the image either by 
applying some filters to de-convolute the point spread function or using tessellation of 
the image into homogeneous regions. Both the techniques where not effective for our 
problem. The latter requires the variation of the records for the entire image to be 
specified in advance. Applying the general variance extracted from the entire image, 
which is very high, misclassified the edges of the cells. The white noise variance defined 
in section (2.1.2) as the variance of the background records 4q is applied using the value 
46.5 computed using a sample of background records. This value resulted in a large 
number of boundaries around each cell. Some of these boundaries were not connected 
throughout the cells. This is due to the non homogeneity of the records inside the cells 
and due to the high variation among these records. Using the filtering technique the 
resulted binary output had a large number of disconnected boundaries.
An alternative approach is to combine the output of section (4.1) with the user in­
formation. T hat is we modify the converted version of the output from the morphology 
functions which was described in sections (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) to agree with information 
supplied by the expert. This can be done simply by deleting the non-matching cells and 
defining new cells if they do not exist, and by splitting an existing cell if it covers more 
than one point. The algorithm is run using the sensor points clicked by the expert and 
the resulting ellipses of the morphology and maximum variance concept algorithm. In 
defining a new cell we shall create an ellipse with centre at the reference (sensor) point, 
and intensity level taken to be the record associated with the centre point or min* 
whichever is higher. In the absence of any prior information regarding the semi-axes 
and the angle of rotation, and to avoid overlapping between the objects we shall set the 
semi-axes to minaa;{s and 6 = 0. The ellipse is deleted if it does not cover any sensor 
point. If the cell covers more than one reference point then this cell is deleted and 
replaced by two new cells using the same technique described before. We shall end up 










Figure 4-5: Sample image evaluated using the sampler and the reference points (top). 
The intermediate image which agrees with provided points (middle). The resulting 
image after applying the conditional sampler using the intermediate image (bottom).
the input image (see figure (4 — 5)). Note here that advantages arise from processing 
at different levels. In this approach we first start with a coarse level by clicking inside 
the cells. We then work at a fine level in using the morphology functions, and return 
to the coarse level again where we convert the morphology output to ellipses and use 
these as a starting point for the MCMC algorithm.
The confidence level or the reliability of the expert knowledge determines the way 
to deal with the resulting configuration. If we are not confident about the manual in­
tervention of the user then we can use this output as a starting point for our standard 
model; the sampler will, eventually after a lengthy run time, produce a result which is 
invariant of this starting point. On the other hand if we consider the provided infor­
mation to be totally reliable, then the target model along with the MCMC algorithm 
should be revised. So, we wish to incorporate expert information and to ensure that all 
the images created by the MCMC iterations contain precisely the cells specified by the 
expert and each one always covers the specified point in its interior. As our sampler
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during a typical run length for MCMC is thus unable to be invariant of Xo we shall 
use the following approach:
We shall start with the reference measure r * ( X , N ) defined on UnWn, where Un is 
the space of the objects { X \ , . . . ,  Xn} and define the hard core model with respect to 
this measure as the prior distribution of X .  Then, we shall concentrate on the part of 
the state space E with N  = n  and condition on object i containing a sensor point, say 
P i .  The relevant contribution from the prior model is
7r(X, N )  oc (3nI [no overlap between the objects] for N  = n.
The sub-distribution T* (X)  preserves the number of objects to be n  from the Poisson 
model and comprises the objects X i , . . . ,  Xjy.  The conditional probability measure of x  
given N  = n, p ( x \ ) / p ( U ) . . .  p (xn)/p(U), is a Lebesgue measure on R6n. W ith respect 
to this Lebesgue measure we define for X i , . . . ,  X n a probability density f x ^  where 
fXi is given in equation (3.6). Substituting for f x i , n ( X , N )  and for the likelihood 
function, C{Y\(X,  N))  defined in section (2.1.2), and conditioning on the reference 
points p i , . . .  ,p n being on the n  cells, the posterior probability distribution simplifies 
to a density on R6n
Z\j3n i t /■ //» m 1 \ t t  I ( I((ma -^min )^* IP C°SWI + J> II W eXp<2>77I^1=1 J — l •' 1= 1 V I
5 1
( CLi f l a )  -+■ ( b {  / / f t )  )  -f- ^  ^( ~ ~ ^ 2 ^ V j  / ^ i )  ^  M a x i s i b i  ^  M a x i s \
j = 1 i
/[p i , . . .  ,pn are in the n  cells]/[no overlap], (4.3) 
where z\ is a normalising constant.
4 .2 .1  C o n d it io n a l a lg o r ith m
There may be times when the precise objectives of the studies vary. If the number of 
the objects is defined, then our main aim shall be making inference about the objects’
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characteristics. Given that we have the number of the objects in the scene and a 
reference point p for each cell, we shall not need to  use the birth  or death moves or 
split and merge moves. These moves, if accepted, would change the number of the 
existing cells, and therefore would produce illegal configurations. The only moves to 
be considered are the moves which adjust the positions or the intensities of the cells 
conditioned on the reference points.
The performance of this conditional algorithm is evaluated in figure (4—5). To apply 
the conditional MCMC technique we shall use the random update sampler starting from 
the state produced in section (4.1) and modified to agree with the expert information. 
At each iteration we randomly select a cell among the existing cells say i. Then we 
propose a move type v ,v  = 1 , . . .  ,4, where v =  1 stands for shift, 2 for resize, 3 for 
rotation and 4 for updating the intensity of an existing cell. Depending on the move 
type we propose to adjust the selected object i by changing its mark variable. We 
shall use the same proposal kernels as defined before for each move. The proposed 
state will be accepted with the same acceptance rate defined for each of these moves 
as given in chapter (3) conditioned on having the reference point p  of the potential 
cell inside tha t cell after modification. If the reference point was not covered by the 
proposed cell then we shall reject the move. For example suppose the shift move is 
selected, then we propose to update Xi to x /  by proposing new location / / .  The new 
X{ will be accepted with probability a(li, l i )I \pi  6 a;/], where a f t , / / )  is as defined in 
equation (3.26). Similar concepts are applied for resize and rotation moves. For the 
move tha t updates the intensity level this condition need not be checked as this move 
will not alter the position of the cell and, hence, we use the same acceptance rate given 
by equation (3.30).
If we are going to use the conditional algorithm, then a higher degree of coordi­
nation can be achieved by using the MCMC sampler along with the fully automated 
starting point technique and with user intervention. T hat is instead of directly com­
paring the fully automated starting state Ao with the user’s input points, we allow the
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unconditional MCMC sampler to run for a long time. Then we shall ask the user for 
his or her intervention and adjust the resulting MCMC sample to coincide with this 
information. Finally we run the conditional sampler for another reasonable time to 
obtain the sample output. The multi-steps series can be illustrated as follows:
1. Construct an automated starting point.
2. Run MCMC sampler using the unconditional algorithm.
3. Allow for manual intervention.
4. Adjust the sample output.
5. Run the conditional MCMC sampler using the new initial state.
The advantage of this technique is that, since we are dealing with highly reliable expert 
knowledge, we should employ some statistical tools and assumptions to help the user 
in making decisions regarding the needed information. Also, if most cells have already 
been identified, the expert can do what is needed quickly.
To test the performance of the conditional algorithm a run of 20000 iterations was 
carried out using the intermediate image obtained from the previous unconditional 
run, modified after applying some manual intervention. The starting state is displayed 
in figure (4 — 5). The output configuration corresponding to the 20000th iteration is 
shown in the bottom  part of figure (4 — 5). Visual inspection of the output samples in 
comparison to the input image indicates tha t the Markov chain managed to converge 
to the modal region of the posterior image distribution. Along with visual inspection 
of the output samples, we use another criterion for testing the convergence. We use 
the traces of the likelihood, the prior and the posterior density to provide additional 
diagnosis for the convergence of the Markov chain to the posterior model. The run was 
extended to 100000 iterations and values of the indicators were recorded throughout 
the run time and are displayed in figure (4 — 6). All the move types defined for the 
conditional algorithm preserve the dimension of the param eter space, thus it is feasible
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Figure 4-6: A trace of the log likelihood (top), log prior density (middle) and log pos­
terior density(bottom) recorded through out a run time using a representative starting 
state and a conditional algorithm. The vertical axis represents the observed value in 
logarithmic scale while the horizontal axis is the number of iterations.
and convenient to trace the prior and hence the posterior density for this sampler. The 
posterior density is proportional to the product of the likelihood and the prior density. 
For this particular subspace, it is apparent that the likelihood dominates the prior 
model in the calculation of the posterior image density. This is because the data set is 
very informative. For the 100000 iterations the log likelihood ranges from —8.9 x 105 
to —8.8 x 105, while the range of the prior density in the logarithmic scale is just 10. 
The prior density changed rapidly during the first iterations but more steadily as the 
number of iterations increased. These findings demonstrate the strong influence of the 
likelihood on determining the shape of the posterior image distribution.
Throughout the run time, the likelihood and hence the posterior density increased 
in different rates. At the early stages of the run, the likelihood and the posterior
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increased rapidly, after tha t they increased more slowly. It is debatable whether the 
values are still increasing at the end of the 100000 iterations. Although it is difficult 
to observe the rate of the increase in the late stages of the run by the naked eye, small 
changes in the figures correspond to  significant changes in the values of the likelihood 
and the posterior density as we are considering a logarithmic transformation which has 
been scaled by 105 and 106 for the likelihood and the posterior density respectively.
Comparing the likelihood results with those obtained using an empty configuration 
starting state and an unconditional algorithm (see figure (3 — 10)), one can obviously 
realise tha t the values of the likelihood have changed significantly. Apparently a good 
starting point for the chain is a crucial need for convergence within a reasonable amount 
of time. Using a representative starting state, we managed to overcome the difficulties 
of the mixing problems resulted from the overlapping constraint and placed the chain in 
a region near the mode of the target distribution. In the first 4000 (to 10000) iterations 
the sampler had adjusted itself toward a better position, once it is in the modal region 
the sampler moves slowly toward the global mode. Hence, a burn-in time is still needed 




Image interpretation is the task of extracting suitable representations of the image 
content and devising suitable decision making schemes which interpret the content in 
terms of their representations.
In the previous chapter we have tested the performance of our model and fitting 
algorithm when using a good starting state. The results were promising and we are 
more confident tha t the output result of this method is near the mode of the target 
distribution. Therefore we can now use the output samples to extract some fine details 
of the image.
In this chapter we shall classify the cells in the scene into two types and extract 
some aspects of interest for the biologists for these two types of cells.
5.1 Typ es of cartilage cells
The data we present in this thesis are from an area of cartilage growth. The zonal 
subdivision of most of the cartilage tissue can be categorised into four different zones, 
Woessner et al. (1993): The tangential layer, middle layer, deep layer and the calcified 
cartilage layer. The middle and the lower layers occupy around 80% — 90% of the 
centre of the mass of a cartilage tissue; they play a big role in the differentiation of
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the cellular tissue. These two layers can be distinguished by the content of their cells. 
The middle layer contains more rounded cells, while the deep layer will contain more 
elliptical shape cells arranged in columns. The deep zone can be recognised in the 
area covered by the 2D region (40,100) x (50,300) in the image represented in figure 
(3 — 1). The middle layer can be distinguished in the input image to be the 2D region 
(40,160) x (350,600). The remaining two layers are regions in the two edges of the 
image specimen. We are mainly interested in the cells in stages two and three, because 
the information about the two main layers provides the possibility of recognising stages 
of differentiation and maturity. Burkitt et al  (1993) have defined the differentiation 
and the m aturity as follows: “The differentiation of the of-stellate-shaped deep layer 
cells forms rounded cartilage cells called chondroblasts. Sequence division gives rise 
to aggregation of closely packed chondroblasts which then grow. These cells are then 
separated from one another because of the secretion of an ex-cellular material. Mature 
cartilage cells known as chondrocytes maintain the integrity of the cartilage matrix. 
Towards the periphery of the cartilage, the chondroblasts merge with the surrounding 
supporting tissue to form zone one and zone four” . The proportion of area covered by 
each zone in the tissue depends on the age, condition of the tissue and the amount of 
physical pressure on tha t part of cartilage tissue. In imaging using the microscope the 
plane of vision chosen affects the appearance of these zones as well.
We shall be referring to the chondroplasts cells in the deep layer as type I cells, and 
using the label type II for cells in zone two. Our only criterion for distinguishing the 
two types of cells is their shape. Although both shapes can be approximated as ellipses, 
the eccentricity of type I cells is larger than it is in type II cells. The eccentricity of an 
ellipse is a measure of the variation of its semi-axes and is defined as
yjo?" — \P"
ec = ------------ .
a
The prior knowledge elicited is tha t the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis tends
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to be around two in type I cells and approximately one in type II cells. To reflect this 
situation we shall assume tha t the specimen under study contains just the two types 
of cells and tha t these are randomly located in the window L. The main difference in 
these two types of cells are the distributions of their semi-axes. No other constraints 
shall be applied in the model. The type of the cells, which we shall represent as tp is 
an identifying variable of a cell, hence, it should be added to the mark vector m.  The 
mark vector defined in section (3.2) is then extended to be (tp, a, b, 6, A) and is defined 
on M  = {1,2} x M axis x  M axis x  M e  x M \ .  W ith the lack of prior knowledge regarding 
the relative frequency of the two type of cells, in the reference measure, we shall assign 
an equal probabilities for the two types,
KTp(tp) = t p =  1,2.
To model the variability of the semi-axes of the cells we shall define an appropriate 
conditional density for each type. We assume that, given the type of the cell, the two 
semi-axes are independent and have a bivariate normal distribution. The mean and the 
variance for these two distributions are different, each reflecting the properties of its 
type. For type I cells, the two semi-axes have means 25.0 and 9.0 respectively and equal 




For type II cells the mean vector is (19.5,17.5) with the same covariance m atrix as 
defined for type I cells. The values for the mean vector and the variances are extracted 
from output samples of the MCMC algorithm when using a representative starting 
point.
This extension of the mark vector will be handled in the reference measure. Each 
object is now defined on U C {1,2} x E 6, in this space we define a density f x { with
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respect to a measure which is a product of discrete measure on {1,2} and a Lebesgue 
measure on L  x M axis x M axis x Me x M \  where
fXi{cx ,Cy,tp,a,b,Q, X) = 7ri{cx ,Cy)7rTp{tp)7r^b)itp{a,b)7r0{e)7rx(X)- (5.1) 
Here 7r/(cx, cy), 7Te, ir\ are as defined in section (3.3). For the states with N  = n  objects,
type of the cell is tp.
5 .1 .1  R e la b e llin g  m ove
To implement MCMC algorithm we shall add a relabelling move to the previously 
defined moves. Suppose our current configuration is x  =  {rri, . . . ,  x n} where x  € Un 
and the relabelling move is selected. We randomly select an object from {rri,. . .  , x n}, 
say X{. Conditional on all variables of X{ we propose to change its type from tp to tp'. 
The proposal density q is a degenerate unit point mass. T hat is the proposed change is 
deterministic, given we have selected to make a move of this type. Let x'{ be the object 
after changing its type, then the acceptance probability of this move is
the posterior probability distribution is a sub-density with respect to Lebesgue measure
and it is proportional to
j =i
— ^ 2  2 ^  K[no overlap]. (5.2)
Here ztp is a normalising constant for the conditional distribution of (a, b) given the
<x(tPi,tp'i) = m in{l,exp(—- - -  ^  [(a» -  /z% ,) 2 +  (6* -  p htp, )2
“ K  -  V a tpi ) 2 ~  (bi  ~  VbtPi) 2] }  (5.3)
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5 .1 .2  C h a n g es  in  im p le m e n tin g  o th e r  m o v es
Some changes in implementing the other move types will occur due to the change of 
the model. If we are going to use the unconditional algorithm tha t is with an unknown 
number of cells, we shall allow the birth, death, split and merge moves.
In the birth  move we propose a new cell by first proposing its centre, type, angle of 
rotation and intensity using their prior marginal densities. We shall propose the type 
uniformly on the set {1,2} and conditional on the proposed type when we draw the 
semi-axes, a, b randomly using their conditional distributions. Although the procedures 
for the birth  move has changed from that defined in section (3.5.1), the acceptance rate 
remains the same as given in equation (3.21).
For the resize move there will be no changes in the procedure of implementing 
the move. However, the changes will occur in choosing the correct parameters for the 
semi-axes density conditioned on the type of the randomly selected object to update. 
Equation (3.35) will hold, replacing fia and fib by /iatp. and fibtp. respectively.
For the split and merge moves two different options may be considered:
• We may constrain merges to be between two identically labelled cells. Hence, 
we would then propose to split cells into two cells having the same type as the 
original split cell.
• Alternatively we may propose an unconstrained type in merging cells, and ac­
cordingly split any type of cell into random type cells.
The second pair of move types is rather more general than the first case. We shall 
use this alternative as there is uncertainty about the type of the existing cells. We 
propose to merge two randomly chosen cells if they satisfy the conditions stated in 
section (3.5.6). The label of the new cell shall be randomly drawn using the equal 
probabilities of the two types of cells. As we need bijection between this move and 
the reverse split move to maintain the detailed balance condition, we shall randomly 
assign types to the resulting split cells. This is valid as the probability densities of
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the semi-axes for both the types are valid for the semi-axes space, M axis. Suppose 
tha t the current state is x  = { x \ , . . .  , a;n_ i,:rn ,:rn+i} and we propose to combine two 
randomly selected cells say {xn^xn+\}  to which if accepted will take the current 
state to x' = { x \ , . . .  , xn_i,a;*}. The first term  involved in calculating the acceptance
rate for the merge move is equal to
12zf17T72(|cos(g;)| +  ±)(maxA- m in A)2  1 * _  2
/?(|cos(0n)| +  ±)(|cos(0n+i)| +  ±) 6XP 2 7 2 0,71 ^ atp"
iP n  ~  f1 btp* )2 — (an — V a tp n  )2 — i^ n  ~  fJ'btPn ) — (a n+1 ~  y ,a.tPnjr l ) —
(6n+i -  p bt )2]I[no overlap]7[min <  a*, an, an+i, 6*, 6n, bn + 1 <  max]. (5.4)
n+1 a x is  a x is
Here z\ is the ratio of the normalising constants relative to the densities of the semi­
axes. As q(tpn)q{tbn+i)/ q{tbn) = 1/2, the second term  of the acceptance rate of the 
merge move, j SpUt(xl)q{u ){n  +  1)/2 jmerge(x)> is half the one obtained in section (3.5.6) 
and displayed in equation (3.39). The other terms involved in the calculation of the 
acceptance rate remain the same as in section (3.5.6). The acceptance probability for 
the reverse split move follows from the acceptance rate for the merge move.
5.2 Extracting the important properties of the cells
Properties related to the types of the cells such as the ratio of the numbers of the 
two types of cells, the eccentricity of each type, their circumferences and their sizes 
axe the most informative criteria for the biologists to understand the basic process in 
the cartilage tissue. These provide the basis for understanding the proliferation and 
differentiation of various cellular components of cartilage tissues and elsewhere; for 
more biological details see Noda (1993). To estimate this information we shall need 
the distribution of the properties under the posterior density. We shall extract this 
information from the Markov chain using a good starting state.
In order to trace the individual variables involved in defining the cells, we shall fix 
the number of the cells in the scene and fix their approximate location, i.e., we shall
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use the conditional algorithm defined in section (4.2.1). Using this technique helps us 
keep track of the cells and implements moves which are relative to our interest. We run 
the chain for sufficient time to ensure that the chain reaches the global modal region of 
the model and tha t the chain mixes well enough to calculate the variation associated 
with each variable. We consider 10% of the to tal run time as a burn-in period. We 
use a random scheme update; at each iteration we propose a random move to update 
the current configuration. The iteration is completed after implementing the proposed 
move regardless of the acceptance or rejection of the proposed state. The consecutive 
output samples are highly correlated. Therefore we shall allow a reasonable time, fixed 
in advance, between the collected samples to allow a good mixing of the sub-sampled 
chain.
For each cell in the sample we extract the variables of interest such as eccentricity, 
area and intensity. The user may be interested in individual aspects of some specified 
cells or he may want the general aspects of each type of cells. For the latter case the 
extracted information from each cell is then averaged over all the cells of the same type 
and records are made using these averages and this is repeated throughout the collected 
samples. Using the resulting values we obtain point estimates and associated interval 
estimates of the required variables. The mean of each of these variables provides a 
point estimate for our variables. For the interval estimate we need to compute the 
variance of these records as well. The records are correlated and, therefore, the sample 
variance may not be accurate if the sample size used is not sufficient. However for 
efficient subsamples of a very large number of samples we do need not to worry about 
the correlation. This can be checked using the estimated integrated autocorrelation 
time, T . We only do not need to worry if T  = 1 ,  otherwise we use (cr2T ) /n  in interval 
estimates, where a 2 is the variance of the variable needed to estimate and n  is the 
sample size. Green and Han (1992) and Geyer (1991) describe some approaches to 
estimate T .
Figure (5 — 1) is a sample after 50000 iterations classifying the type of each cell in
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Figure 5-1: A resulting sample image classifying the cells into two types. Type I are the 
cells with a single-line borders and type II cells are outlined with double-line borders.
the configuration. The classification of the type of each cell was not according to the 
final label of that cell but rather on the proportion of time the cell was labelled as type 
tp , tp = 1,2, during the attempts to update the label of this cell in the run time. That 
is we use the marginal posterior mode as the estimator of type. In figure (5 — 1) the 
cells with a single border are type I and type II cells are those with a double border line. 
Figure (5 — 2) shows the histogram of the required aspects of each type of cell using the 
samples evaluated every 250 iterations after neglecting the first 5000 iterations. The 
discrete nature of the histogram is in part due to the difficulties in samplers mixing. 
The proportion of type I in the total number of cells was 0.57. Figures (5 —3),(5 —4) are 
histograms of the required variables for two individual cells centred (88.594,468.133) 
and (69.336,497.755) respectively. Cell (1) which its centre located at (88.594,497.755) 
is considered of type I with probability 0.89, while the probability of classifying cell (2) 
with centre (69.336,497.755) as type I is 0.21. The estimated mean, the standard error 
and the T  are computed and listed in table (5.1). In spite of the differences between 
the estimated values of the variables using the three different observations: a typical 
cell, cell(l) and cell(2), one can conclude that the size of the area of type I is larger 
than that of type II. It is worth mentioning that the values of the estimator of a typical 
cell of a particular type are calculated by considering all the cells classified to have 
that label. We extract the variable concerned from each cell in that category and then
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Variable Type Mean S.E. T
Typical cell
Eccentricity I 0.641 0.02 2.189
Area I 826.388 26.87 3.58
Intensity I 78.448 2.22 2.265
Eccentricity II 0.252 0.02 2.482
Area II 654.136 43.82 3.914
Intensity II 74.455 2.47 2.101
Cell(l)
Eccentricity I 0.511 0.27 5.982
Area I 1112.221 231.62 4.402
Intensity I 54.410 10.75 3.363
Eccentricity II 0.364 0.02 4.915
Area II 1013.432 6.68 4.915
Intensity II 57.724 1.27 1.638
Cell(2)
Eccentricity I 0.572 0.07 4.511
Area I 871.647 112.62 2.345
Intensity I 67.780 4.57 8.280
Eccentricity II 0.375 0.01 2.351
Area II 729.099 270.31 2.733
Intensity II 70.615 5.51 2.304
Table 5.1: The estimated mean, standard error and integrated autocorrelation time for 
the different variables for a typical cell, cell(l) with centre (88.59,468.13) and cell(2) 
with centre (69.34,497.76).
average over those values.
5.3 S en sitiv ity  analysis
The robustness of the our estimates to the assumptions in our model is a common con­
cern of the biologists. In section (3.8) we addressed some aspects of sensitivity analysis, 
by examining several choices for the hyper-parameters involved in the likelihood model. 
In this section we shall concentrate on the sensitivity of the inferences to the assump­
tions in the prior distribution. A common technique to evaluate the robustness of our 
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Figure 5-2: Histogram of eccentricity, area and intensity for type I cells (top) and type 
II cells (bottom).
those obtained previously. There are several reasonable models that can be used for 
the mark variables instead of the specified ones.
We had defined a uniform distribution over M \  for the intensity level of the cells 
to reflect the absence of any more specific prior knowledge. An alternative is to use a 
Gamma distribution. The values of the mean and the variance of the intensity level A 
can be extracted from samples of the cells as plotted in figure (3 — 3), or from output 
configurations of previous MCMC samplers. Two different Gamma distributions are 
employed, one with mean 70.0 and variance to 876.0. The second one has a mean of
100.0 and a variance of 950.0. These two choices of the parameters of the Gamma 
distribution have different effects: the first, reflects mostly the cells with low intensity 
level, while the second, favours high intensity cells.
The semi-axes of the cells a, b are assumed to be independent and having a bivariate 





















Figure 5-3: Histogram of eccentricity, size and intensity for the cell with centre point 
(88.594,468.133) when it was classified as type I cell (top) or type II cell (bottom).




We shall still assume that the semi-axes are normally distributed but shift the values 
of their means by 5.0 and —5.0 so to induce changes in the size of the cells of the 
configurations.
The density of the angle of rotation, 0, is defined such that it reflects the positions 
of the cells of the input image. We defined
I cos(0)| +  —
] o <  e <  tt.
As an alternative, we shall use a uniform distribution which has an equal mass over the 










































Figure 5-4: Histogram of eccentricity, size and intensity for the cell with centre point 
(69.336,497.755) when it was classified as type I cell(top) or type II cell(bottom).
distribution and uses a flatter one instead.
Each of these changes is implemented separately and runs of the conditional algo­
rithm were carried out. Samples of the posterior density were then used to evaluate the 
point estimates (empirical average), integrated auto correlation time T  and estimates 
of the standard error of the point estimate for the geometric properties of the cells; 
eccentricity, area and intensity of the two types of the cells. The results are listed in 
table (5.2),(5.3) and (5.4). The results offer evidence that the different distributional 
assumptions of the priors of A, 6 and the semi-axes a, b give almost the same results 
when applied to our model. These unsignificant changes in the values of our estimators 
indicate that the results are not sensitive to the prior assumptions of A, a, b and 0. So 
we can conclude that our posterior model is robust to the different choices of the prior 
distribution.
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Variable Type Mean S.E. T
mean = 70.0, variance =  876.0
Eccentricity I 0.640 0.021 2.29
Area I 826.893 27.42 3.63
Intensity I 78.416 2.238 2.34
Eccentricity II 0.253 0.018 2.57
Area II 650.439 44.53 3.97
Intensity II 74.455 2.487 2.15
mean =  100.0, variance =  950.0
Eccentricity I 0.641 0.021 2.18
Area I 826.388 26.871 3.58
Intensity I 78.449 2.214 2.26
Eccentricity II 0.252 0.017 2.48
Area II 654.136 43.795 3.91
Intensity II 74.461 2.458 2.08
Table 5.2: The estimated mean, standard error and integrated autocorrelation time 
for the different variables for a typical cell when applying a Gamma distribution for 
the intensity level of the cells. The top part corresponds to Gamma distribution with 
mean 70.0 and variance 876.0 and the second part corresponds Gamma distribution 
with mean 100.0 and variance 950.0.
Variable Type Mean S.E. T
Shifting of the mean vector of a and 6 by 5.0
Eccentricity I 0.590 0.012 1.44
Area I 822.546 22.44 1.69
Intensity I 75.445 1.175 1.98
Eccentricity II 0.186 0.018 2.61
Area II 595.780 37.24 1.44
Intensity II 79.307 2.238 1.26
Shij 'ting of the mean vector of a and 6 by —5.0
Eccentricity I 0.673 0.013 2.93
Area I 822.671 42.706 5.54
Intensity I 81.744 2.135 3.68
Eccentricity II 0.269 0.013 1.75
Area II 685.271 38.678 4.22
Intensity II 71.686 1.489 3.84
Table 5.3: The estimated mean, standard error and integrated autocorrelation time for 
the different variables for a typical cell when shifting the mean vector of the bivariate 
normal distribution of the semi-axes a and b by 5.0 (top) and —5.0 (bottom).
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Variable Type Mean S.E. T
Eccentricity I 0.641 0.022 2.27
Area I 824.893 28.425 3.61
Intensity I 78.436 2.240 2.36
Eccentricity II 0.255 0.037 2.47
Area II 650.430 418.02 3.88
Intensity II 75.488 2.485 2.12
Table 5.4: The estimated mean, standard error and integrated autocorrelation time for 




Generalising the problem from  
the 2D plane to 3D space
6.1 Introduction
The advantage of confocal microscopy is tha t it is possible to image the 3D specimen 
without physical sectioning. Light from a laser is focused by an objective lens onto a 
point in the specimen, the emitted light is then refocused by a collector lens onto a 
detector. By changing the focal point within the horizontal plane to cover the entire 
specimen, a 2D optical image is obtained. The three dimensional representation of the 
specimen is acquired by scanning consecutive sections with a change of focal depth 
between each section (optical serial sectioning). Our experimental data are a 3D image 
for an area of cartilage growth. In the previous chapters we dealt with one of the 2D 
optical sections and built up a statistical model for the 2D image. In this chapter we 




































The data are presented as Yijk, i =  1 , . . . ,  Sx , j  =  1 , . . . ,  Sy, k =  1 , . . . ,  Sz, where
Sx, S y, Sz stand for number of rows, columns and stacks along the z—axis respectively.
In the grid we have Sx = 184, Sy = 768 and Sz = 12. In general the width of rows
and columns in the 2D sections is different from that used for the depth distance. This
scale is controlled by the expert user and is chosen according to the specimen under
study. The accuracy of the 3D imaging extends for a defined distance through the data
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Figure 6-1: The 3D input data represented as consecutive 2D optical sections.
6.2 T he likelihood function
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Figure 6-2: The x — y of (a)wide-field PSF. (b) Confocal PSF with minimum detector 
hole, (c) Confocal PSF with medium detector hole, (d)Confocal PSF with large detector 
hole in Shaw and Rawlins experiment.
depending on the value of the 2 —scale set. If the z —scale is set up to be small then 
the resulting optical sections are close, and more precise properties of the object are 
observed. On the other hand if the scale is set to be large then the distance between 
the layers will be relatively big and the expected loss of information is accordingly high. 
In our data the vertical scale unit is approximately 4 times the horizontal scale. (A 
micron, / i m ,  is the scale unit used in imaging using confocal microscope and is equal 
to 10_6m.)
The scattering of light as it passes through the specimen on the way to the focal 
point and again on the way back to the detector, gives rise to the point spread function. 
A point spread function could be thought as the limiting statistical average for the 
image of many such points in the neighbourhood Ai of a single unit i. Shaw and Rawlins 
(1991) conducted experiment for assessing the point spread function for different types 
of microscopes. They describe the 2D point spread function as a central disc surrounded 
by rings of subsidiary maxima as shown in figure (6 — 2)). In 3D imaging, the point 
spread function also has rings which expand away from the focal plane (see figure
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Figure 6-3: x — z sections of PSF of (a) wide-field microscope. (b)Minimum pinhole 
confocal microscope as in Shaw and Rawlins experiment.
(6 — 3)). This description coincides with an ellipsoid shape neighbourhood where the 
altitude of the ellipsoid is in the direction of the z-axis. Shaw and Rawlins also noticed 
that the peak width of the PSF ranges from 0.23 to 0.38 \im in the plane and from 0.8 
to 1.5 fim in 2 for confocal microscopes. In our application as the unit scale in the 2 — 
direction is set to be larger than the unit scale used for the xy -plane we shall set equal 
semi-axes for the ellipsoidal shape point spread function. To use the blur effect we shall 
define A{ as the 3D vicinity of a voxel i that contributes to the value of the record for 
that voxel, Y{. The shape of the vicinity A is approximated by a sphere of diameter 5 
voxels length. Each voxel’s record in A* will contribute to the value of Y{ with a weight 
W{. The sum of the weights of these voxels is set to one. According to the findings of 
Wilson’s experiment (1990) for measuring the point spread function which is shown in 
figure (3 — 18), high signals are expected from the centre of the vicinity of the focal 
point and lower responses away from that focal point. Thus a good approximation for 
the weight kernel is the Gaussian distribution with mean being the centre of the focal 
voxel and variance v.
Another important aspect to consider when working with records in three dimen­
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sional space is the attenuation effect. Optical sections tha t are close to the surface 
usually have relatively clear signals, whereas the signals received from the deeper sec­
tions are more attenuated (see figure(6 — 1)), this is due to diffraction and absorption 
of photons as they pass through the sample.
Values of the minimum and maximum record values through consecutive 2D optical 
sections, (see figure (6 — 4)) indicate tha t the dark level added to the specimen, d 
say, is approximately 20. Adding a dark level to the entire specimen being imaged 
is a common technique used to increase the contrast of the image. This level is not 
affected by the attenuation factor. Thus to assess the attenuation effect through the 
optical sections we computed the mean of each 2D section after subtracting the value 
of d = 20. The resulting averages shown in the lower section of figure (6 — 4) indicate
a geometric form of attenuation. T hat is if a given intensity of dye in the sample
produces a signal with mean at depth the same intensity at depth &2 gives a 
signal with mean ^ fT k2~kl. We estimate the param eter of the geometric function T 
to be 0.945. This estimated geometric effect matches the observed trend very closely 
(see the lower section of figure (6 — 4)). We shall still assume the records (see section
(2.1.2)) Yijk, i = 1, . . . ,  Sx, j  = 1, . . . ,  Sy, k = 1, . . . ,  Sz are conditionally independent 
given X  = x,  the true 3D image. The mean of this distribution is equal to
Vijk = Y k~1(P'ijk~d) + d, (6.1)
where fiijk is the mean intensity level of the blurred records which includes the dark 
background d and is equal to J2teAijk wtfit- The mean of the un-blurred record fit is 
defined as f
to if voxel t is in the background
to +  A/ if voxel t is inside the cell I,
where To is the mean of the background records and A/ is the intensity level of cell /, 
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Figure 6-4: The observed maximum(light dots) and minimum (dark dots) record values 
through consecutive optical sections (top). The average of each optical section after 
subtracting the dark level (dots) with the estimated geometric fit for these averages 
(trend) superimposed (bottom).
the samples means and variances for some cells of different optical sections. A plot of 
these variances against the means is shown in figure (6 — 5). Consequently the following 
relation is assumed
4 *  =  T 2(t-1){ 4  +  c'{pxjk - roT *-1)}, (6.2)
where 0g 1S the variance of the background area and c* is a positive constant. If 
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Figure 6-5: Plots of the variances of different cells against their means (dots) for optical 
sections 3 (top), 7 (middle) and 10 (bottom). The solid lines represent the defined 
relation between the mean and the variance.
should be multiplied by instead of Y2(fc-1) and that will reduce the values of
the variance. However, we shall use the observed relation in equation (6.2) obtained 
from analysis of the data. The values of To and (J)q are estimated using the top 2D 
section and are set to 42.0 and 46.5 respectively and the value of c* is set to 0.5 in 
order to fit closely properties of cells with low mean and low variance. Sample means 
and variances for cells in different optical sections are shown with the fitted function
(6.2) in figure (6 — 5). The sample sizes axe different even for the same cells in different 
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Figure 6-6: Contour plot of different 2D optical sections for the experimental data for 
optical frames 1, 5, 8, 10 and 11.
the same cells are different because of the nature of cells, the blurring effects, diffraction 
and attenuation effects of the lights.
It follows that the likelihood function of the attenuated blurred records Y  given X
is
C(y\ x) =1 1 1 1 1 1  }, (6-3)*> =  I I I I I I  7/5^—  e x p { - ^ ^ L } ,
t J i f J i  7=1 w e a k  2
where each mjk and af-k is as defined in equations (6.1) and (6.2).
6.3 D efin ing a 3D object
To describe a typical object in 3D space we viewed data in a number of different 2D 
planes orthogonal to a:—axis, y —axis or z —axis. Figures (6 — 6), (6 — 7) and (6 — 8) are 
contour plots for these images, with the 2D layers of the specimen arranged neatly and 
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Figure 6-7: Contour plot of 2D sections for the experimental data orthogonal to the 
or—axis. From top to bottom: Y50j tk, *60)j,Jb*70,j,/b Isoj.fc, j  = 1, • • •, 768, k =  1 , . . . ,  10.
the different optical sections can still be approximated by ellipses. The outlines of the 
cells shown in figures (6 — 6) and (6 — 7) show that the 2D sections are approximately 
elliptical. Piecing together a series of sections of the same cell gives an ellipsoidal shape 
and we shall take this as the 3D shape of the cells in our model. The quadratic surface 
of an ellipsoid is the graph of a second degree equation in x ,y  and z presented by
(s ~ Cx)2 (y ~ cy)2 (z -  cz ) 2 _  
a2 b2 c2
where (cx ,cy,cz) are the coordinates of the centre of the ellipsoids and a,b,c are the 
semi-axes representing the width, length and height of the ellipsoid.
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Figure 6 -8 : Contour plot of 2 D sections for the experimental data orthogonal to the 
y—axis. From top to bottom: Y^iso,*, Yi,200,k,Yi,250,k, *i,300,Jfe> i =  1, - - -, 184, k =
1,- - , 10.
6.4 O rientation  of th e ob ject
To allow the cells to lie in different orientations in the space we have to consider 
rotations of the ellipsoids in the 3D space through the Euler angles #i, 62, # 3  (for more 
details the reader may refer to Spiegel (1967)). Let P  =  (px ,Py,Pz) be the coordinates of 
a point in the x y z —system and let (p'x,p'y,p 'z) be the coordinate of P  in the new system 
x'y'z' after rotating through angles #i, #2 , #3  around the original point O = (0,0,0). To 
calculate (^p'x ,p'y,p 'z) given (px ,Py,Pz) the following transformation matrix is used,
/ \
A  =
e\C3  — s i e 2S3 £ 1^ 3 4- e i e 2 S3 s 2s s
—e i S 3  — s i e 2 e 3  — S 1 S3  +  e i e 2 e 3  s 2 e 3
Sl52 - e \ s 2 €■2
where e* =  cos(9i) and =  sin(#i), i = 1,2,3. We set (p'x ,Py,p'z)T =  A(px,py,pz)T• 
To compute (px,py,pz) given (pi,Py,p2) we simply use the transpose of the above 
matrix, (px,py,pz)T = AT (px ,Py,p'z)T • If the rotation is around a point ( c x , C y , c z ) 
other than the origin O we use the transformation of translation of axes first then we 
apply the transformation of the orientation process, in other words
/  / /  \ /  \Px H 1 cx
Py =  A P y-C y + °y (6.4)
V p'z )  ^ Pz ~  CZ j V Cz )
To draw an ellipsoid without rotation we first determine its centre point coordinates 
(cx,cy,c2) in the 3D x y z—space, then set the lengths of its semi-axes, a,b and c. The 
first semi-axis lies in the direction of the x —axis, the second in the direction of the 
y —axis and the third in the direction of the z —axis. To rotate the ellipsoid around its 
centre point we rotate each point covered by the original ellipsoid through the angles 
of rotation (# i,0 2 , 0 3 ) around ( c z , C y , c z ) using equation (6.4).
For a point P  = (pXiPy,Pz) the above rotation system is uniquely determined for 
0 < 9\ < 7r, 0 < 02 < 2tt,0 < 03  < 27r. However, because of the symmetry of the 
shape of the ellipsoid around its centre point angles 9% = a  and 9s =  ot -I- 7r take an 
ellipsoid onto exactly the same set and we get a unique rotation of ellipsoids using 
angles 0 < 9\ < 7r, 0 < 02 < 7r, 0 < #3  < 7r.
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6.5 The object space
Our modified object X t in the 3D space will be modelled by a pair (/, m)  where I = 
(cx, cy,cz) represents the location of the centre of the ellipsoid and the associated mark 
is m =  (a, 6, c, 0i, $2 , &3 , A). The location of the centre I is required to lie within a 
window L  covering the grid of lattice points { 1 ,. . . ,  5 X} x { 1 ,. . . ,  Sy} x { 1 ,. . . ,  S^}. We 
define L  as the 3D rectangle window covering the continuous space [0, L x) x [0, L y) x 
[0, L z). Other choices can be used for L  as described in section (3.3).
Each semi-axis a, b, c is allowed to take values in the interval (minax{s, maxax;s). We 
shall set minaxis =  3 and maxaxis =  60, the same values used in 2D, because we are 
allowing unconstrained rotations of the objects. The intensity of the cells will lie in 
the range M \  = (40,213). The general state space of the mark m  is the product of the 
spaces of its components, M  = M axis x M axis x M axiS x (0, tt) x (0 ,7r) x (0, n) x M \.
The location I takes a value in L  C M3 and the mark m  takes a value in M  C M7, 
so a single object Xi  lies in U  =  L  x M  C M10.
6.6 The prior model
An object configuration is a finite unordered set of objects X  =  { X i, . . . ,  X^r}, where 
Xi  G U  C M10, i = 1 , . . .  ,N .  Let E denote the space of all configurations of X .  The 
formulation of the state X  has two components: an index N  and a value on the space of 
the unordered set of N  objects, say UN . The space of UN can be defined by considering 
the space of the ordered set of N  objects, say. The prior distribution of X  is defined 
by reference to the Poisson point process and conditioned on the number of points. The 
process is defined in detail in section (3.3), noting it is now used for the 3D problem 
rather than  2D, i.e., the centre points I are from 3D Poisson process with intensity 
one. We denote by Vl the volume covered by the 3D window L. This model is then 
extended to a marked point process where given N  = n, each point has an independent 
mark m  from a probability measure on M  taken such tha t v(M )  =  1. In U  = L x M
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we define a finite measure p = p<g>v where p is Lebesgue measure on L. We refer to this 
reference measure on E defined above as T * ( X , N ) .  W ith respect to this constructive 
reference measure T * ( X , N )  we define the distribution of the object configurations in 
E. We shall continue using the hard core model as the prior model for ( X ,  N )  which 
has a density,
7r(x, n) =  k/3n^  n /[no overlap between the objects xi and Xj], (6.5) 
all pairs (xi, Xj)
with respect to T * ( X , N ) .  Here A; is a normalising constant which would be computed 
by integrating over all the values of X  and N  in E, and (3 is a constant reflecting the 
intensity of the cell process.
The space of an object U  is a subset of R10, so p{xi) is a Lebesgue measure. 
Therefore, in the reference measure, the vector (cxi, Cy{, czi, ai, bi, c*, On, 621-, #3i, Ai) of a 
single object Xi has a density, with respect to Lebesgue measure on R10. In the
part of E corresponding to N  = n  objects in the scene, the sub-reference measure T* (X) 
can be written as a sub-density of the n  objects and the unordered set {x \ ,X 2 , . . .  ,x n} 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R10n and is equal to
n
e - ^ n X i f x A x i ) -  (6.6)
1 = 1
This sub-density is to be used in the evaluation of the acceptance probabilities for the 
MCMC algorithm as we shall see in the next section.
To model the variability of the marks we define suitable distributions with respect 
to v  on M . The semi-axes a,b and c are assumed to be independent, each defined 
on M axis and their density is proportional to tha t of multivariate normal with mean
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(/ia,/i&,^c) and covariance matrix
£  =
72 0 0 
0 72 0 
0 0 7c2
The angles of rotation 9{,i = 1,2,3 are assumed to be independent, each having a 
probability density
I c o s ($ i) | +  -  
^ i )  = ------4 ^ ,  0 < ^ < 7 T .
Finally the intensity rate A is assumed to be uniformly distributed over (min\, max^). 
So for i'(ra), the mark distribution has density with respect to Lebesgue measure on
cos(0i)| +  ;  I COS(02)I +  ;  I cos(03)| +  ;  , l _ (( _  , 2
3 3 3 Pl 272 U M
+(*> -  fib)2) -  x ~2  (c -  Me)2)— ------ j —m a x ^  — m in \ [[a,b,ceMaxis], (6.7)
where z is a normalising constant computed by integrating over all m  6 M  with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure v  on M .  For a single object X{ = {li,rrii) in the scene we can 
define the density fxii%i) on R10 to be
U t r  r  r  n h r  ft ft ft X \ -  2 I C0S(9 l>l +  * I +  ?  I C0S^ 3)I +  ?JXi (.Ox, C y, Cz , (Z, 0, C, th, C/2, V 3 3 3
1 1
exP (-^~ 2  ((a ”  A*“)2 + (b ~  Vb)2) -  7T ^ ( c -  ^c)2)2 y n m a x ,\ — m rn ^
[ a , b , ce Ma ]. (6-8)
Substituting for f x { in equation (6.6) we get tha t for N  = n  objects in E, the part 
of the prior distribution of an object configuration with respect to Lebesgue measure 
is proportional to
/?T
(maxa -  minA)n ^
TT r I CO s(M l +  £ I COS(02,t)l +  £ I COs(fl3,t)l +  £
111 ,  o q
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exp ( - ^ ( ( a t -  f la ) 2 +  (bt -  Hb)2 ) -  - ^ ( c *  -  » c ) 2 )I[at ,bt ,ct e M axis] }
/[no overlap between the cells in the scene], (6.9)
6.7 M CM C algorithm
To implement the MCMC simulation we consider birth  and death moves, merge and 
split moves, shifts, resizes, changes in orientation and finally updating the intensity 
level. We use the random scheme update where at each iteration we choose a move of 
type v = { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  8} with probability j v{x) where v = 1 stands for birth, 2 for death, 
3 for shift, 4 for resize, 5 for rotation, 6 for updating the intensity, 7 for a merge move 
and 8 for a split move. The probability of proposing a move depends on the state of 
current configuration x ; for example if x  =  0 the only available move is the birth move, 
i.e., j i ( x )  = 1.
In analogy to the 2D implementations of the birth, death, shift, resize, rotation, 
and updating the intensity moves we generalise the proposal kernels and the likelihood 
function. Accordingly we modify the acceptance rate for these moves with respect to 
the 3D space. More details about implementing some of these moves will be given in 
the next chapter. However, in the next section we shall give more detailed information 
about implementing the 3D split and merge moves.
6 .7 .1  S p lit  an d  m erg e  m o v es  
M erging
To attem pt to merge two randomly selected cells from the current configuration, say 
xa  and x b , the cells have to satisfy several criteria: The Euclidian distance between 
their centres,
\ J ( c x A  ~  cx B “I" { C y A  ~  B ( C z A  ~  c z i? ) 2
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should be less than a fixed value e ;^ the difference of their intensity should not exceed 
some fixed value e,\ chosen to be (max* — min,\)/5; moreover, the differences between 
their relative angles of rotation 0 i ,# 2  and #3 should not exceed eg1 ,ee2 and eg3 respec­
tively. That is
\0j,A ~  Oj,BI <  eej or \djtA -  9jiB\ > n -  tOj, j  =  1,2,3,
where e#. =  7r/40, j  =  1,2,3. If these conditions are satisfied then we attem pt to 
replace xa  and x B by a new cell x q - The mechanism of the merge move can be 
described as follows.
We allocate the centre of the new cell, lc  = {cxci ^yc' °zc)  on the centre of I a and
h ,
cxC = C*A+C*B ^  = fti+Ssa CzC =  (6.10)
In order for the proposed merge to have a high degree of acceptance, the proposed 
cell C  should cover most of the space covered by xa  and x B individually. To do that 
we shall propose the semi-axes conditioned on the locations Ia ,Ib  and on the semi-axes 
of x a , x b  using the spherical polar coordinate system. Before we proceed we shall give 
a brief description of this coordinate system.
Let {jpx j Py 5 pz ) be the Cartesian coordinates of a point P  in the 3D space with 
respect to the origin O. Let d be the distance from P  to O, and A i be the polar angle 
associated with the projection P'  of P  on the x y —plane, i.e., A i is the angle between 
the positive x —axis and O P ' . Finally define A 2 to be the angle from the positive 
z—axis to OP.  Then (d, A i, A 2) are the spherical coordinates of P  and the graph of 
the equation d = c where c >  0 is a sphere with centre at O. For P  =  (px ,Py,Pz) in 
Cartesian coordinates,
d = \ J p I + p I + P 2z,
A PVA i =  arctan — ,
Px
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A rZA 2 =  arccos — .a
To compute the spherical coordinates of location relative to I a , we translate I a to 
O and let this determine the resulting coordinates of the second point, i.e., we define 
P  — I a  Ib  ~  i^xA CxBi&yA 2^/B, '^z^  ^z b \  Thus
d =  (Cxa  cx b )^ “I" {CyA ~  CVB)2 (CzA ~  cz b )^j
A i =  arctan — (^vb_^
CxA CxB
a CzA ^zBA 2 =  arccos  ------ .
a
There are different positions tha t the two cells xa  and x b  can take when they 
are proposed to merge. The choice of ac ,bc  and cc  should be conditional on these 
positions. For instance if xa  and x b  occupy the same x y —region but different z —regions 
then a good region for x c  to cover is the same region of the x y —plane but with a height
covering both the heights of x a and x b - On the other hand if x a  and x b  cover the
same vertical space but different regions in the xy—plane then the previous region of 
x c  is not suitable. A better proposal is a cell occupying the same vertical space as xa
and an appropriate horizontal space to replace tha t of xa  and x\5 . These two cases
illustrate our objectives in choosing the location lc  and semi-axis lengths ac ,bc  and 
cc- The technical implementation for choosing these semi-axes is associated with the 
polar coordinates which defined earlier. We set,
ac  = 5 (1  +  |cos(A i)|)|s in (A 2)|(aA +  aB),
bc  = 5 (1  +  |s in (A i) |) |s in (A 2)|(&A + bB), (6*n )
c c  =  ^ (1  +  |c o s ( A 2) |) ( c a  +  c b ) ,
To ensure that ac ,& c,cc £ (minax{s, m a x a ijs ) , we require tha t
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« A + a fl €  ( |sin(4 ^ [ k i m ■ i )i+ D)
bA  +  b s  e  ( I ^ j f e i ^ O I + l )  ’ I . m ( 4 l& ) l+ i ) )  {6-12)
r- a _i_ />n  c  (  2 m inax{j 2 m axaai3 \
A ' B  y | cos(A2)|+l ’ |cos (A 2) |+ ly
The previous conditions prohibit merging of large cells with semi-axis lengths close 
to the upper limit allowable. The combining operation must be done such that the 
reverse split move can be constructed to satisfy the detailed balance condition. Hence, 
if the conditions under which a split move is allowable are not met then the proposed 
merge move is rejected for the current x A and x b  cells.
To find the angles of rotation 9jtc , j  = 1,2,3 and the intensity Xc, this part of the 
merge move will be deterministic. We set Ojtc  to be
6j,c =  <
\ { 0 j , A  +  0 j , B ) i f  £0j  >  |Oj ,A  ~  Qj ,b \
■ +  9j)A +  0 j , B ) )  mod 7r if tt -  e6j < \ 9j ,a  ~  Oj ,b \,
for j  = 1,2,3. The intensity level of the new object is set to be the average value of 
XA and XB -
S p lit tin g
For the reverse split move we need to define two points lA, lB satisfying the equation 
l c  =  ( l A  +  I b ) I 2. This is implemented by drawing one centre say l A  uniformly in a 
sphere with diameter e^, and letting this determine the centre of the other object lB 
by fixing the midpoint of lA and lB to be l c • That is we draw A i and A 2 uniformly 
over (0 ,27r), and also r uniformly over (0, ^ ) ,  then set
cx A  =  cx C  +  rcos(A i)sin (A 2) cx B  =  cxC  -  r  cos(Ai) sin(A2)
CyA =  CyC  +  rs in (A i)s in (A 2) CyB = CyC -  r  sin(A i) sin(A2) (6.13)
czA  =  czC  +  r  c o s ( A 2) czA  =  cz C - r  cos(A2)
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A 2 0 A > A ro
N f  <  A i  <  7T 7T <  A i  <  ^ f  <  A i  <  2tt
0  <  A 2 <  f
rnir<fe<* CzC m  i n f CzC m i n  f e<i CzC
m i n l 2 ’ cos(A2) ’ 
L x —cx C
m i n l  2 ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ 
—L x + C x c
m m \  2 » cos(A2) ’ 
— L x + C x c
m i n l  2 > c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
L x —CxC
cos(Ai)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y  ~ cy c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y ~ ° y c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’
— L y +Cy n
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’
- L y + C y f 7
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’ 
cv o
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
cVC
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ cv c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ cy c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z - C z c  
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
° x C  ]
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z —CzC 
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
~ C x C  ]
sin (A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z —C z c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
- C x C  1
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’ 
L z —C zc  
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
CxC 1
cos(Ai)  sin(A2) J cos(A i)  sin(A2) J c o s ( A i ) s i n ( A 2) I cos(A i)  sin(A2) J
f  <  A 2 <  7r
m t n f 6* —CzC ~ ° z Q m i n i 6** ~ c,z C , m i n f ed _CzC
m m l 2  ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ m i I H  2 ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ 
—L x + c x c
m i n l  2 ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ 
—L x -\-cx c
m i n l  2 ’ c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
—CxC
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y —Cy c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y  ~ ° y c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
- L y + c y c
cos(Ai)  sin(A2) ’ 
— L y + c y c
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’
4  c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
Cy c
sin (A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ cy c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ cy r
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
c*C  )
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2 ) 5 
~ cx C  1
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
- C x C  1
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
C xc  1
cos(Ai)  sin(A2) J cos(A i)  sin(A2) J cos (A i)s in (A 2) J cosCAi) sin(A2) J
7T < A2 <
m i n  f ~ ° z C — c z c — Cz C
m i n l  2 ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ 
— L x +Cx c
m m \  2  ’ c o s ( A 2) ’
L x —CxC
m i n l  2  ’ c o s ( A 2) » 
L x  ~ C x C
m i n t  2  » c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
— L x +Cx c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’
—L y + cy C
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
—L y + cy C
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y —C y c
cos(Ai)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y - C y c
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’
~ cVC
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ cv c
sin (A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
Cv c
s in (A i)s in (A 2) ’ 
cy c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
CxC ]
s in (A i)s in (A 2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
CxC  1
s in (A i)s in (A 2) ’ 
— L z + C z C  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
CxC )
sin(Ai) sin(A2) ’ 
—L z + C z c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
~ C x C  )
c o s(A i)s in (A 2) ' cos(A i)  sin(A2) ' cos(A i)  sin(A2) J cos(A i)  sin(A2) J
0 <  A2 <  f
m  1 n  f c ~ c m i n  f e<1 CzG m i n f 6'1 c z c CzC
m m t  2 ’ c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
— L x + C x C
m i n l  2  » c o s ( A 2 ) » 
L x —Cx c
m i n i  2  ’ c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
L x —C x c
m i n l  2 ’ c o s ( A 2) ’ 
— L x + C x C
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
Ly  ~^~^yn
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’
— L y + C y C
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y —Cy c
cos(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L y —Cy c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’
~ cVC
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
~ c y a
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
cy c
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
c VC
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z —C z c  
c o s ( A 2 ) ’ 
- C x C  1
s in (A i)s in (A 2) ’ 
L z —Cz c  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
CxC 1
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z —Czc  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
CxC  I
sin(A i)  sin(A2) ’ 
L z - C z C  
c o s ( A 2) ’ 
-C x C  1
co s(A i)s in (A 2) ' cos(A i)  sin(A2) J cos(A i)  sin(A2) J cos(A i)  sin(A2) J
Table 6.1: The upper bounds of r  conditioned on A i, A2 .
where (cXi, cyi, cZi) are the Cartesian coordinates of U and have to lie within the window 
L. Although in principle we require r  to be less than or equal to ed/2, the condition 
li € L will put more constraints on the range of r. The choice of the radius r will be 
conditioned on Ai and A 2 . The lower bound minr of the radius r is minaxis, while the 
upper bound maxr of r can be computed using table (6.1). Unfortunately the uniform 
choice of r, Ai and A 2 slows down the rate of proposing good candidates for I a and 
In the next chapter we shall describe modifications for the proposal densities of these 
variables to overcome this speed problem.
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There should be a bijection between the merged cell and the two split cells. That 
is the process for determining the semi-axes for the split cells should be done in such a 
way tha t it is possible for the resulting cells to satisfy the merging conditions. Therefore 
to determine the semi-axes for the new cells we generate three random variables ua,Ub 
and uc from normal distributions with mean zero and variance w 2, and set
aA = o-C| sin(A2)|(| cos(A i) |+ l ) + ^ a . CLB =
o-C
|s in(A2) | ( |co s (A i) |+ l) Ua
bA = bn +Ub, 1>B = be -Ub ( 6 .| sin(A2)|(| s in (A i) |+ l) | sin(A2)|(| s in (A i) |+ l)
CA = ca + w c , cb = cc uc.| c o s ( A 2 ) | + 1 | c o s ( A 2 ) | + 1
The choice of the parameters of the distributions of ua,Ub and uc controls the differ­
ence between the relative semi-axes of the two split cells. By choosing their mean to 
be zero and small variances we encourage the two cells to have approximately equal 
corresponding axes. To ensure the semi-axes lie within M axis = [3,60] the variables 
ua, Ub and uc have to lie in the following ranges
ua E (min, max),Ua Ua
Ub E (min, max),Ufe Uf,
uc E (min, max),
uc Uc
where
Q>C CLCmax =  max{3 — . -----  — —, —60 +  T v - r r  m;.----- n r i — 7 7 /»ua |sin(A 2) |( |c o s (A i) |+  1) |sin (A 2)|(|cos(A i)| 4-1)
max =  max{3 -  , . ^  — —,- 6 0  +  — -r},
ut |sin(A 2)|([sm (A l )j +  1) | sm(A2)|(| sin(Aj)| +  1)
=  max{3 -  |cos(g,)|+1, -6 0  +  | cos(% )|+1}, and minuj =  -  maxUi, i = a,b,c.
For the angles of rotation we draw three random variables i = 1,2,3 uniformly
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from and set
Oi,A — Oi,C -  U0i &i,B =  Oi,C +  Ug. I =  1, 2, 3. (6 .15)
The same procedure is applied for determining the intensity level of cell xa  and x b , 
where we define a random variable u \  uniformly over (minUA, maxUA) and set
X a  =  X c  ~  u \  X b  =  A c  4- u \ , (6 .16)
where
max{ — Xc — m ax ,m in—Ac} < u \ <  max =  m in{^-, Ac — m in ,m ax—Ac}. 
2 A A 2 A A
To calculate the acceptance probability associated with the merge and split moves, 
suppose tha t the current state is x  = {rri,. . . ,  x n- i ,  x n, x n+{\ and we propose to com­
bine two randomly selected cells say x n, x n+i to rr* which if accepted will take the 
current state to x' = {a:i,. . . ,  xn_ i, x*}. The acceptance probability of the merge 
move labelled v = 7 which tha t takes the state from x  = {2:1, . . .  , x n- i , x n, x n+i} to 
x' =  { x i , . . . ,  xn_ i, a;* } becomes
. f 1 7i-{x',n)(mm < 1 ,  t—
I n(x,
)q{u)(n + 2 ) js (x')
n  +  1 )2  j7 {x)
d(u, x
d[x')
£{y\x ',n)  
C (y\x ,n  + 1 ) }• (6 .17 )
where u  is a vector of random variables u  =  ( u \ ,  it^ , u q 2 , u g 3 , A i, A 2 , r, ua, u*,, u c ) .  The 
above acceptance probability can be written as the product of four terms.
1. The first term  is
7ra,b,c{ani ^n) ^ 6\ (^1 ,ra* )
P  ^ 0 , 6 , 0 ( ^ 7 1 5  ^ 7 1 5  <A l ) ^ a , 6 , c ( <^ 7 l - | - l 5  ^ 7 1 + 1 .5  C n + l )  ^6\  ( ^ l , 7 l ) 7 T 0 1  ( ^ 1 , 7 1 + 1 . )
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^ 2,n‘ )_________ fl*a(fl3,n*)_________* x (K )  j ,  overlat,l
n02 (0 2 ,n)n02 (0 2 ,n+l) ^03 (O3,n)^03 {^,n+l) ^x{^n)^x{K+ l)
which is equal to
2;j~1(37r)3(27r)2 7 27 c(7r| cos(#i)n*)| +  1)(tt| cos(^2,n*)l +  1) 
(3{ ?r| cos(0i,n)| +  1)(tt| cos(^i)Tl+i)| +  1)(tt| cos(02,n)| +  1)
______________(?r| cos( 03)TI* ) | +  l ) ( m a x A -  m in A)______________
(?r| cos(02,n+l)| +  1)(tt| COs(03j71)| +  1)(tt| cos(03)n+i)| +  1) ^
1
2T2o_.2 [(^* /^o) iPn* t^b) (^n A^ a) ipn t^b) (^n+1
1
Ma) (^n+1 f^b) ] o_ 2 ^ c) ^ c) (^n+1
27c
\2/zc) ])/[no overlap]/[min <  bi, Ci, i =  n*, n, n  +  1 <  max], (6.18)QiCZS (1X15
where £i is the normalising constant for the density of the semi-axes and is equal 
to
pfTldX^ xia pTTlQ,Xaxi£ pTnQ,Xaxis 1 1
I V  ^ I  I ic *  I
- ■ ^ ( z  -  fic)2 )dwdydz] x. 
^7c
2. The second term  is
n  +  1 j spl i t ( x ) ^ u^ ^  (U0l )que2 (u02)qU03 (u03)qA l{ A i)
^  J m e r g e x E )
qa2 (&2 )qr\Ai,a2 M gUa W g U6 (^&)gUc K ) .
Substituting for the specified distributions, the term  becomes
(n +  l)z 2 ( 1
 r = ---------------------------------------------------------------- e x p (-------- r-
2 ( v 27rti7)3 (27r)2e01e02e03(maxUA -  minUA) maxr
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ua +  ub +  Wc)/[min < U i<  max, , i =  a, 6 , c], (6.19)
where
r maxUc rm ax Ub r maxUa  ^ z , z  ,
z2 = [ /  /    - J  exp---------— j------dxdj/dz]"1-
Jm m uc «/minUl. (27T'CI7'6 ) 2
3. The Jacobian of the transformation from
( ^ n )  *^5 ^ 1  J ^ 2  J ^715 ^717 ^715 ^1,71* 5 ^ 0 1  5 ^2 ,71* 5 ^ 0 2  5 ^3,71* 5 ^ 0 3  ^715 ^ a )
to
(^ 715 ^Tl+lj &7U T^lJ 7^15 ®7l+lj ^71+1 5 ^71+1 J ^l,7lj ^l,7lj ^1,71} ^1,71-flj
^2,71+lj 3^,71+ Ij 7^15 ^7l+l)
using equations (6.13) through (6.16) is computed and is equal to
(sin(A2))(| cos(Ai)| +  1)(| sin(A i)| +  1)(| cos(A2| +  1)
1024r2
(6 .20)
4. The fourth ratio
The likelihood ratio will involve all the voxels tha t are currently occupied by 
x n or x n+i in addition to the voxels tha t will be covered by cell x*. That is it 
involves 5R(a:n) U 9?(a;n+i) U 5R(x*), where 9?(a;j) is the set of indices j  such that 
the signals Yj contains a contribution from at least one voxel in the object X{. 
The likelihood ratio can be written as
J ]  ■ ^ M exp (_ f e '~ ^ l» ' ) )2 +  (621)
jeft(xn)U3?(xn + i)U 5 R « )  G t i \ x ') % > ' )
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Combining the four main ratios evaluated in equations (6.18), (6 .2 1 ), (6.19) and 
(6.20) we get R. The acceptance probability for the merge move is min{l, R}  and for 
the split move tha t will take the state from x' to x  is m in{l, jR-1 }.
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C h a p t e r  7
3D sam pler perform ance
We have built up a model to fit the images obtained using confocal microscopy. In 
the previous chapter we have described the model for 3 D  images. The evaluation of 
this model has to be done using an MCMC simulation algorithm as we did for the 2D  
model. To set up values for the hyper-parameters involved in the model and in the 
proposal kernels of the algorithm we shall choose the same values as for the 2 D  problem 
where this is appropriate. For the distribution of the third axis of the ellipsoid, c, we 
set / i c =  3 .0  and 7 *? =  4 .0 . Starting with an empty configuration, we ran the program 
for 50000 iterations. The resulting sample obtained at the final iteration is displayed 
in figure (7 — 1). We viewed the sample by displaying three horizontal sections which 
correspond to stacks number 3, 7 and 12 arranged vertically from top to bottom as seen 
in figure (7 — 2 ). In this thesis, the 2 D  configurations are displayed in a window where 
the vertical-axis represents the x —axis and the y —direction is the horizontal axis. The 
resulting sample has managed to locate some cells in the correct place but needs more 
iterations to adjust these cells and to locate the other cells in their correct places and 
positions.
Figure (7 — 3) traces the cumulative total number of accepted moves with time 
recorded every 2 5 0  sweeps. Comparing these figures with the corresponding one of the 
2 D  case displayed in figure (3  — 13) we notice the decrease in the total number of the
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Figure 7-1: The resulting image in 3D viewed after 50000 iterations.
accepted moves for the same run time. The CPU time needed to implement a single 
iteration in the 3D problem is larger than that for the 2D problem because the data 
set is k =  12 times larger. Moreover, the rate of acceptance of the MCMC moves is 
lower due to the increase in the dimensionality of these moves. As an example, in the 
resize move in 2D there are generally 32 possible directions in which to propose the 
way of resizing a cell, while in 3D the number of possible directions increases to 33. 
Thereupon the probability of proposing good candidates for this move is lower in 3D 
than in 2D. The same problem occurs for the other move types. To decrease the time 
needed for convergence we can use more restricted prior distributions for the variables 
involved in the model depending on the data set. That is we can allow the data 
to supply the additional assumptions to define these parameter distributions rather 
than using uniform distributions. The question of what do data tell us about possibly 
many models that are justifiable from prior experience and the scientific context of 
the problem is considered by Aitkin (1991) in the model comparison choice problem 
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Figure 7-2: The resulting 2D sections orthogonal to the z —axis using z=3 (top), z=7 
(middle) and z=12 (bottom) corresponds to the 50000 th  iteration using the original 
3D MCMC algorithm and starting from an empty configuration.
Y  to supply additional assumptions about the unknown parameters of the posterior 
distributions and reuse the data to evaluate that posterior density. In addition to 
defining a restricted parameter distribution for the mark variables in the reference 
model, we suggest a careful off-line tuning of state dependent proposals for some moves 
in constructing the MCMC algorithm. These conditional proposals do depend on the 
present situation instead of proposing candidates that are completely random. So we 
try to be inventive in designing these proposals. These changes need to be done in a 
legal way to satisfy the detailed balance condition, thus the following adjustments have 
been made for some moves.
7.1 Im proving the birth  m ove
If the birth move is selected with probability j i(x), then we consider adding a new 
object say, xn+i, to the current configuration, x  =  {rri, . . . ,  x n} 6 Un. Currently we 
randomly draw a new location /n+i =  (cxn+i, cyn+v czn+i) and then propose a mark
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Figure 7-3: The trace of the cumulative total number of accepted moves recorded every 
250 iterations applying the original 3D MCMC algorithm and starting from an empty 
configuration.
m n + 1 =  (an+i, &n+i, Cn+1 ,0i,n+i, 02,n+i, 03,n+i> A„+i) independently using the distribu­
tions defined in section (6.6) for each variable.
7.1 .1  M od ify in g  th e  proposa l o f  a new  lo ca tio n
In the birth moves we used to propose a new cell which does not overlap with the other 
cells by generating its centre location I uniformly over the window L  and its mark vector 
m  from its prior. If the cell does overlap with the other cells we set the acceptance 
probability of the move to zero, hence, the move is rejected. For the 3D problem, 
(cx ,cy ,cz) represents the Cartesian coordinates of the location centre I of a cell and 
the mark m  is a vector of (a,b,c,9i,02,O3,\).  This proposal mechanism is modified 
so that it is not only a function of the record of each voxel i j k , i = 1 , . . . , Sx, j  = 
1, , Sy, k = 1 , . . . , Sz alone but also of the average value of the records of voxels 
neighbouring voxel i j k , say dijk. That is, we use a smooth function Yijk for voxel i j k , 
where Y^k is the average of Y/ over I £ d^k. The neighbourhood structure dljk is local,
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we chose dijk to be a cube of voxels with centre i j k  and a side length of 5 voxels. If 
the voxel i j k  is at the edge of the image we use the average of the available records 
in dijk. Using the smooth average value of each record Yijk is expected to decrease 
the chance of considering an isolated high value background voxel as the centre of a 
cell. Moreover, it will direct the potential centre of the new cell toward the mass of 
the cell where there are higher records and where there is less variation than at the 
edges. We assign to each voxel a probability associated with Yijk. The defined density 
p ( i jk ) , i  =  1 ,.. •, Sx, j  =  1 , . . . ,  Sy, k =  1 , . . . ,  Sz depends as well on k, the depth of 
voxel i jk .  T hat is
P i jk  oc <
Yijk <  70T*"1
_  9 70Tfc-1 <  Yijk <  210T* - 1 
21  2 1 0 T * - 1 <  Yijk,
where T  is the parameter of the geometric attenuation. The above density ensures that 
for each optical section we assign the same probabilities to the corresponding record 
values after adjustment for the attenuation effect. There will be corresponding changes 
to the death proposals and a note should be made of the voxel i j k  and its associated 
probability p^k  for the computation of the acceptance probability for the birth move 
as well as the reverse death move.
7 .1 .2  M o d ify in g  th e  in te n s ity  p ro p o sa l
Previously, we proposed the intensity level An+i of the new cell uniformly over M \  =  
[min^, max^]. Since the record of the voxel covering the centre of a cell can be used 
as an indicator of the intensity of that cell, we shall use the smooth data average of
v _
voxel i j k , Y ^ k to give a more representative intensity candidate for the new cell. Here 
i j k  is the voxel tha t covers the new centre location ln+1. The new candidate is still 
generated uniformly but over a more compact interval [min,\*, max**], generally centred
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at Yij k — tq as we define min^* to be
max(min, y ^ k -  t q -  8 X),
and max** as
min(max, y ^ k -  r 0 +  <5A),
where 8 \  is an arbitrary positive constant controlling the interval length.
Applying the above technique together with the one described in section (7.1.1) will 
induce changes in the acceptance probabilities for the b irth  and corresponding death 
moves. The resulting acceptance probability for the birth  is a  =  m in{l, i?}, where
R =  /?(maxA* - m in A») y \  a{ijk\xn+l=$)
(n +  l)piit (maxA -  minA) <7W%n+l)
e xp{ — +  fa j*  -M (iit |a:„+1=0))2 } /[n o  overlap]] (7 :)
2 cT(ijk\xn+i) 2 a(ijk\xn+1=<d)
where 5R(rrn+i) represents the set of indices j  in which the signals Yj are affected by 
cell x n+i. For the overlapping condition we set a (x ,x ')  to be zero if the proposed 
object overlaps with the existing ones within the boundaries of the window L. For the 
acceptance probability for the corresponding death move taking the chain from x 1 to r ,  
we use m in{l, R -1 } if A G y ^ k — tq — 8 \  where i j k  is the voxel containing the current 
centre of the cell x n+\. The acceptance probability of the death move is set to zero if 
the cell could not appear at birth  with this A.
7.2 Improving the proposals for the shift move
Suppose tha t we want to update the location It =  (cx, Cy, cz) of a randomly selected 
cell x t . We used to draw dx,dy and dz from normal distributions with means 1/4 . =
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0 , j  = x , y , z  and standard deviations Sx ,Sy and Sz respectively, and set
Cj. — Cj "4* dx Cy — Cy "I- dy Cg — cz “I- dz .
The form of the cells is such tha t the voxels located in the central mass of the cells tend 
to have higher signals than the edge voxels. Hence, the proposal location should aim 
towards voxels with high records. Let i j k  be the voxel containing lt = (cx, cy, cz). We 
shall compare the value of the smooth average of voxel i jk ,  tha t is Y^k  with the averages 
of some neighbouring voxels, and point the shift move in the direction of the highest 
average voxel. This technique is applied by controlling the means of the d j , j  = x ,y ,  z, 
to be in the required directions. We shall compute each mean separately by observing 
its corresponding direction and fixing the others. For example in the direction of the 
a:—axis, we compare the smooth average of voxels covering the points (i +  2 Sx)jk, i jk  
and (i — 2 Sx)jk,  and set Vdx to be the distance and the direction between i j k  and the 
voxel with the highest average value, i.e., Vdx € {—2<5X, 0 ,25x }. Similarly we compute 
Vdy and Vd2. We then generate dx ,dy, dz from Normal distributions with means Vdx, Vdy 
and Vdz respectively and define the new location l't = {c'x , c'y, dz) as before.
There is strong dependence between the intensity of a cell and the location of that 
cell. The signal of the centre point of a cell is a good estimate for the intensity level 
of tha t cell. Moreover, the variances of the cells are higher than the variance of the 
background areas, records with high value tend to be considered as part of cells rather 
than as background media in the resize move. Therefore we want to decrease the 
probability of considering high background records as part of cells by replacing the 
current intensity with a higher one directly when proposing the shift to a new location. 
We shall propose to update the intensity A* with a higher one within the same move.
Conditioning on the new candidate l[ and the current intensity level A*, we shall gen­
erate Aj from a truncated normal distribution with mean rjx't\xt/ t and variance |At */• 
Let i j k  be the voxel covering the new location l[, then if the smooth average of i j k  Y ^ k
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is higher than At, we set
At + Vijk Vijk ~
Vx'tlXtA = -----2----- l x 't\Xt’vt ~ --------- 2-------
otherwise we set
Vx'tlXtji't yijk
Vx't\xt,i't -  h  7a;|at ,rt ~ 4
where the normal distribution with these means and variances is restricted to the range 
[minA,m axA].
Suppose the current configuration is x  = {a;i, and the shift move is selected,
we randomly select an object say Xt and propose to update the location of its centre lt 
to l't and its intensity At to \'t . Let x't denote the resulting cell after updating X{ and 
let x' =  { x i , . . . ,  x '{, . . . ,  xn}, then the probability of acceptance of this move is defined 
to be
r v ( ( l  \  \  ( V ^ ^  ^ *» A*)> A*) )  1 (7  0 \^v( "t? At), (q, A f)) min \ 1, , . . . . .. . . t . / . [7.2)
t 7r{x, n) C{y\x) q((lt , At), (ZJ, A')) J
The ratios on the right hand side of the above expression are equal to
oio3 7a;|a«,i; , ( d * - v d, Vt?  ( - dy ~ vdy„ , ) 2
e X P L  0 X 2^2^4 7At|A't,it 2Sl  2Sl  2Sy
(dy vdy\it ) 2 ( d* vdz\i>) (dz udz\it ) 2 (At — ’nxt\x't,it )2
261 28 2 +  2 *J 27 2tlA, )It
{K -  Vxft\Xt,Vt)2, TT a (j|®t) / (yj -  VtiWt))2 (yj -  V(j\xt))2^
2^2 J J -l  a . . .  ,, exp  ^ 9rr2 2 a 2 '
j & R(*t ) u » ( x i )  % > i )  % > * )
/[no overlap between the existing objects],
which is simplified to
f l l f l3  7A;|At,i l  r ( A t - ? 7 A t | A ' , J 2 | ( At - ^ | A t , f; )2 , T T  ° ( j \ x t)
W i i x A K M  27jt|Vt|lt 272i|At)Z, ^ ( ^ ( x j )  °VM)
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)/[no overlap],
where H(j\Xt) and a 1j\Xt) are the attenuated mean and variance of the record at voxel 
record j  respectively conditioned on Xt, and H(j\x't) and a fj\xf) are the attenuated mean
and variance of the record of voxel j  respectively given x't . The values of {ai, <22, <23, 04} 
are normalising constants and are equal to
7.3 Improving the rotations
7 .3 .1  C h a n g in g  th e  p rior d is tr ib u tio n s  for th e  a n g les  o f  ro ta tio n s
Observing figures (6  — 6 ), (6  — 7) and (6  — 8 ) we realize tha t the rotations of the objects 
in the window L  are significant in the x y —plane and axe not apparent in the planes 
involving the z —axis. In other words 62 is close to zero or to 7r. T o reflect this situation 
we make a structural modification tha t concerns the choice of the prior of the angle 











use a prior tha t assigns higher probabilities to values close to zero or to 7r and smaller 
probabilities for the other values of 02 than the previous density. We define
7T02(0 2 ) =  <
2 c 2(&—!)+ff w h e n  02 <  c«2 or 02 >  TT -  cH
_ ■2ceJ - l + *  when %  < 02 <  TT -  ce2
where b  and c q 2 are arbitrary positive constants, 0 < c g 2 <  7r — c q2 . Initially we set b  to 
20. Picking small values for c q 2 will increase the probability of having 62 close to zero 
or to 7r. If this is the case, then the rotations of the cells are effectively in the xy plane 
only. This density is symmetric about 7r/2 and is able to accommodate the required 
values of 6 2 .
If 62 is equal to zero then the angle of rotation of the xy—plane to the x 'y '—plane is 
equal to 0i +  03 , whereas if 62 is equal to 7r then the angle of rotation of the xy—plane 
to the x 'y1—plane is equal to #1 — #3 . Figure (6  — 6 ) indicates tha t the required rotations 
of the x —axis and y —axis to the new x '—axis and y '—axis are mainly through angles 
close to zero or 7r. Hence, we shall try  to control the rotation of the xy—plane to the 
new x 'y '—plane by changing the values of 6 \ more freely and assigning values to 63 
close to zero or to 7r. So for 63 we define the same density as defined for 62 in equation 
(7.3).
Changing the prior distributions for the angles of rotations 0j, i = 2,3 will affect 
the b irth  move, however, the acceptance rate will remain as it was as long as we 
use the same densities for generating the angles of rotation for the new cell as their 
priors. The changes in the priors of the angles of rotation will affect acceptance rate 
for the orientation move, and the acceptance rates for the split and merge moves. For 
the orientation move, the acceptance probability for changing 0* =  (0 i (t 02,t 03,t) 
to 0t =  (9'l t 0'2 t 03 t) for a randomly selected object t from the current existing
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configuration x  — {aq ,. . . ,  xn} will change to
’ | €03(0!,t)| +  i  **,(02,.) **,(03,.) ,.6R(^ s(x;) 
e M - i V j : ^ ) ) 2  +  f e  ~ ^ ' - ‘>)2 )J[no overlap], (7.4)
(This is when using the same proposal kernels for the candidate angles as defined 
in section (3.5.4) for the 2D problem after generalising it to handle the three angles 
of rotation). The prior densities for the angles of rotation are also involved in the 
calculation of the acceptance probabilities of the merge and split moves. For the merge 
move defined in section (6.7.1), equation (6.18) will change to
^ r 1(37r)(27r)l727c(7r|cos(^ w)| +  l ) 7rg2( ^ >n)7rg3( ^ |W)(maxA -  minA)
/?(7T| cos(0 i,n)| +  1)(tt| cos(0 i>n+i)| +  l)TTe2 (9 2 ,n)^e2 (^2 ,n+l)^e3 (O3 ,n)^03 (O3,n+l)
exp ~ 2 ^2  ( «  -  Ma) 2 +  (b*n -  fib) 2 +  «  -  fic) 2 -  (fln “  V a f  ~  (K  ~  fib) 2
(Cn f l c )  (^n+1 f i a )  (^n+1 f ib)  ) (^ n + 1 f ic )  )
/[no overlap]/[min <  a*, an,a„+ i, 6* ,6„ , 6„+i, c*, c„, Cn+i < max], (7.5)
7 .3 .2  M o d ify in g  th e  p ro p o sa ls  for th e  o r ie n ta tio n  m o v e
Although we expect changing the prior densities of the angles of rotation to produce an­
gles more representative of the true angles, we shall also modify the proposal mechanism 
of the orientation to help further in controlling and directing the angles of rotations of 
the cells to the required values. The proposal kernel of 0\ will be the same as defined 
earlier; tha t is, we propose a new candidate 0[ uniformly over (0i>t — 7?, Oi,t +  t?) for 
some fixed value 77. To help to direct the proposal candidates 0'2t and 0'3 t towards zero 
or towards n  we shall define two random variables de2 and d$z . We shall draw them 




6 j  if 6 j  < 2 ?
7r — 6 j  if 9 j  > |
for j  — 2 and 3, and we set <7# =  We then set 9' - t =  ( 9 j jt +  d^.) , j  =  2 ,3. If 9'- t < 0 
then we set 9'j t =  +  7r and if 9j t > ir then we set 9 j t = 9'j t — tt. The acceptance
rate when applying these proposal kernels for the orientation move is
ale  a ' \ =  m in fl d cosW ,i)l +  ^? ^ 82(^2 )
—  —  ’ ( |c o s ( 0 i , i ) |  +  j )  n 62(82) ^ 62( 83)




a U \ * t )   t  8 - ( j \ z ’t ) ) 2 ( i j j  M (j |x i) )2 '
n _2 o _2 )
2 <7U\x‘)
/[no overlap between the objects]}. (7.6)
7.4 Improving the merge and the split moves
7 .4 .1  C h a n g in g  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  o f  A 2
Observing figure (7 — 2) we notice the need to split some cells in the x y —plane along 
the z —axis such as cells occupying the grids [x — 150 : 180, y = 80 : 110,2? =  2 : 11], 
[50 : 150,370 : 410,3 : 12] and [100 : 160,350 : 450,1 : 12]. To encourage splitting 
of the cells vertically along the z —axis, we shall control the spherical coordinate A 2 
defined in section (6.7.1). If we want to split a cell x c  into two cells xa  and xg  along 
the 2 —axis we have to choose the centres of the two split cells in the same xy—plane by 
fixing the z —coordinates of I a and lg  at approximately the same value. This is done 
by choosing A 2 close to tt/2 or close to 37r / 2 . Therefore instead of defining a uniform 
distribution over (0 , 2 tt) for A 2 we defined the following distribution:
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7TA2 (A2) =  <
2?r+76cA, ^2 Ca2 <  A 2 <  2 +  cA2an(l ^ CA2 <  A 2 <  2 Ca2 , »
A7-7)
1 otherwise27T+76ca2
where ca 2 is an arbitrary constant, 0  <  ca 2 <  f  •
7 .4 .2  C h a n g in g  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  o f  r
Most of the attem pted split moves are rejected because of the overlapping constraint, 
i.e., the two new cells overlap one another. To overcome this difficulty an adequate 
distance between the centres of the new cells 2 r  should be used. Small values of r 
result in having two very close cells so the probability of overlap of these cells will be 
high. On the other hand large r  will increase the chance of the new cell overlapping 
with the cells in the neighbourhood of the original cell. In section (6 .7 .1 )  we drew r 
uniformly over (0 , maxr ), where the upper bound maxr is conditioned on A i, A 2 and 
ed, and is computed using table (6 .1 ) . Although the lower bound of this interval is 
zero, practically it is bounded by minax{s because the cells have to be at least 2 minax{s 
apart not to overlap. We shall change the distribution of r to give higher probability for 
values of r  tha t fall in the mid range of the valid interval. We use a normal distribution 
with mean fiT where
_  (ac | cos(Ai)| +  6cIs in (A i) |) |s in (A 2)|
Mr ~  2
and variance a1 where
| maxr —Mr |
° T =  3 ’
where r  <  maxr , i.e., this normal distribution is restricted to the range (0, maxr ). Here 
ac  and be are the semi-axes of the cell which it is proposed to split. The suggested 
changes for the distributions of A 2 and r  will affect the proposal ratio involved in 
the calculation of the acceptance probability for the merge move and accordingly the
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Figure 7-4: The resulting 2D sections orthogonal to the 2 —axis for z=3(top), 7(middle) 
and 12(bottom) corresponds to the 50000 th iteration after modifying the sampler and 
starting from a blank configuration.
split move. Suppose that the current configuration is x  =  {:ri,. . .  ,:rn_ i,:rn,a;n+i} 
and we propose to combine two randomly selected cells say x n, x n+\ to x„. Let x' be 
{ari,. . .  , x n- i , x „ } then the proposal ratio defined in equation (6.19) will become
(n +  l )z27rA2(A2)zT
2(2n)3w 3aree1 e$2 ee3 (maxUA -  minuJ 2 w 2 2a?
7[0 < r  < max]/[min < ua < max, min < Uf, < max, min < uc < max], (7.8)
r U a  U a  ub Ub U c U c
where
r  maxr ^
Jo \Z2 nar
exp —(w -  n r ) 2
2al
■dw\
7.5 R esu lts
To test the performance of our sampler after applying the modifications, we set cq2 
to 7t/8. Again the sampler had a run of 50000 iterations. Comparing the resulting 
output shown in figure (7 — 4) with the input image displayed in figure (6-1) we noticed
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Figure 7-5: The trace of the cumulative number of accepted moves recorded every 250 
iterations after modifying the sampler and starting from a blank state.
that there are several small adjacent cells occupying the region of big cells. Figure 
(7 — 5) traces the total number of accepted moves during the run time recorded every 
250 iterations. Comparing these results with the corresponding ones obtained before 
implementing the adjustments described in section (7.1) through section (7.4), the 
following changes have been noticed: The acceptance rate of the birth moves after the 
adjustments is indeed higher than it was before, which indicates the significant effect of 
the modified algorithm in implementing the birth move. The death moves are accepted 
more often than in the original sampler. This is due to the increase in the rate of 
acceptance of the split moves; the accepted death moves often involve cells resulting 
from accepted split moves. The shift move is accepted less often in the modified sampler. 
This was expected because our goal from combining two changes in this move; changing 
the location of the cell as well as changing its intensity, was to produce a better quality 
move rather than to increase the acceptance rate of the move. Finally a large decrease 
in the total number of accepted orientation moves is noticed. This may be as a result
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of having more representative angles using the new prior densities for angles O2 and 63  
(see figure (7 — 4)) or as a result of having very close cells in the scene which implies 
rejection of the proposed orientations due to overlapping.
For further investigation of the effects of the previous modifications, we will decrease 
the number of b irth  moves in order to give a better chance for the existing cells to 
improve their positions once created before adding new cells in the neighbourhood of 
these cells. Another run was conducted reducing the probability of picking the birth 
move. This resulted in good output samples which indicate an improvement. One of 
these samples is shown in figure (7 — 6 ). Although the output samples obtained were 
final results after applying all the previous modifications, some of these modifications 
were more effective than the others. Decreasing the probability of choosing the birth 
move by one fourth allows cells to adjust themselves before adding new adjacent cells. 
We think tha t the changes in the shift and the orientation moves did lead to good results 
in the sense tha t it directed the proposal candidate to the mode of the distribution. 
On the other hand they limit the chance of exploring the sample space as they propose 
restricted candidates.
7.6 M CM C algorithm using a good starting state
It is apparent tha t the 3D samples obtained using our simulation technique for the tar­
get model and starting with the empty configuration take an enormously long time to 
reach convergence. One objective of the biologist in studying these data is to simulate a 
representative configuration of the image, in order to give a good summary for the cells 
in the specimen under study in practical time. To achieve this aim taking into consid­
eration the limited resources and the slow mixing sampler we shall choose a starting 









Figure 7-6: The resulting 2D sections orthogonal to the z —axis for 2  =  3 (top), z = 1 
(middle) and z =  12 (bottom) corresponds to the 50000 th  iteration after modifying 
the sampler and reducing the probability of picking the birth move.
7.6 .1  M a th em a tica l m orp h ology  for th e  3D  space
To construct a good starting state for our sampler, we shall generalise the algorithm 
developed in chapter (4) for the 2D case to handle the 3D space. In the first stage of the 
algorithm, we start at the 3D voxel level and we threshold the data to obtain a binary 
image. The thresholding process is applied taking into account the existence of the 
attenuation effects in the 3D data records. We set the threshold parameter to 90. This 
value is higher than the mean or the median of the first 2D optical section in the 3D set. 
Therefore the starting cells in the initial state would have high intensity levels. That 
is there is a degree of certainty about the existence of the cells. Then we use some 
mathematical morphology operators such as the opening operator to obtain several 
connected sets of voxels. The structuring element, £?, to be used in the morphology 
will be a cube of 3 x 3 x 3 voxels and with reference point being the centre of that cube. 
The resulting 3D output after applying the morphology opening operators is viewed 











Figure 7-7: The resulting 2D sections at depths z=3, 7 and 12 sectioning the 3D output 
after applying morphological operators.
( 7 - 7 ) .
7 .6 .2  M ax im u m  variance con cep t
In the second stage of the algorithm after applying the opening operator, we convert the 
resulting connected voxels into ellipsoids. In chapter 4 we considered the 2D connected 
pixels as a level set of the bivariate normal distribution with X \  —variables being the 
row index of the grid and the ^ —variables being the column index. In this section 
we shall generalise this concept to the 3D problem using a p —variate normal density 
function where p = 3. We shall approach this problem by developing matrix methods 
that enable us to do so.
The p-variate normal distribution for p-variables x \ , . . .  , x p is
v T y \ —1 v
f ( x i . ' . X p )  =  (2 tt)- 2 | £ | ~ 2  exp(  ------),
where X T =  [xi — p i , . . . ,  xp — pp] and S is the variance-covariance matrix of the p-
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variables. In the 3-variate normal distribution, we associate a 3 dimensional vector 
[ X i ,X 2 ,X%\ with a point in the 3-dimensional indexes of the 3D grid (i , j , k ), repre­
senting the row, column and the depth index of a voxel.
We learn about the required ellipsoid forming the connected voxels using the fol­
lowing theorem:
T h e o re m  1 Given p —variables following a p —variate normal distribution, the axis 
defining the linear transformed variable with the maximum variance is the major axis 
of the iso-density hyper-ellipsoid
X T E ~ 1X  =  C  (7.9)
where C  is a arbitrary positive constant.
That is, X T Y , ~ l X  =  C  is the equation of the surface of the hyper-ellipsoid. For 
p = 3—variate case the resulting ellipsoid is identified using its main components: the 
centre, the three semi-axes and the angles of rotations. The centre of the ellipsoid is 
the mean vector of its p — 3 variables, pT — [px^  P x2i and is estimated using the 
averages of X i , X 2 and X%. The semi-axes of the ellipsoid and the rotation angles as 
stated by the above theorem can be found by constructing a linear combination
Y t  =  X T V  +  p T ,
such tha t the variance of Y
VTSV, (7.10)
will be as large as possible under the restriction tha t V TV  = I. Here V  =  [Vi, V2 , V3] is 
a matrix made up of 3 x 1 column vectors Vi, V2 , V3 . The restriction is meant to fulfill 
the orthogonality of the defined linear constructions. To solve the above equation we 
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Figure 7-8: The resulting 3D configuration after converting the results from morphology 
operators into ellipsoids. The 3D state is viewed using three optical sections using z=3, 
7 and 12.
the Lagrange multiplier and solves equation (7.10) by maximising
F  =  V t E V  -  X(VTV  -  I).
To maximise F  we take the partial derivative of F  with respect to V  and set the 
result to zero. The 3 possible roots Ai, A2 and A3 for the above equation are called the 
eigenvalues. They are computed using the characteristic equation
\ V -  XI\ =  0 .
We then solve for
( E -  \i I)V i = [0,0,0]T, < =  1,2,3. (7.11)
substituting for the eigenvalues Ai , i  = 1,2,3 to get the corresponding eigenvectors 
of E, Vi,i =  1,2,3. By solving the eigenvalue problem we obtain the principle axes 
of the ellipsoid. The first principle axis with the largest A corresponds to the major
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axis (largest diameter), the second principle axis corresponds to the largest diameter 
orthogonal to the first. The third axis is the one tha t is orthogonal to both first and 
second axes. The lengths of the semi-axes are proportional to the square roots of the 
variances of Y  in each direction. Using equation (7.11) and applying some matrix 
computations we can derive tha t the variances of the transformed variables Y  are the 
eigenvalues themselves. To avoid overlapping between the resulting ellipsoids we define 
the length of the semi-axes to be 1.5 times the estimated standard deviations of the 
transformed variables bounded by the range of the axes space, [minaxjs, maxaxis]. If 
there are still overlapping cells then we set the proportion scale to a lower value. We 
extract the angles of rotations 0i, 62 and 63 from the V  m atrix which corresponds to the 
transformed set of weights defining the rotation of a point in the 3D space as defined 
in detail in section (6.4). Finally we estimate the initial intensity of the cells using the 
average records inside each ellipsoid.
7 .6 .3  R e su lts
Applying the above steps we get the 3D configuration presented in figure (7 — 8 ). Using 
this 3D state as an initial configuration for our chain we run the MCMC sampler for 
50000 iterations. The sample corresponding to the final iteration is shown in figure 
(7 — 9). Figure (7 — 10) traces the cumulative total number of accepted moves for 
tha t run updated every 500 iterations. The reason for not having any deaths during 
the run time is tha t the initial cells are added with a high degree of certainty using 
a high value for threshold parameter. In the resulting image we see new cells which 
did not exist in the starting configuration such as the cells located in the window 
[1 : 20] x [660 : 720] x [10 : 12] and [1 : 30] x [400 : 600] x [1 : 12]. The positions of 
some cells have changed for a better fit to the data, for example with cells occupying 
the window [140 : 160] x [80 : 110] x [5 : 8] and [140 : 160] x [230 : 260] x [5:8]. There 
were some efficient split moves such as the split of the cell covering the 3D region 












Figure 7-9: The resulting 3D sample corresponds to the 50000th iteration after running 
the MCMC sampler using the initial state. The 3D state is displayed using three optical 
sections orthogonal to z=3, 7 and 12.
need for a lengthy burn-in time, even if we start with an initial value near the mode of 
the target model. There is also uncertainty about some cells such as those occupying 
the region [20 : 100,110 : 200 ,1 :9 ]. The voxels lying in tha t region have high record 
values and the cells have no sharp discernable edges so the background areas cannot 
be distinguished easily.
In conclusion, using a carefully selected initial value for the MCMC chain when 
the space of the configuration is very big certainly has positive effects on producing 
samples located near the mode of the target distribution.
7.7 Intervention of the user to construct a good starting  
state
To allow for the experience of the user in constructing a starting point for the chain, 
we shall apply some statistical tools to help him with his decision and to reduce the
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Figure 7-10: The trace of the total number of accepted moves recorded every 500 
iterations for 50000 iterations MCMC run and starting from the state shown is figure 
7-8.
time needed for his contribution. We shall start by applying the automated algorithm 
described in the preceding section, and then run the MCMC algorithm for some time. 
The user intervention is allowed after tha t stage; the user is asked to point out a single 
point inside each cell in the image about which he is certain. The points provided, 
p, are then checked and compared with the existing cells in the current configuration. 
Adjustments are carried out on these cells based on the information provided. This is 
achieved automatically using a special self consistent program taking into consideration 
the non overlapping condition. For illustration suppose a reference point is not covered 
by any cell in the sample, then we create an extra cell with centre at tha t reference 
point and assigning the lower bound to its the semi-axes a, b, c and zeros to the angles 
of rotation 0i,#2 and Q$ and min^ to A, the intensity level of the cell. This is done in 
the absence of any other information regarding the cell.
To get a similar reconstruction of the image without the above algorithm to help 
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Figure 7-11: The 3D initial configuration after running the MCMC sampler for 50000 
iterations and allowing user intervention. The 3D configuration is viewed using 2D 
optical sections corresponds (from top to bottom) to z =  3,7 and 10.
finds out the cells, so the users do not have to click on them. Even for the missing 
cells, just one click in the centre is needed. These simple efforts are needed from the 
user to identify the cells rather than a lot of work outlining the cell surface in the 3D 
manually.
Since we are using expert knowledge along with some morphology operators de­
pending on the data set and applying the MCMC algorithm, we then consider the 
configuration at that stage to be highly reliable. That is, we shall use the reference 
points in modifying our equilibrium distribution and in defining the MCMC sampler. 
All the configurations shall be defined on the same dimension space thus we shall use 
the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to update the Markov chain. We shall use 
the conditional MCMC algorithm allowing only the moves that preserve the number of 
the cells such as shift, resize, orientation and updating the intensity level move. The 
proposed moves are only accepted if they ensure the existence of the reference point in 












Figure 7-12: The resulting 2D optical sections at depths z =3, 7 and 12 corresponds to 
the 50000th iteration running the conditional MCMC algorithm and using the initial 
state which agrees with user knowledge.
To apply the above technique we use the 3D output sample resulting from the 
unconditional MCMC algorithm viewed in figure (7 — 9). This configuration is used 
as an input image for the expert to provide the reference points. Adjustments on 
this sample state with regards to the reference points is done as described above and 
the resulting image is displayed in figure (7 — 11). A run of 50000 iterations is then 
carried out using the conditional 3D MCMC sampler and the final sample is displayed 
in figure (7 — 12). As expected the output sample is promising. The resulting output 
is highly reliable for the expert to base his decisions upon. To extract the necessary 
information from cells in the configurations we can either use a point estimate or the 
interval estimates for the required variables as described in chapter (5) for the 2D case.
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Chapter 8
M ore significant algorithm ic 
changes
Although the methods described in the previous sections to obtain better mixing within 
a practical time were good, they are still not efficient enough. This is due to the large 
size of the data set, the overlapping constraint as well as the strong data which favours 
some configurations above the others. In this chapter we shall introduce some MCMC 
techniques tha t are designed to help in exploring the sample space and to achieve a 
better mixing.
8.1 Simulated tem pering
The output samples of the MCMC algorithm after improving it were good, however, 
the acceptance rates of the moves where less than 15% indicating slow mixing. When 
the sample space E has a high dimension such as in our case and the target distribution 
has unknown isolated modes which are difficult to find and when the chain is slowly 
mixing, then it may take an astronomically long run of the MCMC algorithm, to get 
accurate estimates. Our sampler updates approximately one variable at a time so the 
mixing time increases with the number of variables. To improve the mixing of samplers
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of a target model ir(x) Mariani and Parisi (1992) and Geyer and Thompson (1995) have 
used simulated tempering. To visit most of the states of the variables they defined a 
new temperature variable T  and tried to simulate realisations from a distribution at 
different temperatures while remaining in equilibrium. This is done by enlarging the 
configuration state of the system now characterised by two variables: X  the original 
configuration which takes a value on a common state E and the new discrete variable 
T  which takes values in a specified set. The stationary distribution of the sampler is 
then
7r{x,t) OC f(t)7Tt {x),
where f ( t ) is the prior function of t  which is specified in advance and 7Vt(x) is a condi­
tional density of X  given the tem perature T  =  t. Hence, we have a sequence of densities 
7Tt(x) indexed by T  =  t  changing from the coldest tem perature, T  =  1, which is the 
distribution of interest to the hottest temperature, T  =  T*, which is hopefully much 
easier to simulate. For example, t t t{x)  can be proportional to 7v(x)h T^\  where h(T) is 
an arbitrary function of T; a common function h (T ) is 1/T . The idea is to use these 
distributions and jum p from one state to another such tha t the algorithm explores dif­
ferent regions of the sample space each time the chain uses the hottest temperature. If 
the hottest model is chosen such that it is easy to simulate from such as a uniform dis­
tribution on E, then the algorithm produces independent draws from tha t distribution, 
7r(x,T*) and regenerates each time the chain uses this uniform distribution.
The simulating tempering technique treats the index tem perature T  of the distri­
bution as an additional variable to be updated stochastically. The algorithm updates 
x  using MCMC for n t ( x )  fixing the tem perature at the current T  — t. It also updates 
T  via a random walk and calculates the Metropolis-Hastings ratio from t  to t' for a 
fixed state x  where
„  ay (*)/(* ') , „ n
( fu )
As equation (8.1) shows, we need to specify the normalising constants for the distri­
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butions of the original state variables at the various temperature used, JxeE7TT(x)dx. 
If we choose a roughly uniform marginal distribution for T; i.e., the chain spent an 
equal amount of time at each temperature; then the Pseudo prior f { t ) can be used 
to estimate the normalising constant of nt{x). To avoid inefficiency of a random walk 
Neal (1996) in his algorithm called tempered transitions moves systematically from the 
desired distribution to the easily sampled one and back to the desired distribution.
To investigate the hottest temperature T* suitable for our sampler, that is, where we 
think we get a rapid mixing of the chain, we have simulated samples using 7r(x,n\y)ly/* 
for values of t = 10,25,50,100,200. Our criteria for significant mixing of the sampler is 
based on the cumulative number of accepted moves during a fixed number of iterations. 
Table (8.1) lists the total number of accepted moves for 20000 iterations using several 
values for t.
t B Sh Rs D Or In M Sp Cl
1 33 40 390 4 82 427 0 1 0 39
1 0 27 41 346 1 64 424 0 3 29
25 29 42 371 2 67 499 0 4 31
50 30 46 405 3 80 588 0 7 34
1 0 0 33 42 404 4 76 626 0 8 37
2 0 0 37 47 459 5 8 8 802 0 9 41
Table 8 .1 : The total number of accepted birth(B), shift(Sh), resize(Rs), death(D), 
orientation(Or), updating intensity (In), merge(M), split (Sp) moves and total number 
of cells(Cl) respectively using ^{x^nly)1' 1.
If we observe the figures in table (8.1) vertically, i.e., within the moves, we find that 
there is a noticeable difference in the total number of the accepted updating intensity 
proposals as t increases. For the resize move, although the figures change from one 
temperature to another, the rate of accepted moves remains approximately the same 
with regard to the number of the existing cells.
The total number of accepted moves updating the intensity level increases with the 
values of t. The average accepted move per cell using t =  1 is 11% and it increases 
to 20% using t =  200. The acceptance probability for updating the intensity level
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move is the only move type which is not affected by the overlapping constraint. This 
explains the reason beyond the insignificant changes in the total number of accepted 
moves for the birth, resize, orientation, shift, split and merge moves. The overlapping 
constraint is strongly influencing the acceptance probability of the moves. It is stronger 
than the other terms involved in the acceptance probabilities for these moves because 
it introduce zeros.
Suppose tha t a higher value of t  > 200 was found such tha t the chain mixes rapidly 
at th a t tem perature, then in order for the simulated tempering algorithm to work 
efficiently we need to jum p between different values of the temperatures ranging from 
1 to T* so often. Thus the values in the sequence have to be close enough tha t moves 
between t can be accepted and this would produce far two many steps between T  =  1 
and T  =  T*.
It looks as if simulated tempering of the type described here will not help much 
because of the overlapping constraint. W hat we need instead is a technique to overcome 
the overlapping constraint and thereby helps us explore different regions of the sample 
space to achieve the irreducibility of the Markov chain. A relaxed model approach is 
meant to do that.
8.2 Relaxed m odel technique
The posterior image distribution given observations Y  = y is restricted to scenes in 
which there is no overlap between cells. The complexity of this non-overlapping con­
straint along with defining reversible moves, such as merge and split moves, makes it 
difficult to have efficient move types which maintain the non overlapping constraint 
and which provide the required mixing of the Markov chain in a reasonable time. For 
instance, the merge move needs a long time to find two good candidates, say x& and x b , 
to propose to merge them into x c ■ The candidates need to be close and close 
for i = 1,2,3 and e \—close. W ith the defined values for the e the probability of finding
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such x a  and x b  is very small. If we neglect the overlapping condition and assume that 
the two cells x a  and x b  are randomly distributed from the prior then the probability of 
having x a  and x b  with a difference of intensities less than e\ , tha t is p r ( \\A ~  A#| <  ca) 
is (2ca)/(max a — min^). This is for the case where each set of properties is an indepen­
dent realisation from the mark distribution in the reference model (on which the prior 
is based). Substituting for e\ =  (max* — m in\)/5 , this probability is 0.4. Using the 
same assumptions, we compute the probability of having I a  and Ib  close, and it is 
approximately 3 x 10~5. It follows that the probability of having two cells satisfying 
the above five conditions is very small. This probability is even smaller if we consider 
the non overlapping constraint. The non-overlapping condition not only affects the 
probability of proposing a viable merge move of two cells, but also the probability of 
accepting the resulting cell. The chance of proposing, and hence acceptance of, the 
merge move increases with an increase in the e values, in contrary to the split move 
where the chance of its acceptance decreases with the increase in the values of the e as 
we are more likely to propose two overlapping cells. There is a tension between these 
reverse moves because of the bijection between them. Previous analysis of the sampler 
results favour the split move over the merge move and, hence, small values of the e are 
employed. The non overlapping condition is also involved in the acceptance rate of the 
other MCMC move types. Therefore the resulting Markov chain has difficulty to visit 
all the region of the sample space E in practical time.
Geman et al. (1990) have dealt with a constraint involved in a model n(x) when 
they aimed to find the value x  tha t maximises 7r(x). The constraint is initially relaxed 
but they then impose a penalty on the forbidden realisations. This technique could be 
very fruitful and even essential to achieve irreducibility in situations where the sample 
space is constrained. An example of reducible Markov Chain is in the genetic pedigree 
analysis (see Sheehan and Thomas (1993)) when moving from a genotype configuration 
to another consistent configuration. Suppose we are changing one genotype at a time, 
then it is not possible to visit some configurations without visiting inconsistent ones.
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In these types of problems the need for the relaxed model is crucial to visit some legal
samples, and the cost of visiting the illegal cases is high.
The idea of relaxing the constraint is fully explained by Hurn et al (1999). They 
extended the sample space E to E* D E and generate samples from this larger space 
using 7r*(x), where tt*(x) >  0,Vr G E* and 7r(r) =  0,V r G E*\E. Better mixing is 
expected for E*\E under 7t*(x). They described some configurations in E* as illegal 
states in the sense tha t they do not satisfy the constraint. Using the relaxed model 
7T* is meant to help in exploring more regions of the sample space by reducing the 
constraint effects and, hence, achieving the irreducibility of the Markov chain.
In this approach there are two transition kernels for proposed moves, one say P, with 
stationary distribution the correct distribution tt(x ) and the other P* with stationary 
distribution the relaxed model tt*(x ). We denote by legal chain, the Markov chain 
which takes values in E and has limiting distribution ir. For one step in this chain, we 
start with a proposal according to P. This proposal can be an illegal one.
1. If the proposal is legal, the candidate is either accepted or rejected depending on 
the acceptance probability of the move and tha t completes the step.
2. If the proposal is illegal, we take steps using kernel P* for target distribution ir* 
on E* until an x ' G E is reached. We then either accept x ' and the legal chain 
will move to x 1 or reject x ' and the legal chain remains where it was before and 
the step is complete.
Thus the step is complete when either one of the above actions is complete. The steps 
using P* induce acceptance or rejection stage as well.
The acceptance probability of state x ' obtained by starting at x  G E and ending at 
x ' g E  through some illegal moves in E* \E  is
To prove the legal chain on E through some illegal states attains detailed balance
a(x, x') =  min < 1 (8 .2)
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with respect to 7r, it is sufficient to consider one single path from x E E to x' G E
through some illegal states in E*\E from all available paths. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of paths tha t start in x  and end up in x ' and the set 
of paths from x 1 to x  through E*\E. Let such a path be £ =  {x jX 1, . . .  , xn,x 7}. The 
probability of starting in x  and finishing in x ' along £ is
Pe(x ,x ') = r ( x , o : 1)P*(a;1,x 2) ...P * (a ;Tl,x /). (8.3)
The secondary MCMC sampler with transition kernel P* attains the detailed balance 
with respect to 7r* so
pV,*>') = v zV .
Substituting this in equation (8.3), it simplifies to
P d x ’x') =  T ^ r p£-(aj/>a;)> (8-4)
where =  {x7, xn, . . , ,  x 1, x}. Equation (8.4) is true for all paths {£} so, with a(x, x') 
as defined in equation (8 .2 ), the detailed balance condition is satisfied for the legal 
MCMC sampler through some illegal states. As the detailed balance is maintained for 
the two paths: the one step direct path and via illegal states path, so detailed balance 
is maintained for the general legal sampler. The probability of moving from one legal 
state, say x, to another legal state, say x7, is the sum of the probability of moving from 
x to x ' via direct step and the probability of moving from x to x ' via the second route.
The choice of tt*(x ) should promote movement between the legal states and give 
high probability through E* \E . This can be achieved by choosing ir* (x) proportional 
to 7r(x) in E and associated with the weight of illegality of the states in E* \E. For our 
application we start with the reference measure T*(X, N ) defined on the state space 
E =  Unl i n and choose E* the same as E. For the prior distribution of (X ,N ) ,  instead
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of using the hard core model with respect to the reference measure, we use another 
model from the class of pairwise interaction models which will be
7r*(x, n) =  kp n^  exp( —7  x no. of pixels covered by more than one cell), (8.5)
where A; is a normalising constant computed by integrating the above density over all 
(x ,n )  € UnUn with respect to T * (X ,N ), and 7  is a penalty rate that would exhibit 
repulsion or inhibition between the jumps between legal and illegal states. The limiting 
distribution of 7r* as 7  tends to 00  is equivalent to the hard core model. Setting high 
penalty rates will discourage the chain to be in illegal states whereas using small values 
for 7  increases the chance of moving between the legal and illegal states.
The likelihood function for the records Y  will also contribute in defining a relaxed 
model ir* ((X ,N )\Y )  where we shall still use the assumptions stated in section (2.1.2) 
and modify it to fit the new situation. We assume that the experimental data Y j , j  = 
1 , S  are independent given the true scene X  = x  and normally distributed. If a 
pixel is covered by more than one cell then we shall set the mean intensity level for that 
pixel to be the average value of the intensities of the cells covering tha t pixel, otherwise 
we set the mean as defined in equation (2.1). The general formula for variance of the 
records Y  remains as defined in (2 .1) and corresponds to the changes in the mean values 
of Y .  The relaxed model is then proportional to the product of the prior distribution 
stated in equation (8.5) and the likelihood.
To reduce the time of moving from one chain to another Hurn et al. (1999) used 
a block technique. Working with a low level (pixel grid) problem they motivated 
the algorithm by limiting the implementation of this technique to a small block B  
of component of { ^ } b , where X  =  {X }b(J{X }_£  is the output vector. The block 
B  can be chosen randomly or deterministically. They applied the technique using 
the relaxed distribution 7r* only with block B  holding the rest of the components 
{ X } - b  fixed. They used an MCMC sampler with respect to the conditional distribution
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tt*( x b \x - b ) to draw values for the block components. To maintain the irreducibility 
for the Markov chain the position of the block is randomly selected. Moreover, in order 
to control the time spent in the illegal states, they have defined a stopping rule to 
term inate the use of the secondary transition kernel P*. Detailed balance holds as long 
as there is one-to-one correspondence in the set of paths from x  to x ' and from x ' to x, 
and provided detailed balance holds for the chain with respect to 7t*( x b \x - b )- Since 
7t*(x ) — tt*(x b \x - b ) ^ * ( x - b ),  equation (8 .2 ) is seen still to hold.
To investigate the efficiency of this technique for our problem, we apply it using 
the 2D data. To reduce the size of the illegal state space, we define E* to be all the 
unordered sets of { X i , . . .  ,X jv}, X i € U where at most two cells can cover the same 
region in L,
7r*(X, N )  oc /?"(*) exp( —7  x no. of pixels covered by two cells). (8 .6 )
Each 2D cell covers around 900 to 1500 pixels in L  and the product of the likelihood 
terms for these pixels is extremely big. So in order to have an effective relaxed model 
we ought to have either a high penalty rate 7  or instead a higher order function of 
the overlap terms , i.e., not linear in overlap. As our window L  is large we shall use 
the block-wise approach, where we only allow the illegal states for a small block of the 
window leaving the other areas of the window unaffected. T hat is, once the an illegality 
has been proposed we modify only cells within a small window until resolved. We 
define the block B  to be a sub-window of L  with fixed boundary length and completely 
random location within L. We define X b  to be all the objects with centres lying 
inside B . Finally to reduce the time spent in illegal states, we shall stop using the 
secondary (illegal) transition kernel P* when the first legal configuration is achieved or 
when starting from a legal state, the number of iterations spent in the illegal states 
reaches a fixed number, say m, whichever is smaller. If we spent m  steps in the illegal 
states without hitting a legal configuration then the ending state x m will be illegal and
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7 LA IA IR SE AE UE CL
0 164 50728 379870 7 160 275 5
50 70 2330 135856 7 154 70 3
150 136 2046 81220 1 2 247 24 5
250 93 2 2 1 4609 1 0 360 0 6
350 77 320 12139 1 2 449 3 6
450 113 37 1333 7 26 0 3
550 209 2 1 1175 7 2 1 0 5
Table 8 .2 : The total number of accepted legal moves(LA), accepted illegal moves(IA), 
rejected illegal moves(IR), number of successful excursions(SE), average length for the 
successful excursions(AE), number of unsuccessful excursions(UE) and number of ex­
isting cells (CL).
7r(x ') = 0. That is, the proposal candidate will be rejected and the chain remains in 
the same legal state it started in.
To look for efficient values of 7  we applied the algorithm fixing B  to be the sub­
window with corner points (30,210), (30,290), (110,210) and (110,290). We chose 
the size of B  so that it covers more than one cell to have a more effective trial of the 
relaxed model. The location of B  is chosen because of the uncertainty of the objects 
in that region (see figure ( 6  — 1)). Setting m  to 2000 (which was selected based on 
some pilot tests and considering the overall run-time of the sampler), eight different 
values of 7  were tested. For each value of 7  we run the sampler for 2000 legal iterations 
starting with the empty configuration and allowing up to m  =  2 0 0 0  illegal steps between 
each two legal states. We observed indicators such as the number of legal and illegal 
moves accepted, the number of rejected illegal moves, number of excursions (that is 
the number of times the chain managed to move through illegal states to legal states in 
time less than m). We also observed the average length of these successful excursions 
which took less than m iterations to reach legal state. Finally we observe the number of 
times the chain reaches the maximum length m  without reaching a legal configuration. 
The results are listed in table (8.2). The total ceiling on the number of total proposals 
of legal and illegal states is 4000000, however, the actual proposal steps depend on the
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illegality states, the excursions length and the initial state. The number of legal states 
accepted depends on the number of cells in the scene which is stochastic as we started 
with empty configuration. The figures in table (8.2) indicate tha t as 7  increases, the 
total number of accepted illegal moves decreases because of the increase in the cost 
of the illegal states. W ith a high penalty rate, the expected number of pixels covered 
by two cells in the accepted illegal configurations is expected to be low in general, 
therefore the relaxed technique will not be as efficient as required. We also find tha t 
the number of unsuccessful excursions is higher using low values of 7 . The lengths of 
the excursions depend on the amount of illegality of the chain, tha t is they depend on 
the values of the illegal records and the number of illegal pixels. If the true cells axe 
very close and their intensity level is high then moving to illegal states will be more 
rapid even for high values of 7  (up to a certain limit, e.g. 7  greater than 450) and in 
these situations the successful excursions will be lengthy. The length of the excursions 
also increases with the number of illegal pixels and as we are proposing small changes 
for the potential variables involved in the moves we expect tha t the time needed for the 
chain to reduce its illegality and move toward the legal space will be long. Therefore 
the number of unsuccessful excursions increases as 7  decreases, which in turn  implies 
an increase in the number of iterations the chain spent in the illegal states and hence, 
the total number of illegal states rejected. Based on the above criteria we expect 
tha t for high values of 7  greater than 350, the relaxed model technique will not help 
significantly. On the other hand, for small values of 7  such as 7  less than 100, the 
relaxed model technique will be computationally expensive. However, one might argue 
tha t the added computational expenses is acceptable if it helps us to obtain reliable 
samples. Setting the values of 7  =  300 and 150 we ran the sampler for 30000 legal 
iterations starting from the empty configuration, using the same fixed block B  and 
limit m, and observed the changes in the output samples. The samples are shown in 
figures (8  — 1) and (8  — 2). Visual inspection of the plots of the consecutive equally 
spaced MCMC outputs viewed in figure (8  — 1) when 7  is set to 300 suggest no changes
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Figure 8 -1 : The resulting samples after applying the relaxed model technique using 
7  =  300 corresponding to iterations number 10000 (top), 20000 (middle) and 30000 
iterations (bottom).
in the output configurations, indicating slow mixing of the chain and the inefficient use 
of the relaxed model technique at that value of 7 . On the other hand, when setting 
7  =  150 the output samples of the corresponding 10000 and 20000 and 30000 iterations 
seemed the same and match the data. Therefore we viewed the output sample collected 
at the 1 0 0 0  iterations (see figure ( 8  — 2 )) to observe whether any changes had occurred. 
It is obvious that the sampler managed to adjust the cells into a good fit and overcome 
the overlapping constraint problem. For the same value of 7  =  150 another run of 
20000 iterations using a random block position in L was conducted. The resulting 
samples corresponding to iterations number 5000,15000,30000 and 45000 are shown in 
figure ( 8  — 3).
Close cells such as those within grids [30 : 70,670 : 720] and [50 : 100,200 : 300] 
managed to change their positions despite the overlapping condition which is a good 
indication of the benefit of the above technique within again a limited run time.
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Figure 8-2: The resulting samples after applying the relaxed model technique with 
7  =  150 corresponding to iterations number 1000 (top), 10000 (middle) and 30000 
iterations (bottom).
values of 7  and m  obtained in the 2D problem, and applied the technique using a 3D 
rectangular sub-window of equal length side of 80 voxels, i.e., the block B  covers the 
z —axis. Good mixing was achieved for m  =  2000 and 7  =  160. A sample corresponding 
to the 5000, 15000 and 25000 iterations starting with configuration with no cells is 
shown in figures ( 8  — 4), ( 8  — 5) and ( 8  — 6 ) respectively. The trace of the cells in the 
three configurations indicates the significant mixing of the sampler and the ability to 
explore more state space than the previous samplers.
The 2D and the 3D results were significant improvements on previous approaches 
and the relaxed model technique managed to start from an extreme state and reach the 
bulk of the posterior image distribution. More significant results would be expected 
for smaller values of 7  and larger values of m. The question which remains is how 
much sampling effort we are willing to give in order to have a more efficient technique. 
For the 3D problem the cost is higher because of the dimension of the space and the 
different type of homogeneity of our window because of the different scales used in the
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Figure 8-3: The resulting consecutive 2D sections applying the relaxed model technique 
with 7  =  150 taken at iterations number: (from top to bottom) 5000, 15000, 30000 and 
45000.
xy-plane and z-directions. However we think that the relaxed model technique is useful 
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Figure 8-4: The resulting 2 D sections at depths z=3, 7 and 1 2  using the relaxed model 
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Figure 8-5: The resulting 2D sections at depths z=3, 7 and 12 using the relaxed model 













Figure 8-6: The resulting 2D sections at depths z=3, 7 and 12 using the relaxed model 
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and further work
In this thesis we have considered a number of aspects of statistical image recognition. 
The work has basically fallen into two areas: posterior modelling of the scene and 
possible improvements to the MCMC reconstruction algorithm.
We worked with data collected using confocal microscopy for an area of cartilage 
growth. The grey-level image is corrupted by noise, blurring and an attenuation effect. 
We have provided separate models for two and three dimensional space.
In defining the target models we built the prior models using a marked point process, 
as was defined by Baddeley and Van Lieshout (1993), to handle the geometric features 
of the cells. We defined the hard core model as it forbids overlapping among cells in 
the scene which is a physical structure of a confocal microscope. We have discussed 
in detail the properties of the data collected from confocal microscopy and expressed 
these details in an usable likelihood form.
The enormous size of the data structure involved and the complexity of the model 
made it hard to handle the necessary computations other than by MCMC simulation 
methods. The space of the configurations is a union of subspaces of different dimensions 
because the number of cells in the scene was unknown, hence, we used the reversible 
jum p algorithm defined by Green (1995). We used standard and modified Metropolis- 
Hastings methods to update the configurations of the MCMC chain.
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We began the implementation of the chain assuming no information is provided 
by the user so we started with an empty configuration. We used a visual inspection 
of the MCMC output and the trace of the total changes in the configurations of the 
chain as a tool for assessing the convergence and the mixing of our sampler. There 
was a concern about the convergence of the MCMC algorithms and their ability to 
explore the sample space, even with substantially more iterations. The very large 
dimensionality of the parameter space in this problem and the use of single variable 
updating made monitoring the convergence and the mixing unusually difficult within 
a reasonable number of iterations. These concerns increased with the existence of the 
spatial interaction between the cells in the scene which was expressed by the overlapping 
constraint, a highly influential factor even with lengthy run time.
From a practical perspective, the biologist’s interests were on image interpreta­
tion and extracting useful information from the data provided based on statistical ap­
proaches. Their objective was to estimate and summarise several different features of 
the cells under study such as their sizes, eccentricity and intensities. Hence, to achieve 
this objective and avoid prolonged run time we find it is necessary to choose carefully 
a starting point for the chain near the mode of the posterior image distribution. In the 
process of constructing initial values we have taken the advantage of operating at differ­
ent levels of analysis from fine to coarse and vice versa. We applied some morphology 
operators together with statistical techniques for converting the low level image into 
a high level valid configuration for our target model. We have also allowed input of 
expert information to correct obvious errors in the configuration obtained using mor­
phology. These approaches have been applied to both 2D and 3D problems. We spent 
considerable effort in generalising and applying suitable MCMC techniques for the 3D 
problem, taking into consideration the finite computational resources.
The issue of a starting point is tha t the objective of the simulation study is met from 
the experts point of view and produced a good point estimate for their variables. From 
our point of view we wanted to find suitable and effective techniques for exploring the
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complicated high dimensional uncertainty surfaces such tha t our output samples will be 
reliable. We have used independent runs using different seeds for the random number 
generators used in the MCMC algorithms and collected random samples. Moreover, 
we ran a single long chain using a relaxed model technique to overcome the difficulties 
caused by the overlapping constraint. In both cases the key problem was how long the 
chain should run.
In the 3D problem the drawback of our implementation was first the computational 
expense of our algorithm, however, this is to be expected because of the large sample 
size and the huge data sets of the 3D case. The work of improving the computational 
implementation of the MCMC algorithm remains an area for continued work. The 
second drawback concerns the choice of the parameters involved in the likelihood form. 
The model was highly sensitive to some of these parameters such as those involved 
in defining the relation between the mean and the variance of the cells. Our default 
settings for these parameters were mainly extracted from the visual analysis of the 
data provided. However, there is always the fully Bayesian approach to handle these 
parameters treating them as hyper-parameters in a hierarchical model and assigning 
them priors. This approach increases the computational time especially with the need 
for the normalising constants of the model conditional on values of these parameters. 
Though, one might argue that the added computation expenses are acceptable. Also 
different relations between the mean and the variance of the cells rather than the linear 
one we used may be tested, or even a naive model assuming a common intensity level 
may be applied.
The main properties of the 3D records obtained by confocal microscopes are atten­
uation, blurring and noise. These features interact together to produce the final data. 
We had deal with each factor separately. For example, the blurring as illustrated by 
W hite et al. (1995) is affected by the abberations of the light tha t hits the focal point 
and is then transm itted to the detector. T hat is the blurring is influenced by the depth 
and the regions tha t the light travels through. This affects the blurring in the 3D data
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and causes changes in the point spread functions through vertical sections. We have 
assumed no changes in the blurring effect along the consecutive sections. In future work 
we may be more precise in assessing the blurring effects using deconvolution forms in 
addition to some other technical details of the changes in the angles and frequencies of 
the incoming light and outgoing fluorescent beams in the confocal microscopes. This 
is such a rich area to investigate.
Further investigations to assess the amount of effort spent to get reliable estimates 
can be carried out in future using a higher level of interaction with the expert. Using 
expert knowledge and his/her experience in providing reliable information regarding 
the variables of interest will certainly allow us to assess the simulated estimators and 
the accuracy of these estimators under each model. This helps to compare the amount 
of effort spent and the reliability of the results. It also gives an indication about the 
length of the Markov chain required to reach convergence. To assess the difference 
between two output samples instead of using visual inspection we can use Baddeley’s 
delta metric for binary images (Baddeley(1992)). To use this approach we have to work 
with pixel level and obtain MAP estimate (Rue and Hurn (1997)) classifying each pixel 
in the grid as a background or foreground (cells) media. This approach can be used to 
produce better estimates of the true outline of each object conditioned on the number 
of objects.
Another area of work which can be achieved in the future is the existence of spatial 
variation in the observation window. For example, we know tha t because of the struc­
turing of the cartilage, cells tha t are close tend to be of same type and, hence, have 
mainly the same distribution of properties. This spatial pattern  of the regions of the 
specimen may be handled by more sophisticated spatial modelling techniques.
The demand for statistical analysis tools and techniques in imaging has increased 
substantially in recent years. Although we had built our models and developed the 
algorithms specifically for this set of data, the implications of our study go beyond 
that. The methods we have developed are applicable for any set of data collected by
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confocal microscopy, which is now a very commonly used imaging device as it images 
the 3D specimen without the need for physical sectioning. We may need to apply some 
slight modifications of the model and the MCMC algorithm such as defining different 
object identification properties and different object spaces. Or we may need to  use 
alternative characteristics such as colour or even surface texture of the objects. A more 
general application may cover more than one type of standard structure of the objects’ 
space or even deformable structure shape objects. Fourier transformation concepts can 
be used to define the reference points on the surface of the objects as identifying points 
(see Hurn (1998)). The task of object recognition is a very wide and demanding area. 
It is applicable in different fields such as satellite images, geological scans and medical 
fields. We think tha t this study provides the user with the basic concepts and skills 
needed to handle different applications in image analysis or even with other fields using 
Bayesian inference and MCMC simulations.
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